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Foreword

This book is a publication of the Alumni Association of the

Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion. A
quinquennial fund to which its members contribute is set

aside for the specific purpose of encouraging members of

the Alumni to pursue studies in Judaism with the prospect
of publication. It is also used to publish papers or theses of

members of the faculty of the College, as was done in the

case of the volumes by Dr. Kaufmann Kohler, Dr. Jacob Z,

Lauterbach, Dr. Samuel Sandmel, Dr. Sheldon Blank, and
an earlier volume by Dr. Solomon B. Freehof,

This volume is presented as a book of sound scholarship
and a contribution to the general understanding of an im-

portant phase of Jewish concern, although the views of the

author do not necessarily represent those of the members
of the Association.

The author is an alumnus of the College, ordained in

1915, During the First WorldWar he was a chaplain in the

American Expeditionary Force. After his ordination he
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continued as a member of the faculty of his Alma Mater;
in 1924 he became Rabbi of Kehillath Anshe Maariv Tem-
ple in Chicago; and in 1934 he became Rabbi of Rodef
Shalom Temple in Pittsburgh, which he still serves. He is

a former President of the Central Conference of American
Rabbis, and is currently President of the World Union for

Progressive Judaism, He is the author of Stormcrs of
Heaven, Commentary on the Book of Psalms^ 'Modern Jew-
ish Preaching, The Small Sanctuary ^ Rcfonn Jewish Prac-
tice (2 vols.), Preface to Scripture, The Rcsponna Literature,

Commentary on the Book of Job, and Rcfonn Response.
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Introduction

A legal system prides itself upon its logic, but it is often

quite illogical. This illogicality is not just a lapse due to

mental failure on the part of the lawgivers and the lawyers.
A certain amount of illogicality is an inherent, if unac-

knowledged, part of every legal system. The law is an at-

tempt to use logic in order to organize a social mood which
is essentially emotional. Between the logical instrument

and the illogical emotional material upon which it works
there is a mutual influence. Daily life becomes often more

logical due to the necessity of confonning to law. But law
itself is moved by emotions which reflect the moods of the

people.
This emotionalizing of the logical instrument can be

traced in the development of Jewish law, particularly in

the last few centuries. There is a definite influence of mood
and attitude upon Jewish legal decisions in recent gen-
erations*
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Our Jewish legal literature is rich and varied. A multi-

plicity of individuals have contributed to its decisions. As a

result, there are numerous questions to which there are

diverse answers. A scholar of the Law today frequently has

his choice of decision, cither toward leniency or toward
strictness. What determines his choice? What decides

whether he will be a "perniitter" (maykil) or a "forbidder"

(machmir)? It is not primarily austere reason which leads

to decision. This can be suspected at once from the fact

that an overwhelming number of the decisions of Orthodox

legalists in recent generations have been to forbid, to say
"no." It can hardly be cool logic which has led Orthodox

legalists of modem times to say "no" a hundred times more
often than they say **yes.

w
There is a strong emotion in-

volved here which deserves notice and understanding.
Marcus Horowitz, Rabbi of Frankfurt, in his responsa

"Mattel* Levy," published by his son in Frankfurt, 1932,

on page 39> discusses the question of weddings taking

place on fast days* He refuses to permit such marriages.
He is, however, confronted with the .statement of Abraham
Abole Combiner (Mugcn Avraham) to Onth Hayyim 559,
end of section 11, which says that if a marriage takes place
on fast days then the bridegroom should not finish las fast*

It is evident, then, that marriages did take? place on fast

days. Nevertheless, Marcus Horowitz refuses to permit
such marriages nowadays. He gives his reason as follows :

You cannot compare those days with ours. In those days
the only question in doubt was whether the bridegroom
should finish his fast or not But otherwise there was no
doubt at all that everybody fasted, until evening, accord-

ing to the law . . * Now we may not conclude from the

fact that they used to permit marriages without a meal,
that we should now permit people to have marriages (on
fast days); for we know well that they will eat and drink
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with joy and hikrity at the meal on this fast day. It is not

merely that most of the people of the congregations in

our land do not fast on Tisha B'av, but many eat and
drink on the fast day as much as they desire.

The motivation behind the decision of the Rabbi of

Frankfurt becomes clearer in a decision by a great contem-

porary scholar, Isaac Halevi Herzog, the late Chief Rabbi
of Israel. In his newly published responsa, "Hechal
Yitzchok" (Jerusalem, I960, p. 106Z?) he discusses the fol-

lowing question:
A Jew and a Gentile woman had been married by civil

marriage and have had a number of children, After many
years, the woman has consented to be converted to Juda-
ism. He doubts whether such a conversion and remarriage
should take place nowadays. Herzog indicates that in spite
of the Mishnah (Yevamoth II : 8), which says that such a

marriage cannot take place, nevertheless, as die law has de-

veloped in the Talmud and the Poskim (the later legalists)

it is quite possible to permit her to be converted. However
he continues, saying that even though the law is that we
may convert this woman,

Nevertheless, I have great hesitation about

such a conversion in our day. In the days of the Talmud
andof the Poskim, therewas almostno place in the Jewish

community for a sinfulJew (ie,, one who did not obey the

Torah). Therefore., when a Gentile was converted in

those days, even though he may have had some material

purpose for his conversion, we could seriously accept his

decision to observe the mitzvos because hardly anybody
lived differently. But, unfortunately, in our days the situ-

ation is so wild and disorderly that Jews who, according
to the Law should be counted sinners, are in large num-
bers leaders of congregations and national leaders.
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What, then, is the value of it if a Gentile today says that

he accepts Judaism? Why should he observe the mitzvos

when so many Jews do not observe them?

These statements are not isolated and can be duplicated

many times. They reveal a typical and an understandable

attitude. The problem confronting the Orthodox rabbinate

is unprecedented in Jewish histoiy since the development
of rabbinic Judaism. For the first time in fifteen hundred

years the majority of Jews are nonobservers of the Law.
This creates a tremendous social influence, an antilcgalist

mood prevalent in all of Jewish life. Thus, from the point
of view of Orthodox lawgivers, the Jewish people as they
exist today have become, as never before in their history, a

danger to the continuity of Jewish law. Now for the first

time the Jewish law must be protected from the Jewish

people.
A year or so ago, in the magazine Hamaor, which repre-

sents the extreme anti-Zionist wing of Chasidic Orthodoxy,
there appeared a series of articles denouncing the civil and
criminal courts of the State of Israel. They were declared

to be sinful courts since they do not judge cases according
to the Torah, Therefore a pious Jew would be a sinner if he

brought any case before them, and it is his duty to avoid

obeying any of their decisions. One rabbi wrote a letter

to the editor protesting against these violent articles on the

ground that upon the majority of the Jewish people they
would make a bad impression. To which the editor of the

magazine quite logically said: "It makes no difference what
the majority of the Jewish people says* What matters is,

what the Torah says/*

Thus, there has developed an overriding emotion among
Orthodox dcclsors. The Law must be protected at all costs.

It must be protected against the nonohservant majority of

Jews whose influence would destroy it. Therefore there
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must be no compromising with them or making any con-

cessions. The only safe thing to do is to build the wall

higher. Do not permit any leniency. Whenever you have a
decision to make, decide it in the strictest possible way. In

this way alone, at least among the pious Jews, the Law
will live.

Here, then, is a historic legal system which, like all legal

systems, would claim to use the instrument of logic. Yet the

choice of alternatives is predetermined by an overwhelm-

ing emotion of defensiveness and even fear.

In our Reform movement there has been an observable

change of mood toward the rabbinic legal literature. This

change has occurred within a generation. The Central Con-
ference of American Rabbis, over sixty years old, has had
a Responsa Committee from the very beginning and, over

the years, a certain number of questions were presented to

the Committee for answer. I have been a member of the

Responsa Committee for about forty years, and its chair-

man for almost a decade. In these years there has been a

great increase in the number of questions asked. Whereas

thirty and forty years ago the Committee would receive

ten to twenty questions a year, in the recent decade there

have often been more than two hundred questions a year.
Such a change deserves notice for it surely reveals a con-

siderable alteration in the attitude toward the Halachic

literature.

It is clear that this greater interest in rabbinic literature

is not due to any conscious decision on the part of the Con-
ference nor to the prevalence of any new philosophic doc-

trine. The Conference has not passed any resolutions favor-

ing a new relationship to rabbinic literature, nor have new
books dealing with a philosophy of Judaism had a great
influence upon our members in this direction. How, then,

can we explain this manifestly greater interest in Jewish
law? Clearly there must be certain social and emotional
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influences at play, certain half-unconscious changes in

mood among our leaders and our people.

In the early days of the Reform movement there was a

strong interest in questions of Jewish law. Although the

early reformers rebelled against the authority of the Ortho-

dox rabbinate, they did not brush aside the importance of

Jewish law itself. All the early rabbinical assemblies in

Germany, all the synods which combined rabbinical and

lay leadership debated vehemently various problems of

law and life. These questions were carried over to America,
and the first two Yearbooks of the Central Conference of

American Rabbis contained a summary of all the legal deci-

sions made by the German conferences and synods. The

great debates at the beginning of our own Conference

were also primarily legal: whether to demand circumcision

from proselytes, whether to transfer Saturday observance

to Sunday, and so forth. All these questions, so frequently
and earnestly debated in the early days of our movement,
faded from our interest, and there was less and less legal
discussion until the subject of specific observances or cere-

monial changes largely faded out of our Conference ses-

sions. Then, in recent years, the subject revived until we
have come to our present widespread interest in it. Why
this similarity between the early days of our movement
and its present status?

In the early clays Reform Judaism was very close to its

Orthodox origin, Every family in a Reform congregation
had parents and grandparents who were Orthodox. Now,
after a lapse of almost a century, with the sudden growth
of our movement, with the expansion in America from two
hundred and fifty to eight hundred congregations, the

same social situation has recurred* Again we have large
numbers of members whose parents and whose grand**

parents are Orthodox. Therefore we feel once more the
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same sense of interest in the laws which govern the life of

parents and grandparents. While we may wish, as die early
reformers wished, to come to new decisions more suitable

to modern life, nevertheless there is again the same desire

to come to some decision on the basis of Jewish law and
tradition. We are not reverting to the past except insofar

as we have returned to the same sense of kinship with

Orthodoxy which had occurred in the early days of our
movement. It is not easy for us today, with our family bond
with Orthodoxy, to brush aside or to remain ignorant of

Jewish law, as was possible and easy a generation ago
before we had our sudden new growth. Our movement is

again in family relationship with Orthodoxy and therefore

feels a kinship and a need to come to terms with the legal

systems which govern Orthodox life.

The sudden growth of our movement has brought about
a certain disorderliness which cries aloud for some order

and guidance. Fifty years ago when most of the people
in the American Reform movement were children and even

grandchildren of Reform parents most of the daily re-

ligious life and observance in all the Reform congregations
all over the land had grown to be virtually the same. One

easily recognized a Reform congregation fifty years ago.
Each one resembled each other. This is no longer true to-

day, now that the movement has suddenly expanded and
embodied a vast variety of Jewish moods and observances.

The similarity and the uniformity of outer form in all the

congregations has disappeared. Many now have Bar Mitz-

vahs; many do not. Many set tombstones; many do not
Some rabbis wear a form of the tallis; some do not. All this

disorder may be wholesome. It may be the beginning of

experimentation and perhaps a prelude to a positive cre-

ativeness in religious Hfe. But disorder it surely is.

Therefore there is a new desire for guidance, for codes,

for guides to practice, for decisions. Hence the larger num-
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ber of new questions: Should we have a chuppah? Should

we break the glass at weddings? Should we have Bar

Mitzvah on Sabbath afternoon, and scores of kindred ques-
tions which a rabbi in the more homogeneous days never

thought of asking and never needed to ask. Hitherto there

was nothing to decide, particularly, in, the ceremonial life.

It was all set. Now it is unsettled again. If at our Confer-

ence of Rabbis or at our Union of Congregations we debate

nowadays the question of whether or not to have a code or

a guide of practice, the debate is only whether the time has

already come to have a fixed code, whether we have

evolved enough for that, whether or not we should con-

tinue this period of free and varied experimentation. But
no one would doubt that some sort of guidance, some sort

of answers to questions, perhaps not systematic but subject

by subject, are necessary in the new religious disorder of

our times.

Most of the questions asked by our rabbis could be an-

swered briefly with "yes
"
or

"
no-" M &ere were onty a &'

sire for guidance, then a decision, brief and to the point,
would be quite sufficient. But most of the inquirers write

in appreciation of a lengthy and full responsum which
deals with the entire relevant law from the Bible to the

Talmud and the Codes. They are interested not only in the

decision itself, but in the literature upon which it is based.

There seems to be a growing interest in the rabbinic lit-

erature itself. If this is so, it indicates an important stop
taken in our historical development, specifically in our rela-

tionship to the achievements of the Jewish past. When the

early reformers in their conferences and synods discussed

matters of legal decision, this was a practical necessity for

them because of their close kinship with Orthodoxy. But
their personal creative inspiration was not the Talmud and
the Codes. It was the Bible-more speciGeally the pro-
phetic ethical idealism of the Bible. One may well say that.
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while Reform Judaism did not have a monopoly on ethical

idealism, nevertheless its great achievement was that it

established a scale of religious values. The word o the

prophet became the great word and the ethical ideal the

great ideal. Reform created a centrality of religious

morality.
But this achievement cost a heavy price. It involved a

break in our contact with a great literary self-expression of

our people. As far as the average Reform rabbi was con-

cerned, Judaism had produced the prophets and nothing
further mattered much. Thus, Reform lost touch with the

whole rabbinic literature. This was a great loss, because the

literature, beginning with the Mishnah, developing into

the Talmud, into the Codes, ramifying into the vast tree of

rabbinic literature, was, if nothing else, a tremendous ex-

pression of intellectual effort, and perhaps constituted the

greatest achievement of democratic intellectuality in the

history of human thought. Furthermore, rabbinic literature

certainly would not have developed as brilliantly as it did

and would not have survived so many vicissitudes if it had
not been somehow inherent and indispensable to Judaism.
It was this contact with the brains of Judaism which we
had set aside.

Now we are resuming contact, I believe, with this great

part of our Jewish experience. We had long ago understood

its heart. Now we are finding ourway back to its mind. Re-

form clarified the morality of Judaism. Now it is rediscov-

ering its intellect. If this is not a hasty generalization,
which we hope it is not, then the Reform movement in

heart and mind is finding a complete reunion with the

heart and mind of Judaism,

The ethical ideal, the original emphasis of our move-

ment, will always remain its primary and essential motiva-

tion. Therefore as we are now confronting the fifteen cen-
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turies of Jewish intellectual self-expression, we cannot help
but judge it by the ethical yardstick. So it seems that our

colleagues find a special joy when, in studying a responsum
on a practical problem, they find that the ethical idealism

so clear in the prophets expresses itself, also, if in muted

tones, in the rabbinic literature. One of the landmarks

among the papers read before our Conference was that of

my revered and unforgettable teacher, Jacob Z. Lauter-

bach, which he called 'The Ethics of the Halacha/' We are

always interested in the ethics of the Halacha. When-
ever the ethical standard of the law in a specific case does

not comport with our conscience, we turn aside from it,

resolutely and without fear. But where, as in most cases,

we find the moral intention inherent in all the Law, we
find joy in the vindication of our long tradition. We never

were happy with that mood voiced by some Bible eiities

which describes the Jews as having once produced the

prophets and then degenerated into impotent futility. Our
interest in the Halacha broadens our reverence from the

Biblical prophets to the generations of rabbis and scholars.

We are increasingly aware that the totality of Judaism de-

serves the reverence of our movement and of all Jews.
I wish to express my gratitude to the many colleagues

who frequently write to ask questions which prompt a

study of the literature. Whether modern Reform responsa,
motivated as they are by these various emotions which we
have mentioned, are of any lasting worth in Jewish litera-

ture, only time can tell. Certainly they are greatly different

inmood from modern Orthodox response Where Orthodox
decisors are inclined, for the emotional reasons described,
to say "no" on almost every occasion, we are inclined, for

emotional reasons which are equally evident, to say "yes"
whenever possible, Neither choice is dictated entirely by
reason, Wherever it is impossible to say "yes," the law not

permitting it, then we know that that law, if contrary to
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our modern conscience, will not continue to be observed.

Jewish history, long before the Reform movement, amply
demonstrates that laws fade away; but whatever in the

great legal literature can inspire us, whatever can help or-

ganize our life, we gladly study, happily accept, and

proudly observe.
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Kaddish When Worshiping Alone

It often happens that an older person no longer can
come to the synagogue; or, a sick person is confined
to the hospital room or to the home. Such people fre-

quently read the service in the prayerbook. Occasion*

ally, when it is the yahrzeit of a parent or another
close relative, such worshipers wish to say the Kad~
dish. Is it permissible to say the Kaddish wilhout a

quorum (minyan) of the congregation?

Precisely this question was asked of the Chaplaincy Com-
mittee of the Jewish Welfare Board during wartime. Sol-

diers on lonely duty for example, coast guardsmen pa-
trolling isolated sections of the coast wished to say
Kaddish on the yahrzeit of their parents. The answer that
we gave was based upon an analogy between the Kaddish
and the Tefillah. We said; *Just as in the case of the

Tefillah, it is preferable to say it with the congregation and
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yet it is permitted to be said silently alone, so the Kaddish,
which is primarily part of the congregational response,

may also be recited silently alone/' Because it was wartime,
we did not go into the full discussion of the propriety of

saying Kaddish in personal worship, but were content with
this general analogy. It was for that reason that we felt im-

pelled to add that if the soldier or sailor would write to our

Committee, giving the name of the relative and the date of

yahrzeit, we would arrange to have Kaddish said in one of

our civilian congregations.
Our answer then was perhaps adequate for the special

purpose and circumstance, but now that the question
comes up in peacetime, it requires closer analysis.

In general, we can say, as we told the inquiring soldier,

that Kaddish can be said for the deceased even in the ab-

sence of the mourner. This is true especially in our modern

congregations where we recite Kaddish together. We all

understand that the Kaddish is in honor not only of those

mentioned by name, but of the other deceased whose

yahrzeit is being observed by members of the congrega-
tion. In addition, if, as in many of our congregations, the

name of the departed is read before the Kaddish, then ar-

rangements can be made to have the name commemorated

by being included in the list. But even without this, the

Kaddish is meant for all the departed kin of the congrega-
tion. If, therefore, this shut-in does not say Kaddish at all,

he may take it for granted that the Kaddish recited in the

congregation that week is in reference also to those whom
he would wish to commemorate.

Nevertheless, the very fact that this inquiry has been
made indicates that there are some who would like to say
Kaddish themselves, even though they cannot attend the

services- May they do so?

The law is clear in the Shulchan Aruch that Kaddish
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is one of those sacred parts of the ritual (Davar She

B'Kedusha) which cannot be recited with fewer than ten

people present The Shulchan Aruch, in Orah Hayyim
54 : 1, says that we do not say Kaddish except in the pres-
ence of ten adult males and that this applies to the

Kedusha and to the Borchu. The importance of the minyan
for the saying of the Kaddish and so forth can be seen from
the rale in Orah Hayyim 55 : 7: namely, that if a person
is praying alone in the synagogue, and the others have

prayed in unison, they must wait until he is finished so he

can participate in the Kedusha and the Kaddish with them.

Of course, there are some minor mitigations of the rule

requiring a quorum of ten. If, for example, the relevant

part of the service was begun with a full minyan and then

somebody left, the incomplete minyan can nevertheless

recite the Kaddish and the Kedusha and so on. Also, where

people have been praying alone as individuals in the syna-

gogue, they may be joined together for a shortened form
of the service (Poreys Al Shema) so that they can hear the

Kaddish and the Kedusha (see Orah Hayyim 69).

In fact, what seems to be most important about the

Kaddish is not even its recitation but the congregational

response to its recitation by the leader. The Talmud tells,

in Berachos 3&, that when Israel enters the synagogue and

responds to the Kaddish with the phrase, "May His great
Name be blessed" (Thay Sh'may Rabba), God Himself
nods approval. (See also the statement of Joshua bon Lcvi

in b. Shabbas 119&.) If, then, a minyan is required specifi-

cally for the Kedusha and the Kaddish, and if an important

part of the Kaddish is the congregational response, then
it would be clearly contrary to the laws and traditions of

the service for an individual to recite it when praying
alone. People very often prayed alone at homo, but when
they did, they omitted the Kedusha and the Kaddish; and

when, during the week of mourning, the mounters could
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not go to the synagogue and needed to recite the Kaddish,
a minyan of friends gathered to make it possible.

Moreover, from the practical point of view, we certainly
should not encourage people to recite the Kaddish at home.
The Shulchan Aruch tells us (Orah Hayyim 55 : 22) that it

is the duty of members of the community to exert pressure

upon each other so that there should always be a minyan
in the synagogue. There often has been difficulty gathering
a regular minyan, especially in the smaller cities. Great
effort was expended to make possible the privilege of pub-
lic worship, and it was a frequent enough practice to hire

men for a minyan that the law takes cognizance of it

(ibid.). Now in modern times the feeling of piety at the

yahrzeit date is one of the justifiable motives which urges

people to come to public worship. It would surely not be
for the good of Judaism if we weakened this motivation

and allowed the spread of the custom of saying Kaddish
on the yahrzeit at home.

Nevertheless, there are certainly special cases which de-

serve consideration, namely, sick people or aged people, to

whom it would be of great consolation if they themselves

could say Kaddish in their home worship. Is this in any

way possible without encouraging the practice? It is note-

worthy that the Orphan's Kaddish is not the only form of

Kaddish recited. The cantor himself recites four forms of

Kaddish in the regular traditional worship. Then there is

a Kaddish which is not at all part of the public worship,
the Kaddish of Scholars (Kaddish di Rabbanori). After tibe

day's study was completed, the scholars present recited the

Kaddish.

How many scholars need to be present to permit the

recitation of this Scholar's Kaddish? Originally it is pre-
sumed that it required ten, as with the Kaddish in the

services. But soon it was taken for granted that fewer than

ten could recite it after their study. Abraham Abele Com-
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biner (Magen Avraham to Orah Hayyim 69, end of para-
graph 4) says that even if two or three have completed
their study, they may recite the Kaddish. Judah Green-

wald, in his responsa "Zichron Judah" (vol. I, no. 24),
cites this with approbation and tells of the famous Hun-
garian rabbi, Maharam Moses Schick, who, when asked by
a single student who had finished his studies whether he

might not recite Kaddish alone, insisted that there should
be at least two students present.
At all events, it is clear that the requirement of a minyan

of ten does not apply to the Kaddish recited after study. If

the person in whose behalf the inquiry is made is eager to

recite the Kaddish and cannot come to the synagogue,
which would be preferable, then let him study a chapter
in the Bible and recite the Kaddish after it. Of course, the
title Rabbi's Kaddish indicates that this was mount to fol-

low the study of rabbinical literature, but we need not be

quite so strict about it. Incidentally, the form of Kaddish
which we use in our Reform service is much closer in text

to the Scholar's Kaddish than to any of the others. Note
also that Eliezer Deutsch, of Bonyhad, an authority espe-

cially on matters of mourning, says that the Yiskor (memo-
rial prayer on holidays) may be recited by an individual

without a minyan ("Duda'ye Ha-Sodeh" 12)*
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Bar Mitzvah on Saturday Afternoon

Granted that it is valid (as it is) to have Bar Mitzvah
on Saturday afternoon or on Monday or Thursday, or

whenever there is a regular Torah reading, should we
encourage Bar Mitzvahs to take place on these un-

usual times, Saturday afternoon and during the week?

(From Rabbi Morton M. Kanter, Bay Shore, Long
Island, New York)

The form of the question indicates at the outset that this is

not a problem primarily of law as it is a matter of congre-

gational policy or organization in face of a social situation.

Clearly there has arisen in relation to Bar Mitzvah a prob-
lem of congregational organization or management which
is becoming more and more difficult. Up to about twenty-
five years ago, very few Reform congregations had Bar
Mitzvahs, All of them had Confirmation for an entire class

at one service. In most of the Reform congregations, until

recently, Confirmation was considered to have supplanted
Bar Mitzvah. The few Reform congregations which re-

tained the ceremony had only an occasional Bar Mitzvah.

But in recent years, perhaps the majority of our congrega-
tions have Bar Mitzvah, and in those congregations almost

every boy who reaches the age of thirteen goes through
the ceremony. In fact, many of the congregations have
added a similar ceremony for girls, Bas Mitzvalu Since
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each boy who is Bar Mitzvah (and each girl who is Bas

Mitzvah) must go through the ceremony individually, this

new situation has created suddenly a congestion of the con-

gregational schedule. Even if there are two Bar Mitzvahs

a Sabbath, there simply are not enough Sabbaths in the

year to accommodate all the Bar Mitzvahs.

One wonders what happened in Europe in the Orthodox

communities when, also, every single boy became Bar

Mitzvah. In the first place, in the one community there

were many little synagogues, and thus there was plenty of

room to scatter the Bar Mitzvahs over the community. But
with our large congregational institutions, this is more
difficult. A middle-sized city, which in Europe would have

perhaps twenty little places of worship, has in America

only three or four.

There is an additional problem besides this one of the

reduced availability of separate synagogues in modem
times. Nowadays, in America and in England too, the Bar

Mitzvahs have become huge social affairs. Hundreds of

people come to almost every Bar Mitzvah. As a result, the

regular congregation is "swamped." The Sabbath service

seems to be a private religious affair for this particular

family and its friends, and gradually the sense of regular

worship on the Sabbath by the regular loyal worshipers
is destroyed or at least greatly weakened. In Europe, where
Bar Mitzvahs were modest affairs and perhaps ten or

fifteen extra people might have come, the worshiping con-

gregation did not lose its sense of identity from Sabbath to

Sabbath because of these occasions. Nowadays it is pos-
sible to have a different congregation every Sabbath, one
that rarely returns to the synagogue.

All this has greatly concerned the rabbinate, which
would wish to retain the manifest benefits of Bar Mit/vah

(the motive for a deeper study of Hebrew, the sense of

personal responsibility, and so forth) while avoiding these
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unexpected congregational problems which the great social

excitement of Bar Mitzvah and the small number of sepa-
rate congregations has brought about.

This explains the number of new questions which have
been received in the last decade similar to the one which
we are now discussing. These questions all reflect a search

for other days in the week on which to put Bar Mitzvahs
besides the regular Sabbath service. There have been ques-
tions as to whether it is proper to have Bar Mitzvah on

Sunday morning, one even on Yom Kippur day. Friday
evening has by now been fairly well established as a time
for Bar or Bas Mitzvahs, The present question concerns the

propriety or at least the advisability of having Bar Mitzvah
on Saturday afternoon.

It should be clear that the ritual of the Bar Mitzvah, as

it developed over the centuries, was always bound up
closely with the reading of the Torah. It is at the reading
of the Torah that the father recites the familiar bless-

ing, transferring religious responsibility from himself to

his son. This connection of Bar Mitzvah with the Sefer

Torah has become so intimate that the right of the Bar
Mitzvah to be called to the Torah is a right superior to

almost all others; for example, to the right of a father

whose child will be circumcised during the week, or to the

right of a husband whose wife has come to the synagogue
for the first time after childbirth. The only right to be
called to the Torah which is superior to that of the Bar

Mitzvah is the right of a bridegroom in the week of his

wedding. All these laws of relative rights to be called to

the Torah are given by Mordecai Jaffe in the "Levushim"

and are quoted by Abraham Abele Combiner (Magen
Avraham to Orah Hayyim 282).

So there is one general answer to possible dates for Bar

Mitzvah, If there is a Torah reading on that day, then the

Bar Mitzvah may properly take place. Thus, for example,
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there can be no Sunday morning Bar Mitzvah unless it

happens to be the Sunday of the New Moon, or other oc-

casion when the Torah is read. Bar Mitzvahs on Friday

night are not justified by Orthodox law because there is no
Torah reading for Friday night, but by our Reform custom

they are amply justified. When the Union Prayerbook
was newly revised, the Committee was confronted with a

widespread demand for a Torah-reading service on Friday

night. The majority of our people come to services on Fri-

day night and they should hear the Torah read. Therefore,
we went beyond Orthodox custom and, because we felt

that the times needed it, ordained the reading of the Torah
on Friday night. Since we read the Torah now on Friday

night, we can have Bar Mitzvahs on Friday night.

The suggestion made in the pi'esent question that Bar
Mitzvah be held on Saturday afternoon has much to com-
mend it. In the first place, the Torah reading on Saturday
afternoon, as that on Monday and Thursday morning, is

traditional. Although there is no prophetical reading, there

is the regular reading of the first part of next week's por-
tion. Besides the advantage that tins is a traditional time

for Torah reading, there is another practical religious ad-

vantage if some Bar Mitzvahs are held on Saturday
afternoon. No matter how many Bar Mitzvahs wore held

on Sabbath afternoon (which, by the way, in most of our
American business and professional life is a day off from

work, and many people can come), such ceremonies would
not be destroying the regular Sabbath service attendance.

On the contrary, we would be adding a service, or at least

reviving one which had fallen into complete neglect. This

certainly would be good. I wish it wore passible Unit many
Bar Mitzvahs could be thus placed. It is decidedly more

justified by the older tradition to have a Bar Mitzvah on

Saturday afternoon than on Friday night; and, at least in

the larger congregations, we would spare ourselves the
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overcrowding of our regular services by transient spectators

and, in addition, ease the congestion of the year's schedule.

O
3

O

Mentally Retarded Child and Bar Mitzvah

A child who is mentally retarded, but to some smatt

degree educable, is approaching his thirteenth birth-

day. His father would like the child to be Bar Mitz-

vah. It will be possible to teach the child to recite the

two blessings over the Torah, but not more than that.

Therefore the father himself will read the Haftorah.
Is it justified, according to the spirit of Jewish law,
that such a retarded child engage in the ceremony of

Bar Mitzvah? (Asked by L.S.F. for T.K.S.)

There are, alas, many mentally retarded feeble-minded-

children; and undoubtedly their parents have wanted them
to have whatever joy they could and perhaps bring joy to

themselves by celebrating his Bar Mitzvah. Yet, since Bar
Mitzvah means the formal acceptance of responsibility

for the commandments and since, clearly, such a child can

hardly be responsible, then whether Bar Mitzvah is per-
missible is surely a question which must have often been
asked before. Yet I do not recall a single responsum on this

sad but important subject. Let us, therefore, see what deci-
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sion can be arrived at through a general consideration of

the basic laws involved.

There are many laws in the Mishnah, Talmud, and Codes

dealing with the feeble-minded. Of course, mental ail-

ments are so varied that one can hardly expect the Talmud
to have a precise definition, if indeed precise definition is

at all possible, covering a wide spectrum of mental defi-

ciency. The Talmud gives a rough-and-ready way in which
to judge whether a person is insane (b. Chagiga 3&)~an in-

sane person goes out alone at night, sleeps in the cemetery,
tears his clothes, and so forth. From the legal point of view,

the mentally retarded person (shota) is grouped with two
other classes, namely, the deaf-mute and the minor. While

many laws apply to all three equally, they are nevertheless

not entirely of equal religious status. For example, the

marriage of a mute would be recognized as valid (see

Shulchan Aruch, Even Hoezer 67 : 8) whereas the mar-

riage of a shota is not valid (Even Hoezer 67 : 7), This is

based upon the Talmud (b. Yevamoth 112&) where we are

told that the rabbis did not provide for marriage for a shota

because it cannot be a happy marriage. Among the other

special legal disabilities of the shota is that lie cannot en-

gage in buying or selling either movable property or real

estate. No sales made by him or made to him are valid (see

Maimonides, Yad, "Mechira" 29 : 4, and Shulchan Aruch,
Choshen Mislvpot 235 : 20). He cannot even transfer prop-

erty to another (without sale) or have property transferred

to him (Choshen Mishpot 243 : 16). A general description
of the legal status of the shota is summed up in the com-

mentary of Rashi to the passage quoted from Chagiga Sfo.

Rashi says a shota is free from all the commandments and
from all punishment (for the violation of them). Therefore
it is quite understandable why a shota cannot be included
in the quorum of ten (minyan) necessary for public wor-

ship. (See Orah Hayyixn 55 : 8.)
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Now a Bar Mitzvah is one who becomes in duty bound
to fulfill the mitzvos (see Abot 5 : 21). The father recites

the blessing generally interpreted to mean that from
now on this boy will bear the responsibility for his own
sin and be in duty bound to obey all the commandments.

Clearly, then, a shota who is free from the duty of obeying
the commandments and is free from punishment if he vio-

lates them cannot possibly be Bar Mitzvah. The normal

boy through Bar Mitzvah, or at least through becoming o

age, which the Bar Mitzvah symbolizes, changes from the

status of irresponsibility to that of responsibility. The shota

cannot change at all. He was irresponsible as a minor and,

according to the law as cited above, remains irresponsible
as an adult. Therefore it is clear that the Bar Mitzvah has
no meaning in his case and should not be carried out.

All this is according to the strict letter of the law. Never-

theless, even acknowledging that he cannot be made re-

sponsible for the mitzvos, there is some justification for per-

mitting this child to participate in the ceremony. Actually,
the whole Bar Mitzvah ceremony is only a custom, a

minhag. It is hardly mentioned in the Shulchan Aruch. Ac-

cording to the law, it is the boy's maturity which makes
him responsible. The ceremony grew up later, and is in no
sense equivalent to an ordained ceremony like the Seder or

the Succah or putting on the tefillin. Therefore, even

though the law says that this feeble-minded lad (if he re-

mains feeble-minded) cannot be responsible for the com-

mandments, still, is it really objectionable if he goes

through this ceremony? In other words, may not such a

boy be called up to the Torah since the Bar Mitzvah cere-

mony is not really "sacramental** or mandatory as such?

Nowhere in the literature is there any direct statement

as to whether a shota who knows the blessings may be
called up to the Torah. Nevertheless, since the shota is ir-

responsible and regularly grouped with the minor (who is
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also irresponsible) we may, perhaps, decide from the rights

of die minor in this matter, whether a shota could be called

to the Torah. The Talmud says clearly (in Megilla 23a) that

all may be counted among the seven who are called up
Saturday to the Torah, even a minor. The Shulchan Aruch,
in Orah Hayyim 282 : 3, repeats it as a law that a minor

may be one of the seven called up to the Torah on the Sab-

bath. But it adds: Provided he knows to Whom the bene-

dictions are addressed. This additional test, namely, that a

minor should be aware of God, to Whom the benedictions

are addressed, is derived by the Shulchan Aruch by anal-

ogy from the Talmud in b. Berachos 4Sa, where we are told

that if a minor knows to Whom the benedictions are ad-

dressed, he may be included in the public grace after meals

(M'zumari). If, then, this unfortunate child has enough in-

telligence, not merely to learn the blessings, but to under-

stand that the blessings are addressed to God, then he may
be called up to the Torah at any time. If that is the case,

why not also on the Sabbath after his thirteenth birthday?
In Reform congregations, the Bar Mitzvah ceremony is

not taken to have a strict formal and legal meaning as it

might have in an Orthodox congregation. The six hundred
and thirteen commandments do not become more a part of

the life of a child after this Sabbath than they were before.

The Bar Mitzvah is taken to be a symbol much like the

general spiritual symbol associated with Confirmation,

namely, that it is a taking on of a new and stronger sense of

ethical and spiritual responsibility, of becoming adult in

mind, heart, and conscience. If that is the case, it would
not be of too much importance to us that technically this

child, being a shota, is, according to Rashi, freed from all

responsibility for the mitzvos. We would rather judge the

ceremony on its spiritual and ethical side. If it does the
child good, if it will stir the child to a little extra effort

which he may need, if it will bring joy to his parents who
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have had so much sorrow, then certainly the child should

be allowed to recite the blessings and the father to read the

prophetical reading.
To sum up, then, we must make a distinction between

Bar Mitzvah ("the coining of legal age") and the later

ceremony of Bar Mitzvah which is primarily calling the

boy to the Torah as a symbol of his religious majority. As
far as the actual coining of legal age, this is beyond the

reach of this child. The law declares him to be perma-
nently irresponsible, therefore permanently a minor. But
the ceremony of Bar Mitzvah is not a firmly rooted part of

the law. It is only a formal participation in the public
Torah reading. This any minor may do who knows to

Whom the blessings are addressed. Especially in liberal

congregations where the conferring of technical responsi-

bility does not count as much as our helping the child to-

ward a happier and more useful life, the ceremony, while

necessarily pathetic, may be of encouragement and benefit

Individual Wine Cups at Congregational Kiddush

You ask my opinion about a novel suggestion made by
one of your congregants. He had viewed a Christian

church at worship taking their Communion. At this

service tiny wine goblets were passed by the ushers
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on silver trays so that each member of the congrega-
tion participated. The question is whether it would be

wrong to institute some such custom in our congrega-
tions on Friday night: passing individual wine cups
so that each member of the congregation may partake

of the Kiddush. (To Rabbi Amiel Wohl, Waco, Texas)

In your letter you quite properly call attention to the fact

that it is forbidden by Jewish law to imitate Gentile re-

ligious practice in our worship. This is based on the verse

in Leviticus 18 : 3: "Ye shall not walk according to their

statutes." The applicability and limitation of this general

principle of nonimitation is discussed in the law, and the

statement is made that not every observance of ours which
looks like an imitation of Gentile practice is actually an
imitation. This analysis is found primarily in the Talmud,
b. Sanhedrin 52b. There the discussion concerns one of the

four modes of capital punishment, namely, executing a

criminal by means of the sword. One rabbi objects to

use of the sword on the ground that this is the method
used by the Roman government. The majority of the rabbis

answer that, since punishment by the sword is mentioned
in Scripture, the fact that the Romans use the sword docs
not make our use of the sword an imitation of them. The
phrase used there is: "It is not from them that we loam it."

Therefore the question that we must now decide is

whether this sort of method of handling the Kiddush wine
in the synagogue has a Jewish basis. If it has, then it would
not be an imitation, for "not from them do we learn it." Of
course we can say at the outset on this question that the
whole use of wine in Communion at the Christian church
comes from the Last Supper, which comes from the Seder
and so is originally Jewish. However, the particular form
in which it is used in the Christian church as described
above may be so characteristically Christian that as a tech-
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nique it becomes undesirable on the ground of being imi-

tative. Is there, then, any justification in tradition for some
such technique?
The whole practice of having Kiddush in the synagogue

on Friday night does not have a firm basis in Jewish law.

We can learn this from the fact that Joseph Caro reports in

the Shulchan Aruch, Orah Hayyim 269, that in Palestine it

was not a custom at all to have a synagogue Kiddush; and,
as a matter of fact, Jacob ben Asher, in the Tur (same ref-

erence) after a long discussion of the legal difficulties in-

volved in the synagogue Kiddush, says that if he could do

so, he would abolish it altogether.
The main development of the kw as to the Kiddush in

the synagogue is discussed by Jacob ben Asher in the sec-

tion mentioned and is somewhat more fully dealt with by
the Spanish liturgist Abudraham in his Code.

The first difficulty is reflected in what Samuel (Pesachim

lOla) says, that Kiddush should never be recited except in

the same place where the meal is eaten. Therefore it should

be recited only at home. However, since there are (or used

to be) travelers who ate in the synagogue (or in the adjoin-

ing rooms) the Kiddush was recited in the synagogue for

their sake. Since, therefore, the chazan who made the Kid-

dush was not going to eat on the synagogue premises, he
must not taste the wine. But if the wine is not tasted, does

not the blessing in the Kiddush become a wasted blessing

(Beracha Tvatala)? To avoid this, the custom arose of giv-

ing the children a taste of the wine. This custom still pre-
vails in many Orthodox synagogues. The children gather
around the chazan as he makes tie Kiddush and they taste

the wine.

Although this would make it clear that the wine should

not be tasted at all (except by the children), nevertheless,

there is a fairly well-founded tradition that the entire con-

gregation was given to taste of the wine. This is found in a
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responsum of the Gaon National (cited by the Tur) that the

entire congregation was given to taste of it not because

they would thus fulfill the mitzvah of Kiddush which,

properly, they must fulfill at home where their meal is

served, but for another reason entirely, namely, for medical

reasons. The Talmud (b. Berachos 43fo) says: "A haughty
stride takes away one five-hundredth of the vision of the

eyes. What is the cure? Let him taste the wine of the Fri-

day night Kiddush." Hence, says Natronai, since not every-

one has wine for Kiddush (since Kiddush at home can be

made over bread) the wine is given to the members of the

congregation at the services to put on their eyelids. Later

commentators say that if they drink it, it is also healing in

effect (see Joshua Falk in his "Derisha" to the passage in

the Tur).

Nevertheless, in spite of the custom mentioned by Na-
tronai and his justification for it, it never became wide-

spread that the entire congregation should taste of the

synagogue Kiddush. In fact, Hai Gaon says that if there

are no strangers who will eat on the synagogue premises,
there should be no synagogue Kiddush at all.

Incidentally, this rather rare custom that adults partake
of the Kiddush seems to have revived in our time in the

Friday evening services at most Army posts. The chaplains'
assistants pass out little paper cups of wine; and after the

Kiddush is completed by the cantor, every worshiper
drinks his wine. However, this custom could more easily be

justified by the law than the custom which you propose.
These soldiers are "strangers/' They have no home in which
to make Kiddush, and therefore they certainly have the

right to have Kiddush made for them in the synagogue-
But members of a congregation who have homes at which
they are presumed to make Kiddush, certainly should not
taste of the wine in the synagogue, and in fact it is doubt-
ful whether there should be a Kiddush in the synagogue at
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all, since whatever strangers may be at the service will

hardly eat on the synagogue premises.
Therefore, since there is so little Jewish precedent for

members of the congregation to partake of the Kiddush
(only Natronafs report) it would certainly look like an imi-

tation of Gentile practice if such a procedure were insti-

tuted. Perhaps it should be avoided, as the law is fond of

saying in such cases, "because of the look of things"
(Mipne marts ayri).

In spite of all the above, there is perhaps a way in which

something like the procedure suggested could with pro-

priety be instituted. First of all, at any congregational meal
on the Sabbath or on a holiday, each individual could have
his cup of wine and the Kiddush made, since it is indeed
"the place where the meal is served." Moreover, every con-

gregation which has Friday evening services has nowadays
a little collation (Oneg Shabbas) after services. Many of

them have the Kiddush at the Oneg Shabbas. That is cer-

tainly in the place where a meal is held. If we assume that

many did not have the Kiddush at home over wine, we
may then provide Kiddush for them now. This could be

organized in a very orderly way. The first procedure at the

Oneg Shabbas would be the making of Kiddush with every
member of the congregation tasting his cup of wine. Then
the rest of the collation would follow. This certainly would
be less objectionable and look less like "imitation" than

serving individual cups at the service. With a little plan-

ning, the individual Kiddush at the Oneg Shabbas could be

developed into a beautiful ceremony which would be

widely approved and adopted.
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School Dance on the Sabbath

The Parent-Teachers Association of the temple pro-

vides parties at various times for the children of the

school In planning the after-school parties for the

seventh, eighthy
and ninth grades (from thirteen to

fifteen years of age) the Committee wants to give a

dance with orchestra or records. This, of course, will

take place on Saturday, after lunch, in the temple

building. There were some members of the Commit-
tee who felt that it might be wrong to give a school

dance on Saturday. What then, if any, is the attitude

of Jewish law on the question? (From Vigdor Kavalcr,

Executive Secretary, Rodef Shalom Temple, Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania)

All questions involving the observance of the Sabbath in

Reform temples are difficult to deal with, since the observ-

ance of the Sabbath in Reform (and, for that matter, in

Conservative) temples is rather vague and is always under-

going considerable change. Therefore, we cannot expect
consistency in the feelings of the people. For example, no
member of the congregation would ever think of raising

any objection to the clear violation of traditional Sabbath
law involved in the transportation of children to the
school or in the writing which the children do in the class-

room. Yet this latter question has raised a considerable
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storm in the legal literature of the past century. Questions
had been frequently raised as to whether a shochet who
sends his child to a public school (this was in Europe)
where the child must write on the Sabbath, is fit to con-

tinue as a shochet, and whether the animals which he has

slaughtered can be accepted as kosher. Such questions
would never come up in America in a modern congrega-
tion. Yet, inconsistently, the question arises with regard to

the comparatively mild violation of the children dancing
on the Sabbath. Perhaps this question arises in spite of the

inconsistency involved because it is an innovation now
being introduced, or because dancing is, after all, not es-

sential. In any event, whatever questions our people raise

with regard to honoring the Sabbath should be respected.
Even if, then, it comes from a minority, at least we should

not dismiss such questions with a simple affirmative or nega-
tive. It happens, also, that this question of dancing on the

Sabbath finds considerable discussion in the Law, and thus

on its own account is worthy of investigation. Even in the

traditional sources it is evident that a balance is sought for

between strict law and the desires and the feelings of the

people.
r
fhe question of dancing on the Sabbath is bound up

with the question of dancing on the festivals. The law is

mentioned in the Mishnah (m. Beza V : 2) and says that we
may not ckp the hands or dance on the holiday. This kw
is applied a fortiori to the Sabbath. Therefore, this prohibi-
tion stated in the Mishnah is cited, virtually verbatim, twice

in the Shulchan Aruch, once as a prohibition for the Sab-

bath (Orah Hayyfen 339 : 3) and secondly for the festivals

(ibid., 524), On the face of it, this is a clear prohibition.

Yet, remarkably enough, the law having once been stated

in the Mishnah is immediately set aside and deemed theo-

retical. The Talmud itself (b. Beza 300) cites the Mishnah,
"You may not ckp the hands or skp the thighs or dance,"
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and immediately asks the question: "Why is it that we see

the people do these very things, and yet we do not rebuke

them for it?" To which die Talmud (see also Alfasi) replies:

"Since they are going to clap their hands and dance any-

how, it is better not to rebuke them. Let them rather sin in

innocence than presumptuously." This is the source of that

widely cited principle in the Law which permits the rabbis

to yield to a widespread preference of the people.
It is evident that the people loved to dance (see Israel

Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages). He speaks of

the Tanzhaus provided in the medieval ghettos for wed-

ding dances and very likely for general dancing. This love

of dancing led the people to dance even on the Sabbath

and holidays, and the rabbis apparently put up only a

token resistance even in Talmudic times. In die eleventh

and twelfth centuries in France, there was virtually a con-

scious abolition of the law as such, as stated in the Mish-

nah. This is seen from the Tosfos to the Talmudic passage
which calls attention to the fact diat the Talmud gives a
reason for the original prohibition of the Mishnah, namely,
that if dancing had been permitted on Sabbath and holi-

days, it might lead to the repairing of a broken musical in-

strument, which is certainly a work prohibited on the Sab-
bath. However, the Tosfos says it is precisely for this

reason that the law is no longer in force. Inasmuch as we,
continues the Tosfos, are no longer skilled in the making
and repairing of musical instruments, it becomes totally

unnecessary to make this cautionary decree against the

danger of repairing on the Sabbath. This statement of the

Tosfos, virtually abolishing the law as an unnccded precau-
tion, is then cited by Isscrles in the Shulchan Aruch. After

Joseph Caro formally states the law of prohibition against

dancing as it is given in die Mishnah, he says as follows;

"As for the fact diat people dance nowadays and we do not

protest against it, that is because it is better they should do
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so in ignorance" and so forth (quoting this from the Tal-

mud), "and because some say that nowadays all of this is

permitted since we are no longer skilled in instrument

making. Therefore it is our custom to be lenient" (this he

quotes from the Tosfos).
Thus it is clear that from almost the very beginning,

dancing was permitted on the Sabbath and holidays, since

there was not enough basis in the law itself for resisting
the universal preference of the people.

However, for the sake of completeness, it must be stated

that there were occasionally some puritanical voices raised

against this popular amusement, but these objectors were

hardly concerned with the fact that the dance was on the

Sabbath or holiday (although they do not fail to mention
the letter of the law). Their chief concern was an objection
to dancing itself, especially mixed dancing. Thus, the

strongest responsum against dancing was by Joseph Stein-

hart, Rabbi of Fuerth in the eighteenth century. In his re-

sponsa collection, "Zichron Yosef
*

17, he is very indignant
at the people's habit of dancing on the festivals, and tells of

all the sexual immorality that can spring from mixed danc-

ing. He tells how, when he was Rabbi in Alsace, he was
shocked at the people dancing in mixed dances and he pro-
tested to the government against it. He calls upon all

rabbis to prohibit this sin of mixed dancing. Of course,

many centuries earlier, the "Sefer Chasidim" (ed, Margolis,

168) objected to mixed dancing, but this puritanical objec-
tion was not especially effective, nor is it of much signifi-

cance to us today (see also "Slia'ar Ephraim" 36, and David

Cohen, of Corfu, "Redach" XII : 1).

Some objection may be raised (or felt) about the hiring
of musicians for this dance on the Sabbath. In this regard,
it is of interest to note that the great Rhineland authority,

the Raviah (796), says that there is no prohibition to direct

Christian musicians to play on the Sabbath. He refers, of
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course, specifically to wedding dances, because the wed-

ding celebrations lasted a week and included the Sabbath.

This statement of the Raviah is quoted with approval by
the Mordecai, at the end of chapter 4 of (Alfasi) Beza,
where he says that Alfasi himself decided thus at the end
of the tractate "Eruvim." Thus, there is no objection to

hiring Gentile musicians who, of course, are not prohibited

by the law from repairing an instrument on the Sabbath if

that is necessary. Of course, while the hiring of Jewish mu-
sicians would thus be objectionable to the law, it is certain

that our people would feel no sense of wrongdoing if they
themselves used a phonograph to provide the music.

Thus it is clear that while there was a law in the Mishnah

objecting to dancing and clapping the hands on the Sab-

bath, and while some few puritan-minded rabbis objected
to mixed dancing, which led them to object to any dancing
at all on Sabbath, festival, or weekday, nevertheless, from
the very beginning the rabbis yielded to the peopled de-

sires in this matter, and the Tosfos, and Isserles later, vir-

tually abolished the prohibition.

O
g

O

Shofar on New Year Sabbath

Whenever the first day of Rash Hashonoh falk on the

Sabbath, Orthodox congregations do not sound the
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shofar on the first day, but sound it on the second day,
which is Sunday. This year the first day of Rosh
Hashonoh falls on Saturday, but since Reform congre-

gations follow the Biblical rule and observe only one

day of the New year, should they sound the shofar on
the first day, or omit it altogether? (From Rabbi Judah

B. Miller, Wichita, Kansas)

This question has been discussed in previous years in our
Conference sessions. (Cf. Central Conference of American
Rabbis Yearbook, Vol. XXIII, pp. 182-83; Vol. XXXIII, pp.

60-61). It is useful to discuss the question once more,
and perhaps more fully. On the face of it, it is forbidden to

blow the shofar on the first day of Rosh Hashonoh when
it falls on the Sabbath (the second day of Rosh Hashonoh
can never fall on the Sabbath). Thus the Shulchan Aruch

(Orah Hayyim 588 : 5) simply says that if Rosh Hashonoh
falls on the Sabbath, we do not blow the shofar. However,
it is necessary to go below the surface and to consider the

actual legal status of the practice of omitting the sounding
of the shofar if the New Year falls on the Sabbath. Is this

omission based upon law or on custom?

The duty of blowing the shofar is a Biblical mandate. "It

is a day of sounding the shofar for you'* (Numbers 29 : 1).

The Mishnah (m. Rosh Hashonoh IV : 1) says that they
sounded the shofar in the Temple on New Year if it came
on Sabbath. After the Temple was destroyed, Johanan ben
Zaccai ordained that the shofar be sounded on New Year

if on Sabbath, wherever there is a Beth Din.

The Talmud raises the question that if the shofar should

not be sounded on New Year Sabbath, why then did they

always sound it on New Year Sabbath in die Temple? To
this question the answer is given that actually the blowing
of the shofar is not really work, which is prohibited on the

Sabbath, but is simply a chochmah, a skill, the practice of
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which is permitted on the Sabbath. If so, then why should

it be prohibited anywhere (i.e., even outside of the Temple)
on the Sabbath? The answer given is that since it is a skill,

a man might be tempted to carry the shofar on Sabbath in

the public domain (Birshuss Ho-Rabbim) to an expert, in

order to be taught on the Sabbath.

So it is not the sounding of the shofar which is pro-
hibited per se, but merely the carrying of the shofar on the

Sabbath. To prevent the carrying of the shofar on Sabbath,
the rabbis prohibited the sounding of it on the Sabbath,
but merely as a cautionary decree. This is further evident

from the fact that it is permitted to teach young people on
the Sabbath to sound the shofar (b. Rosh Hashonoh 33a).

If, then, it is not really prohibited to sound the shofar on
the Sabbath, but there is only the rabbinical caution based

on the danger of carrying it in public on that day, how
could Johanan ben Zaccai permit it in the presence of a

Beth Din? The answer given is that the Beth Din is alert

(ZYfem) and will watch against the violation (i.e., by people

carrying it) on the Sabbath.

However, there is a disagreement as to just what is

meant by the Beth Din in whose presence Johanan ben
Zaccai gave permission for the shofar to be blown on the

Sabbath. What sort of court was it? Did he mean the Great
Sanhedrin of Seventy-one, or any other special type of

court? On this there is disagreement. Some of the latest

scholars believe that he meant the Sanhedrin itself. Others

(Maimonides, for example) believe that he meant any court

of regularly ordained men (i.e., with the original SemicJia).
Isaac Alfasi believed it meant any court, even of three com-

petent scholars who would be alert enough to guard
against the Sabbath violation of carrying the shofar* (Cf,
Rabbenu Nissim, ad loc.)

Isaac Alfasi, the great scholar and authority, believing
that "the court" meant any three worthy scholars, therefore
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actually had the shofar blown in the presence of his court

on the Sabbath. There is no doubt of this fact; it is widely
attested to. Asher ben Yehiel mentions it in his com-

pendium to the Talmud (ad loc.); his son, Jacob ben Asher,
mentions the fact in the Tur (Orah Hayyim 588); and

Abudraham, the Spanish liturgist, mentions it (in new edi-

tion of Abudraham, Jerusalem, 1959, p. 268). Of course,
those who speak of Alfasi having the shofar blown on
Shabbas add that his disciples did not follow him in this

custom. There is further evidence of the shofar blown on
the New Year Sabbath, not of a great individual authority
like Alfasi, but of an historic congregation. Zunz, in his

work Die Ritus (p. 57), quotes an authority who says that

in the thirteenth century they blew the shofar on Shabbas
in Damascus. The source which Zunz quotes has been re-

printed in modern times in the large edition of the Yad. It

is "Sefer Ha-Manoach," by Manoach ben Jacob of Nar-

bonne (see the end of chapter 2 of his commentary). Inci-

dentally, a great modern authority, Akiba Eger, of Posen

(1761-1837), was rather concessive on this matter. He
stated that if one did blow the shofar on New Year Sab-

bath, while indeed he did violate thereby the rabbinical

cautionary decree as to Sabbath rest (Shevus), nevertheless

he would have fulfilled the Biblical command of blowing
the shofar on the New Year. This admission is quoted with

great surprise by Joab Joshua in his work "Chelkas Joab"
99 (p. 123). Joab Joshua then tries to refute Akiba Eger's

opinion.
It is clear that while there was a general custom not to

blow the shofar on the New Year Sabbath, this custom was

merely cautionary. The blowing is not prohibited as work
on the Sabbath; die prohibition was decreed by the rabbis

as a caution against carrying the shofar on Sabbath to an

expert for instruction. Johanan ben Zaccai permitted it to

be blown on the Sabbath in the presence of the court,
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which would guard against violations; and on the basis of

his permission, there are at least two significant instances

of the blowing of the shofar on the New Year Sabbath:

Isaac Alfasi and the pious community in Damascus.

What, then, shall be our own procedure in this regard
in those years when the New Year comes on the Sabbath?

In such matters we should use our judgment, weighing the

status of the law, our spiritual needs, and the mood of our

congregation. It is to be noted that Alfasi and the Damas-
cus community had the shofar sounded on the New Year

Sabbath even though they observed two days of Rosh

Hashonoh, and, following the general Orthodox custom,
would have sounded the shofar also on the second day.

Nevertheless, they sounded it on the first day too. There-

fore, we who, following the Biblical calendar rule, do not

observe the second day on which we might sound the

shofar, should certainly sound it on the New Year Sabbath

which is our only New Year day, Alfasi and the Damascus

community would not have been depriving their people of

hearing the shofar if they did not sound it on the New Year

Sabbath, since the people would be hearing it the next day,
but if we did not sound it, it would be depriving them

completely.
We should also consider the mood of our people, since

these matters count a great deal with us. It is, of course,

illogical that some of our people should object to the

sounding of the shofar on New Year Sabbath. They cer-

tainly do not object to the playing of the organ, xvhich is at

least as violative of Sabbath laws. Still, some people might
think that since it is both Sabbath and New Year they
would rather not have the shofar blown. If the rabbi senses

there is that much feeling against it, he should not permit
the blowing of the shofar on the New Year Sabbath. But if

there is no strong objection, as there is not likely to be,

then, since the sounding of the shofar on the Sabbath is
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not really prohibited in itself, since the sounding of the

shofar on the New Year is a Biblical mandate, and since

some authorities at least permitted the shofar to be
sounded on the New Year Sabbath even though the people
would have heard it on the second day anyway, we, who
observe only one day, should not, in my judgment, deprive
our people of the spiritual benefit of hearing the sound of

the shofar when the New Year comes on the Sabbath.

Synagogue Near a Cemetery

The congregation has bought a lot upon which to

build its new synagogue. A main highway runs in

front of the lot, and on the other side of the highway,

directly opposite, there is a cemetery. The larger part

of the cemetery is for non-Jewish burial. There is,

however, a small section for Jewish burial, and this

is set aside for this congregation. The Gentile part of
the cemetery directly faces the street across from the

temple lot. The Jewish part is toward the back of the

cemetery. The question is whether it is contrary to

Jewish law, or tradition, or sentiment, for the congre-

gation to build its synagogue so close to the cemetery.

(Question from Rabbi Henry Tavel, Temple Beth el,

Riverside, California)
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There is no question of the fact that from the plain legal

point of view there is no prohibition against the temple

being across a wide street from a cemetery. The Shulchan

Aruch, in Yore Deah 367 : 5, after stating that it is pro-
hibited to bring Sefer Torahs, to read from Sefer Torahs,

and conduct prayers in the cemetery, continues by saying
that if, however, the person removes himself four cubits

(i.e., about ten feet) from the cemetery, he may read the

Torah and the prayers, even though from die place that he
stands he can see the cemetery and even the individual

graves. If there is a wall bounding the cemetery, then he
does not need to remove himself even as far as four cubits.

Thus it is evident that there is no legal objection to syna-

gogue services conducted across the broad street opposite
the cemetery, even if the cemetery were in plain view of

the worshipers. However, it may well be that some of the

congregation will not be content with the simple statement

that the law does not object to this location of the temple,
but will feel that somehow it is improper even though ad-

mittedly legal. Such feelings in the congregation, that there

is something wrong about having a synagogue near the

cemetery, are not to be brushed aside. One of the elements

legally involved with regard to the synagogues and their

sacred appurtenances is that certain things are forbidden

because they are distasteful (m'shum mi-tt$$). Therefore it

is important to survey all the laws pertaining to the loca-

tion of a synagogue in relation to a cemetery* Besides our

considering and respecting the feelings expressed by those

members who may deem it improper to have the syna-
gogue there, we must bear in mind that many congrega-
tions actually have memorial services between Rosh
Hashonoh and Yom Kippur in the cemetery itself, and it

is therefore important to consider the permissibility ia

general of having public prayers in the vicinity of graves.
Let us therefore go into the entire question,
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The law concerning worship in the cemetery is highly

complex because there are many elements involved and
these elements influence each other. It should be stated at

the outset that the reciting of prayers in the cemetery was
well known as a regular practice in Talmudic times. The
Talmud, in Taanis 16a, discussing the fact that individuals

go to the cemetery on fast days to pray, indicates that

they used to go either to Jewish or to Gentile cemeteries.

So it is recorded in the Shulchan Aruch as law (Orah
Hayyim 579 : 3), where Isserles adds, "If there are no Jew-
ish graves available, we go to Gentile cemeteries." How-
ever, this clearly refers to the individual prayers and not

to congregational worship. When during the droughts, for

example, the individual prayers in the cemeteries and else-

where were not answered, then public fast-day services

were held in the public square of the city.

There is an additional indication that public services

were not held in the cemetery, namely, that it was defi-

nitely prohibited to bring a Sefer Torah into the cemetery
or for a man to come in with the tefillin on his head or

wearing the fringes (tzitzes) on his garments. (Incidentally,
with regard to the tzitzes> the fringes, the custom now is

to permit the wearing of them in the cemetery on the small

tallis, "tallis katan") It is clear that if no Torah could be
read and no tefillin could be worn, then no proper Sabbath,

holiday, or weekday services could be conducted m the

cemetery.

However, it is important to note the reason for the ob-

jection to the bringing of Torah, tallis, and fringes to the

cemetery. The prohibition is found first in the Talmud, in

Berachos 180, where it is stated that a man should not

bring these sacred objects into the cemetery because if he

did so he would commit the sin implied in the verse in

Proverbs 17 : 5: **Whoso mocketh the poor, blasphemeth
his Maker/' The "poor" here means the dead. When we
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bring Torah and tefillin and tallis into the cemetery, the

"poor dead" are unhappy that they are no longer able to

use these sacred objects and we are mocking them in this

way. This prohibition, with its rather pathetic folk reason-

ing, is recorded in the Codes as law (Yore Deah 367 : 2).

For us, the idea that the dead are aware of what we bring
into the cemetery and are made unhappy by their depriva-
tion can have very little significance. Therefore, since per-
sonal prayer in the cemetery was definitely the custom, we
would not find it objectionable to conduct an occasional

memorial service there also.

This, however, still means only an occasional special

public service. It is a far different matter to visualize a per-
manent building erected on cemetery grounds for regular

Jewish worship. Yet, actually, synagogues were built or

proposed for building on cemetery ground, and there are

a number of cases in Jewish law discussing the regulations
involved. From the cases we can gather most of the legal

principles involved. One case was discussed by the famous
Rabbi David Oppenheimer, of Prague (1664-1736), He
wrote a long responsum which has been published at the

end of the book of responsa of Yair Chaim Bachrach

("Chavos Yair"). A congregation bought land for a syna-

gogue. When they started to dig for the foundation, they
found human bones, and they realized that they were

building on a former cemetery. A second case, a century
or so later, is discussed by Mordecai Benet (1758-1829),
Rabbi of Nikolsburg, Moravia, in his "Parashas Morde-
cai" 9.

A most aggravated case of this same situation occurred
in England in the city of Hull a generation ago, A congre-
gation bought a Christian chapel and found in its basement
vault about three hundred bodies which had been buried
over the centuries. Rabbi Israel Chayim Daiches, of Leeds,
permitted the synagogue to be used (after ordering the
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cementing over of the niches in the walls of the vault). He
defends his position in a book called Taharas Hakodesh.
About a decade later, a rabbi named Mordecai Schwartz
declared the synagogue unusable. He defended his opinion
in a book called Lahavdil . . . (To Distinguish between
the Clean and the Unclean). In these four responsa, al-

most all the arguments that can in any way be involved

are fully dealt with.

The arguments, as we have said, are complicated. First

of all, if there are still graves on the land under the syna-

gogue, may the Sefer Torah and tefillin and tallis be

brought into such a building, as we have mentioned above
with regard to an open cemetery? But the main arguments
concern the priests, the Cohanim. May a Cohen enter such
a synagogue? This is a serious question in Orthodox law,
because a Cohen is virtually indispensable to the syna-

gogue worship. He is called up to the Torah first on every
Sabbath, and on holidays he chants the priestly blessing.
The question, therefore, is: if there are still bodies in the

ground under the building, and this may still be regarded
as a cemetery, may the priest then enter?

While in general a priest may not enter a cemetery, ex-

cept for the burial services of his seven close relatives,

there is a difference between Jewish and Gentile ceme-

teries in this regard. A priest is defiled more completely by
the Jewish dead than by Gentile dead. Jewish dead defile

a priest either by contact with the body (maga) or by "en-

closure" (tihel, i.e., by being in the same room as the body).
While it is true that a Gentile body would likewise defile a

priest by contact, the majority of authorities are of the

opinion that a Gentile body does not defile by enclosure

(dhel). That is to say, a priest may be in a Gentile cemetery
and walk under its sheltering trees, and as long as he does

not actually touch the graves, he has committed no sin. An-

other complication is the fact that the legal authority
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Abraham ben David, of Posquieres, says in his notes to

Maimonides (Yad, "ffilchos Neziros" V : 17) that nowadays
all priests are bynow defiled by contact with the dead (and

presumably it is no longer a sin to have additional contact

with the dead). These various considerations are weighed

together by the various authorities and the conclusion ar-

rived at according to each one's feeling in the matter.

Of course, for us to whom by principle the special status

of the Cohen no longer is maintained, we would not give
too much weight to the opinions of those who say that a

Cohen may not enter a synagogue built on cemetery

ground. Nevertheless, the general feeling on the matter

would be enough to make people feel doubtful about a

synagogue built on such ground. David Oppenheimer says,

in his responsum referred to above, that if the ground is dug
up over the entire area to the depth of a cubit and a half

(i.e., about four feet, which builders nowadays would do

anyway for the foundation) there would be no objection.
The reason for this requirement is that perhaps in that

Gentile cemetery there may be some Jewish apostates
buried and they would still be considered Jews to the ex-

tent that their bodies would defile a priest not only by
"touch" but also by "enclosure." Hence, opinions on such a

synagogue are divided, But for the sake of sentiment, the

building of a synagogue on former cemetery grounds
should be avoided if possible.

Perhaps one more consideration might be borne in mind
with regard to your synagogue. The Mishnah, in Baba
Bathra II : 9, says that cemeteries must be removed from
the city as far as fifty cubits. This is transmitted as law in

the Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mishpot 155 : 23. This re-

quirement is mentioned together with ill-smelling tan-

neries, which should also be kept out of the city a distance

of fifty cubits. All the commentators indicate that the rea-

son for the distance is to avoid the noxious smell Whether
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this is still a consideration today is also doubtful. Modern
cemeteries are not as unpleasant to the living as were the

ancient cemeteries. Furthermore, I imagine that the dis-

tance of your temple building from the cemetery will be
even more than the required fifty cubits, which is about

sixty yards. It is interesting in this connection to note that

the strict rabbi Mordecai Schwartz mentions without ob-

jection two other synagogues in Hull which are across the

street from a cemetery. And in many ancient Jewish syna-

gogues (such as that of Prague) the cemetery was virtually

adjacent.

But, of course, with regard to your synagogue, as we
stated at the outset, since it is far enough away from the

cemetery, there can be no objection to it even in the strict-

est interpretation of all the laws mentioned above.

g
O

Use of Temple Organ by Christians

Millikin University, a good neighbor of the temple,
has made a request of us. There are not enough elec-

tric or pipe organs at the University, and they ask for

the use of the temple organ for the teaching of stu-

dents in the University School of Music. Obviously,
some of the pupils will be taught Christian music.

Some members of the congregation are in doubt as to
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the propriety of such use of the temple organ and ask

for an opinion on the question. (From Rabbi Leo

Turitz, Decatur, Illinois)

There is a great deal of law concerning the various degrees
of sanctity of synagogue objects and also the relation of

non-Jews to them. These laws are found mostly in the Tal-

inud (Avodah Zara 40 ff.) and in the Shulchan Aruch, Orah

Hayyim 154, where a variety of synagogue appurtenances
and their respective sanctity are mentioned.

Naturally, the organ as a synagogue appurtenance is not

mentioned in the classic list of sacred objects The only

possible mention of a pipe organ is the magrefah in the

Talmud (Arakin lOfo) but, of course, this never was part of

Jewish synagogue worship until the modern Reform move-
ment. However, since its introduction into modern syna-

gogues, the organ has acquired a certain aura of reverence,
since it is regularly used in the service. Hence the psycho-

logical basis for the question and its emotional importance,
The only way in which such a question can be decided

at all on the basis of Jewish tradition is to judge by analogy,
and ask which of the synagogue appurtenances would we
consider analogous to the organ and how sacred is that par-
ticular appurtenance.

It might be clearer at the outset if we make a general
statement about the degrees of sanctity of synagogue ob-

jects. The most sacred object of all is the Scfer ToraL
Then, also, the synagogue building itself has special sanc-

tity. Objects which are used as auxiliaries to these two
sacred things are given the appellation auxiliary holiness

(Tashmishey Kedusha). The auxiliary holy things to the
Sefer Torah are, for example, the mantle and the ark.

Auxiliary sacred things to the building would be the bima
where the Torah is read, the fixed benches or pews, and so
forth. Those things which are secondary to these secondary
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objects have very little sacredness and are called the auxil-

iaries to the auxiliaries. Then there are objects which, while
used for services, are not appendages to the Torah or to the

building, such as a succah or a shofar.

What is involved in this careful gradation is whether
these varied grades may be used for secular purposes or by
a Christian. For example, may the Torah itself he handled

by a Christian? May the pews of the synagogue be used for

scrap lumber if the building is wrecked?
Even the Sefer Torah itself may, according to most opin-

ions, be handled by Christians. See Maimonides, who, in

"Hilchos Sefer Torah" X : 8, says definitely that the Sefer

Torah may be handled by Christians. Also, therefore, the

opinion of Joseph Mesas, in "Mayim Hayyim" (Orah
Hayyim 13), in which he permits the opening of the ark to

show the Torah to Christians, and so Abadiah Joseph in

Volume III of his work "Yabiah Omer" (Yore Deah 15).

The question of the organ comes closest to the question
of the sanctity of the building itself, rather than to the

sanctity of the Sefer Torah, because generally the organ is

a fixed part of the building. Of course if the organ is a

movable electric organ its sanctity is less, since it is not

really a part of the building. But if it is a fixed organ, built

into the building, it partakes of the sanctity of the building.

Yet, even so, that sanctity has its limitations. Use by a

Christian of the building does not invalidate it for Jewish
use. For example, even in a case of idolatry, once the idol is

removed from the building, it may be used as a synagogue,

provided the building itself was not meant to be wor-

shiped. Thus, the Shulchan Aruch clearly says, in Yore

Deah 145 : 3, that once the idols are removed from the

building, the building may be used. Since this applies even

to idolaters, how much more does it apply to Christians,

who are not considered idolaters at all.

All this applies to the organ as part of the building, but
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the organ can best be compared to a musical instrument

used in sacred Jewish service. The only such instrument

that we have for analogy is the shofar. The shofar is defi-

nitely described in the law (see Tur, Orah Hayyim 154) as

having no inherent sanctity, and it can be used for secular

purposes because it is not considered one of the Tash-

mishey Kedusha; it is one of the Tashmishey Mitzvah.

Therefore, while it is understandable that there would
be some sentiment in the congregation against allowing a

college to use the organ for instruction, since certainly
Christian music will be played on it during the week,
nevertheless, the organ has sanctity only by analogy. It is

partly analogous to the sanctity of the building itself. As to

that fact, Christian use of the building does not invalidate

its Jewishness. It is most closely analogous to what is called

Tashmishey Mitzvah, appurtenances of a mitzvah and, like

a shofar, may be used for a secular purpose. Hence it is

logical to assume that the mood of Jewish law would permit
such use as the question indicates.

O
g

O

The Word "God" Spelled "G~d"

Hour question concerns the spelling of the word
"God" in English printed material You have noticed
that in recent years, many Orthodox magazines print
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the word "G~d" Now you have found that the bulle-

tin of one of the Reform congregations has apparently
adopted the custom of the Orthodox and spelled the
word in the same skeleton way. Should we follow that

custom in our own bulletin? What is the justification

for it in the Jewish legal tradition? (To Rabbi
Walter Jacob, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

The question involves one of the most complicated themes
in Jewish legal literature. Almost every phase of it has been

subject to debate and divergence of decision. The basic

source of the law is Deuteronomy 12 : 3 and 4. The verses

contrast the treatment to be accorded idolatry with that

accorded to the worship of God. It reads: "Thou shalt de-

stroy their altars and erase their name" [of the idols], and
it continues (verse 4): "Thou shalt not do thus to the Lord

thy God/' The Sifre to this verse says that from this we de-

rive the law that it is forbidden to erase the name of God.
This statement is the source of a great deal of law with re-

gard to the writing of Torah scrolls. If, for example, the

scribe makes a mistake and writes the name of God where
it should not appear, may he erase the error? If he misspells
the name of God, may he erase the incorrect letter? These
laws are discussed in the Talmud (Menahot 30a and 6) and
are finally codified in the law in Shulchan Aruch, Yore

Deah276,
The question then ramified into many other questions.

If a Sefer Torah is written by a heretic and according to

some authorities (Shulchan Aruch, Yore Deah 281 : 1) must
be burned, how is it possible to permit the burning of all

the names of God in that scroll? If, as often occurred in

certain old synagogues, psalms and texts were painted on

the wall, how could the synagogue be repainted and those

names of God be erased by the new paint (in case they no

longer wanted to have those verses on the wall)? (ZVi
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Eisenstadt, "Panim M'iros," vol. 1, 45, and Jonah Landsofer,
"M'ill Zedekah" 24 and 25.)

New complications arose at the beginning of the age of

printing. Does sanctity inhere only in the written name of

God, or does it apply also to printed text? What about

texts written in languages other than Hebrew? Are these

texts to be deemed sacred?

A variation of the problem is found in the discussion in

the Talmud (b. R.H. I8b) where there is a report that the

name of God used to be written in notes of debt (i.e., in

the date) as, "In the third year of Johanan, High Priest of

God." Then a man would pay his debt and the note with

God's name would be found on the ash heap. Therefore

they prohibited this use of God's name in order to protect
it from undignified neglect. Thus to the problem of erasure

was added the problem of indignity through neglect.

During the last century, owing to a rather curious cir-

cumstance, most of these problems received a thorough
discussion in one single essay. When Chaim Cheslda

Medini published the first volume of his great legal com-

pendium, he named it after the verse in Isaiah 32 : 12,

"S'de Chemed" (Pleasant Fields). A rabbi wrote to him ob-

jecting to the title, saying that in case some of die sheets

should be thrown onto an ash heap and the title were torn

in half, the word S'de, meaning "field/' would look like the

word Shaddai, which is one of the names of God.
To defend his use of the title, Medini wrote a long essay

called "Be'er Bisdey" (Explanation of the Fields), in which
he defended his use of the title, stating primarily that this

word means "fields" and not "God," and that even if he had
meant it to signify God, that would not be wrong, for there

were scores of books using the name of God in their titles*

Following his own detailed statement are a series of letters

from most of the great scholars of the generation. This

essay, "Be'er Bisdey," contains much of the legal material
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involved in our problem. Yet there are certain matters not
included since, after all, Medini did not mean to use the

name of God, while those who write and who print "G-d"
do mean it to be the name of God. Therefore the matter
has to be discussed systematically.

Before going into the subject itself, one general consid-

eration must be borne in mind. This writing of the word
"G-d" is a fairly recent custom in America, and all new
restrictions and disciplines must be looked upon with sus-

picion. Just as it is wrong to eliminate laws, so it is wrong
to add restrictions and prohibitions. Such additional strict-

ness as this spelling represents in English texts must not

be allowed unless it is absolutely certain that it is required
An example of how far such new restrictions can go is the

one made by Isaac ben Aryeh Rudnik in his responsa
"S'de Yitzchok" 5 (London, 1961). He would forbid the

sound taping of the wedding ceremony, for if the tape
were to be erased, the name of God would thus be de-

stroyed! Of course, anybody may add additional strictness

to his own behavior; but he has no right to add additional

strictness to the life of the general Jewish public unless, of

course, this new strictness has become indispensable be-

cause of some new situation or is unmistakably justified in

the law. It will be seen upon study of this matter that every
basis of the prohibition is dubious or, at least, debatable.

First of all, the primary prohibition against erasure (by
act or neglect) of the name of God applies to the sacred

names in the properly written text of the Torah, and even
in the Torah itself, those names of God are not sacred un-

less the scribe, by a specifically uttered formula, sanctifies

them. If the scribe has not sanctified them, then there is

considerable opinion that even the names in the Torah

may be erased (see authorities quoted by Isaac Schmelkes

in letter 23, in "Be'er Bisdey"). Certainly if a scroll is writ-

ten by a heretic, it may be allowed to be burned up in a
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fire on the Sabbath, without needing to be rescued from
the fire (cf. above).

Secondly, after the age of printing, there was a wide-

spread debate as to whether the sanctity of the sacred

written text of the Torah carried over to printed texts.

There is a strong body of opinion to the effect that the

special sanctity inheres only in the formally written text.

Of course, custom has made printed prayer books sacred

and they are carefully preserved and buried. Nevertheless,

the strong opinion against the sanctity being transferred to

printed texts cannot be ignored (see letter of Schwadron
in "Be'er Bisdey/' Letter 13).

Furthermore, the bulk of legal opinion consisting of

some of the greatest authorities insists that the sanctity

which the law ascribes to the written name of God applies

only to the name as written in the Hebrew language, in

the sacred tongue. Sabbetai Cohen (Schach) in his com-

mentary to the Shulchan Aruch (Yore Deah 179 : 11) says
that the rules of special handling do not apply at all to the

name of God written in any other language. Therefore, he

says, such names as Gott in German or Bog in Russian may
be erased, having none of the requirements of special sanc-

tity as writing. The great authority Yair Chaim Bachrach,
in his Responsa 107 (109 in Lemberg ed., 1894), is inclined

to believe that if these non-Hebrew names, Gott or Bog
are written in Hebrew letters, they are somewhat sacred

and may not be erased. But if they are written in

non-Hebrew letters, he says (clearly and scornfully): *I

cannot imagine that there would be any man in the world
who would think that they have any sanctity/* If Bachrach
had lived today, he would find out that there are people
who imagine that "God" written in English has special

sanctity (cf. also Solomon Eger, "Gilion Maharsha" to Yore
Deah 276). Further references to the fact that the name
of God has no technical sanctity in any language other
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than Hebrew, and therefore may be erased, are responsa
of Simon ben Zemach Duran ("Tashbetz" 1 : 2) and Akiba

Eger (Responsa 25).
There is one final consideration. The law is clear (see

Maimonides, "Hilchos Y'Sodeh Torah" VI : 2, and the Tal-

mud in b. Shevuos 35a and b) that there are seven different

names of God which have the same sanctity and must be

carefully preserved (against erasure and neglect and so

on). These are: Jhvh, Adonoi, El, Eloah, Elohim, Shaddai,
and Zebaoth. Since that is the case, then if "God" is

deemed sacred in English, we will have to find a special,
mutilated spelling for El, Elohim, Shaddai, and so forth,

which will bring the matter close to the ridiculous.

Since, therefore, every subquestion involved in tfris mat-
ter is debated and undecided, and especially since with re-

gard to the technical sanctity of English the weight of

opinion is in the negative, it is actually forbidden, or at

least it is against the spirit of Jewish law, to make an addi-

tional restrictive decree requiring all printers, and others,

to write the word "G-d." In fact, the great Galician author-

ity of the last generation, Shalom Mordecai Schwadron,
in his letter in the "Be'er Bisdey" mentioned above (letter

13), ends his defense of Medini by citing exactly this prin-

ciple (which is found in the Palestinian Talmud, Shevfis

II : 4-5). This great Galician scholar, speaking of precisely
this subject matter, says: "We may not multiply and add
restrictions and decrees."

Therefore in our bulletin we will continue to spell the

name "God" in full.
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Jew Joining the Unitarian Church

Would you give me a definitive Teshuvo about dis-

gruntled members joining the Unitarians? The latter,

as I understand, say that every religion is welcome
without surrendering prior loyalties. Do I regard such

people as Jews or not? (From Rabbi Perry E. Nuss-

baum, Jackson, Mississippi)

It is impossible to be definitive on this matter because in

general there is a certain amount of vagueness in the legal
tradition as to the status of a person who joins another re-

ligion. Furthermore, the status of Unitarianism per se, in

its specific relationship to Judaism, has not yet been
defined.

Let us begin by considering a clearer situation. The
status of a Jew who joins a Christian church, as for exam-

ple, in the situation which was fairly frequent a generation

ago: a Jew joining the Christian Science Church. I dis-

cussed this matter in Reform Jewish Practice, Vol. I, pp,
140 ff. In general the attitude of the tradition in the case

of one who joins, let us say, the Christian or Mohammedan
religion seems to be this: With regard to his trustworthi-

ness as a witness in the Jewish court or, let us say, what is

more relevant today, his acceptability as a witness at a

mamage ceremony (as to the ketubah and the ring), or

with regard to his being counted to a minyan in all these
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mitzvos he has lost his Jewish rights. But with regard to

marriage and divorce, these family rights are his by birth.

He does not lose them by his apostasy. He can marry a

Jewess, and if he is abeady married to a Jewess, Orthodox
law would not free her from hi unless he gives her a get.
In other words, his marriage rights are his by birth and
these he cannot lose, and it is in reference to these mar-

riage and divorce rights that we say in the Talmud, "Even

though he has sinned, he is still a Jew/' But with regard to

all other Jewish relationships, he has forfeited his rights;
he is no longer a Jew.
Now, let us see how this applies to Unitarians. The

special virtue claimed for Unitarianism in relation to Ju-
daism is that Unitarians are not trinitarians but generally
monotheists. So far as that is concerned, monotheism on
the part of a Gentile is not a source of special privilege on
the part of Judaism. A trinitarian Gentile has just as re-

spected a status in Judaism as a Unitarian Gentile (as, for

example, Mohammedans) because all Gentiles are legally
"children of Noah/' and children of Noah are not for-

bidden to add forms of deity to God (shittuf). Hence, a
trinitarian Gentile is still deemed one "whose righteous
have a portion in the world to come/' Therefore, if Gentiles

happen to be monotheists like Moslems or Unitarians, they
have not gained in status in the eyes of Judaism, because

even trinitarianism would not lower their status.

While, then, a Unitarian joining Judaism would, like a

Moslem, need to undergo full conversion, no more nor less

than if he were a trinitarian, what, however, is the status

of a Jew who joins them? Surely, it is less a sin for a Jew
to join a Unitarian form of a non-Jewish religion than to

join a trinitarian form of it. This would seem so, because

certainly adding forms of deity to God (shittuf) while per-
mitted to a "son of Noah* is forbidden to a Jew; so joining

Islam or Unitarianism should be a smaller sin. But in real-
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ity it is not so, because the sin involved in joining another

religion is not merely the form of deity worshiped, but the

abandonment of the fellowship of Israel. A man who aban-
dons the fellowship of Israel ceases to be a Jew, no matter
whether he becomes a trinitarian or a monotheistic Gentile.

The law on this matter goes back to the post-Talmudic
treatise Semachot 2 : 8, in which, after discussing suicides,

it adds: "All who depart from the ways of the congregation
are given no funeral rites," and so forth. In other words,

they cease to be Jews. Maimonides ("Hilchos Aver I : 10)
defines clearly what is meant by "those who depart from
the ways of die congregation/' He says those who depart
from the ways of the congregation, namely, those who
break off the yoke of the commandments, are not included

in Kelal Israel, in the doing of mitzvos, in honoring the fes-

tivals, in attendance at synagogues, and so forth. This

statement is embodied as law in the Shulchan Aruch, Yore
Deah 345 ; 5. Clearly, this describes such who join a Uni-
tarian church. They no longer attend the synagogue, they
no longer observe the Jewish festivals. The fact that the

form of church that they have joined is not trinitarian is

no more relevant than if they had joined a Moslem mosque.
Of course, if they retain their membership in the con-

gregation and they continue to attend services, and merely
have added a membership in the Unitarian Church, that is

only a minor offense. It is in such a case that it would be
more or less relevant that Unitarians are not trinitarians.

But if they have resigned from the congregation to join a
Unitarian church, then they clearly belong to the group
which Maimonides and the Shulchan Aruch describe as

"those who separate themselves from the congregation/'
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Father Transfers Children

to Christian Sunday School

A physician in your congregation removed his chil-

dren from your religious school and entered them into

the Sunday School of the local Presbyterian Church.
You ask whether this action affects his right to be a
member of your congregation. (To Rabbi Max Sel-

inger, Cumberland, Maryland)

There is no doubt that by taking the children out of the

Jewish school this man has violated the positive command-
ment, namely, that it is a duty incumbent upon the father

to teach, or to provide for the teaching of, the Torah to his

children. There is also no doubt that by enrolling them in

a Christian Sunday School he is putting them on the road

to apostasy from Judaism. That he has committed a sin

thereby is certain, but the specific question that you ask

concerning him is a difficult one. Does he, because of this

sin, forfeit the right to be a member of the congregation?
You know, of course, that as far as worshiping with the

congregation is concerned, the Talmud states (b. Keritot

6b) that no fast day service is a proper one unless sinners

are included among the worshipers. That is why, in the

preliminary statement to the Kol Nidre, we say that God
has commanded us to worship with sinners. In other words,
if he should want to worship with the congregation, one
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would not forbid him that duty or privilege. But you ask

whether he has the right to be a member, which means the

potential right to be an officer and even to be honored by
the congregation, as being called up to the Torah, and so

on. In other words, just what has he forfeited by his sin?

The legal literature does not specifically mention a man's

status in the community in relation to this particular sin.

But there is sufficient discussion of analogous matters to

give us some guide as to the spirit of the tradition in such

matters. There is a great deal of discussion in the law con-

cerning "one who separates himself from the ways of the

congregation" (Hapores mdarche zibbur). The statement

is used specifically, at first, with regard to the question as to

whether one should mourn for such a man if he dies or

whether to engage in his funeral. For the sake of com-

pleteness, it would be well to go through this discussion

from the beginning.
The Sifra to Emor, end of first section, and the Talmud

in b. Sanhedrin 470, speak of a priest being forbidden to

"defile himself" by participating in funerals. He may do

so, however, for his close relatives. The text, Leviticus

21 : 4, says, "He shall not defile himself, being a chief man
among his people. . . /' To which the Talmud says, "If the

relative acts truly as one of the people of Israel, the priest

may defile himself for that funeral, but not if the person
lias separated from the ways of the congregation'/* It is

from this passage in the Talmud that the phrase is carried

over in all the later law. There is one other even sterner

passage in the Jerusalem Talmud, Terumoth 8 : 3, in which
it is said that if a shochet or a butcher feeds people trcfa

meat, we must not even bury him at all, The next impor-
tant source is in the post-Talmudic treatise, "Semachot"
2 : 8, in which the law is applied not only as to priests, but
as to all sinners and all relatives, Sefer Ha Eshcol, in the

laws 'of the uncleanness of priests (p. 179, end of chapter
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53) explains "he who separates . . ." as follows: "As for

example apostates and sectaries/' A limitation is given by
Solomon ben Aderet (responsum 763) who says that a per-
son who refuses to support the congregation financially

belongs to this group, but that does not mean that we
should not bury him and provide shrouds for him. It means
that we do not do him die usual honors of standing in a
row of mourners, and so forth. The fullest discussion of

this sort of a person is given in the "Mordecai," at the end
of "Moed Katan," chapter 3. There the Mordecai quotes
his teacher, Meir of Rothenburg, who gives a careful limi-

tation to the phrase "he who separates himself. . . .* He
says, "It must be a person who commits these sins provoca-

tively (I'hachis) and steadily, not merely occasionally," The
law is codified in the Shulchan Aruch (345 : 5). It is worth

noting the text in the law as it is here definitely given. The

phrasing comes from Maimonides ("Hilchos Avel" 1 : 10):

"All who separate themselves from the ways of the congre-

gation, these are the men who break the yoke of the com-
mandments from their neck, and are not included with the

rest of Israel in their actions, and in the honor given the

festivals, and in attending synagogues and schools, but
consider themselves free without die law, and also apos-
tates to idolatry. For all these we do not mourn at all." To
which Isserles adds that if one does not bear the financial

load of the congregation, his relatives may mourn for him
but not the rest of the community.
While the law specifically speaks of burial, we may take

it to be expressive of our general attitude to that person
who separates himself. Now from thekw as given we may
draw certain conclusions: First, much depends upon the

motive of the person in his action. If, as Meir of Rothen-

burg said, the action was provocative (i.e., meant to affront

the Jewish community) then the community is justified in

the strictest reaction; but if the motive is not provocative,
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but due to some fancied advantage for his children, and if

there is a possibility that the man can be persuaded to

repent of his action, then the community would be justi-

fied in being patient and in trying to use persuasion.

However, there is another principle in the law not di-

rectly concerned with the motivation of the man, but con-

cerned with the security of the Jewish community. Sup-
pose, for example, that the action of this man, who may be
a prominent citizen, should have a baleful influence upon
other members of the community who may be led to follow

his example, and that therefore the community may be en-

dangered, then our legal tradition justifies any special
strictness which may be necessary to protect the commu-
nity, i.e., "to build a fence" (le migdar milsa). The right to

stern action for communal defense is recorded in the

Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mishpot II, and Isserles, at the

beginning of Choshen Mishpot 425. This special right of

drastic action for communal defense has been used by Jew-
ish community leadership all through the ages.

I cannot, therefore, give you a specific and clear-cut an-

swer as to this man's right to continue in the congregation,
since the tradition gives us some leeway for practical and
common-sense judgment. If the action is merely a chance
notion on his part, he can just be permitted to belong as he
wishes, or not; if, however, it is a studied affront to the

community (Thachis), he should be excluded. If the com-
munity reaction against him is one of scorn, he can be ig-
nored. But if his example may be followed by others and
the community thus endangered, then strict action should
be taken. This, basically, is the spirit of our religious tradi-

tion on the matter.
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12

Temple Membership of Mixed Couple

Is it permissible to allow a mixed couple (i.e.9 in which
one of the partners is an unconverted Gentile) to be-

come members as a family of our congregation? A
number of newer congregations and a "Model Con-
stitution" sent out by the Union of American Hebrew

Congregations headquarters suggest that such mixed

couples be admitted to congregational membership.
Is this justified by Jewish law and tradition? (From
Judge Joseph G. Shapiro, Bridgeport, Connecticut

and Rabbi Murray Bkckman, Cincinnati, Ohio)

According to traditional Jewish law, which in this regard
must be similar to laws of other groups, mixed marriage is

illegal marriage. Besides the fact that the marriage is w-
valid according to Jewish law, it is also forbidden as a sin:

*. . . neither shalt thou make marriages with them: thy

daughter thou shalt not give unto his son, nor his daughter
shalt thou take unto thy son" (Deuteronomy 7 : 3). The
motive for the Biblical law had nothing to do with race or

nationality. It is given clearly in the very next sentence of

the Bible: "For he will turn away thy son from following

Me, that they may serve other gods. . . ? The prohibition

against mixed marriage was based upon a religious motiva-

tion: to guard the unique Hebrew monotheism against the

surrounding paganism. In Maccabean times, the Greek pe-
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riod, when there was a great intermingling of peoples, a

still stricter decree was made to forbid even casual non-

marital sexual relationship between Jew and Gentile (see

Sanhedrin 820). Thus it was recorded as a law in the

Shulchan Aruch, Even Hoezer 16.

In the Middle Ages, the fear of pagan idolatry was no

longer real, since Christians and Mohammedans are not in

Jewish law deemed to be idolaters. Yet these laws con-

tinued in force, since the small Jewish communities had to

protect their identity against a hostile majority. To pre-
serve the Jewish religion and to preserve the Jewish com-

munity amounted to the same thing. There could be no
continuation of Judaism without maintaining Jewry, which
was in a covenant relationship with God.

One can therefore understand why up to modern times

such mixed relationships were considered legally a crime

and why, even when informal, they might arouse violent

reaction on the part of zealots (kanoin pogin bo).

Thus, the question which is asked here ("May such a

mixed couple be granted membership in he congrega-

tion?") would have astounded the Jewry of the past. It

could not even be visualized as a remote possibility. So
there is, of course, no discussion of such a possibility in

Jewish law. We, nowadays, must therefore discuss this

question only from the point of view of the spirit of Jewish
tradition and of the ideals and aims which we share with
the past as being important to protect and to advance.

It must then be said at the outset that it is a sign of gen-
eral improvement in human relationship on the part of the

non-Jewish world that the Gentile member of such a cou-

ple can visualize joining a Jewish synagogue. It is also a
mark of a greater feeling of fellowship and a diminution
of old suspicions on the part of Jews that the question of

admitting such a couple can now be seriously raised and
discussed. It is a good sign, then, that people are less hos-
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tile to each other. Yet religious affiliation is far different

from social friendliness. It is not a good sign that people
who do not believe in Judaism at all would be quite willing
to join a Jewish congregation and that a Jewish congrega-
tion would consider admitting them. This attitude reflects

the general indifference nowadays as to the unique nature
of the respective religions. People tend to feel that all re-

ligions are alike, that all exist merely to teach the Golden
Rule or the Ten Commandments, so that it makes no differ-

ence to which one you belong. To a convinced Jew or to a
convinced Christian such a cavalier attitude cannot pos-

sibly be acceptable.

Jewish congregations consist of Jews by birth or by con-

version. All who wish to come into Judaism are welcome.
No sincere applicant for conversion will be rejected. But
we cannot allow the transformation of a Jewish congre-

gation so that it ceases to be the family, the brotherhood,
of Israel. Our people and our faith are one, joined in a

covenant with God.
Aside from the diluting of Jewish identity, if this process

of general admission developed, there would also be a

practical problem. Anybody who is admitted as a member

may become an officer. Surely it is intolerable that a

woman who is a convinced trinitarian should become Pres-

ident of the Sisterhood of the congregation. There is no
need to dwell on this question. It must be dealt with ac-

cording to our feelings, since this new situation could not

possibly find precedent in Jewish law.

Although all religious Jews share these feelings, there is

to some extent a difference here between Reform and other

branches of Judaism in regard to this matter.We would not

emphasize the illegality of a civil mixed marriage. To some
extent our attitude is the same as Orthodoxy, namely, that

we do not recognize it as Jewish religious marriage. There-

fore if the Gentile partner is converted to Judaism, we
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gladly remarry them, and we would consider the earlier

part of the marriage retroactively valid. We would encour-

age the Gentile partner to become a Jew for the sake of the

unity of the family. We may be sure that those who sug-
gested the "Model Constitution" admitting such mixed
families at once, had this decent motive in mind. Never-

theless, if they could all be admitted without the conver-

sion of the Gentile partner, this policy would diminish the

motivation for conversion.

Another difference between Reform and Orthodoxy in

this matter relates to burial. Our Reform movement has

long decided that a Gentile spouse may be buried in the

family plot of the Jewish partner. Therefore, what we say
to the Gentile spouse is: We do not despise your marriage.
It is, of course, not a Jewish religious marriage, but you can
make it so any time you wish by sincerely joining the Jew-
ish faith. In Orthodoxy, your husband would be deemed a
sinner. We, however, permit him to be a member of the

congregation and allow your children, if you wish, to go to

our religious school. But as long as you are a convinced

Christian, you cannot be a member of a Jewish religious

organization. You could not sincerely join it and we cannot

sincerely accept your membership. The door of Judaism is

always open to you. We do not urge you, but you are al-

ways welcome.
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13

Jewish Nurse Baptizing Dying Catholic Infant

A Jewish nurse asks for guidance in the following sit-

uation: If a Catholic infant is dying and a Jewish
nurse is the only nurse with the child at the time, the

Catholic Church would want the child baptized by
the nurse, who utters the following formula: "I bap-
tize you in the name of the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Ghost." May a Jewish nurse, -from the point of
view of Jewish tradition, perform this baptism? (From
Rabbi Joshua O. Haberman, Trenton, New Jersey)

It is, of course, obvious that there is not and could not be

any direct opinion on this question in Jewish traditional

law. If, in earlier centuries, a Jewish physician were at-

tending a Catholic mother giving birth to an infant, or if a

Jewish midwife were helping at the birth, these situations

occurred in homes and not in hospitals. So there were al-

ways members of the Catholic family present to perform
the emergency baptism. But nowadays, with modern hos-

pital practice, where it generally happens that a nurse

(particularly a night nurse) will be alone in the room with

an infant or in charge of the room in which the various

newborn infants are kept, she may very well observe that

a certain Catholic infant is dying and that there is no
time to get a Catholic nurse to perform the baptism.
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Should she, a Jewess, feel that Jewish tradition permits her
to perform this Catholic religious act?

First of all, it is necessary to clarify the attitude of Jew-
ish legal tradition toward Christianity, especially toward
Roman Catholic Christianity which was the only form of

Christianity which most of the Jewish scholars found in

their environment. A large section of the law in Yore Deah
deals with the laws of idolatry. Many details of the rela-

tionship between Jews and Catholic Christianity are found
there as developments of the Shulchan Aruch laws on

idolatry. This fact may lead to a profound misunderstand-

ing, namely, that Judaism, especially its legal tradition,

looks upon Christianity with its Trinity as a polytheism or

an idolatry. If that were the case, which it is not, then the

old laws of complete avoidance of any contact with

idolatry would apply also to Christianity.

But this is not so at all. Jewish legal tradition, which one

would expect to be strict in its prohibitory mood, looks

upon Christianity as a valid worship of God. As for Chris-

tian trinitarianism, the Christians are not prohibited in the

eyes of Jewish law from adding divine persons to God in

their worship. To add other divine or adored persons (e.g.,

the two other members of the Trinity and the saints,

whether or not the adoration of the saints is "worship") is

called in Jewish law "shittuf (association or partnership).
The Jews by their special covenant at Sinai are forbidden

any shittuf and must worship God alone. The Christians,

children of Noah, are not forbidden shittuf, provided they
worship God.

That this is so can be made clear by three different cita-

tions from the law, each centuries apart from the other.

The first is a statement of Rabbenu Tarn, the great French

authority of the twelfth century (in b. Bechorot Zb and San-

hedrin 63fc), in which he says that though Christians take

oaths by their holy personages, their basic intent is hat
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these oaths are taken in the name of God. Therefore, there

is no sin in our exacting an oath from them in business

transactions.

The second citation is from the seventeenth century.
Moses Rivkes, of Vilna, in his commentary "Be'er Hagolah"
to Choshen Mishpot 425, says that the sentence in the

Passover Haggadah, "Pour forth Thy wrath upon the na-

tions who knew Thee not," refers only to those nations

which do not believe in God the Creator, the miracles

which God has done, and the giving of the Law. But these

nations in whose presence we live, and where we are pro-
tected, believe in all these scriptural ideas, and we are firm

in praying for the peace and prosperity of all of them.

The third citation is from the eighteenth-nineteenth cen-

tury. The commentator, Israel Lipschutz, in his .cpmmen-

tary "Tifereth Israel" to Baba Kama, at the beginning of

chapter 4, speaks of the duty of dealing fairly with non-

Jews in business relationships: "How much the more [he

says] is the obligation upon us to deal fairly with these,

our brothers, of the nations who recognize the One God
and honor His Law and call Scripture THoly Writ' and ob-

serve that which is incumbent upon them of our Torah,

namely, the seven commandments (of the sons of Noah)."
So it is clear that Christianity is, in the eyes of Jewish

law, a valid worship of God, and the trinitariam'sm of its

faith, which would be prohibited to Jews, does not invali-

date their faith because they never were forbidden shittuf,

adding of forms of deity.

Then why are the laws of the relationship between Jews
and Christianity dealt with as a development of the laws

of idolatry? Because these older laws on idolatry are the

only systematic statement in the tradition of the relation-

ship between Jews and non-Jews. Therefore such relation-

ship, interpreted and modified, can help us in understand-

ing the relationship between Judaism and other religions,
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provided we keep in mind the basic principle that Chris-

tianity, in spite of its trinitarianism and its saints, is not

idolatrous, although forbidden to Jews, who are under the

Covenant of Sinai.

Now, coming closer to our problem: Since Jews are for-

bidden any amplification of the personality of God (shittuf)

then is not a Jewish nurse prohibited from baptizing this

Catholic baby "... in the name of the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Ghost"? Yes, if thereby she proclaims her

belief in the Trinity, or even pretends hypocritically to a

belief in the Trinity. But does her recitation of those words

really mean a belief or even mean a pretended belief?

I directed an inquiry to the Catholic Chancellery and

was informed of the meaning of the Catholic law that the

Catholic Church accepts the validity of a baptism made by
a non-Catholic in times of emergency. I was told that this

law means much more than the acceptance of a baptism

by a non-Catholic Christian (who believes in the Trinity).

It means that even a nonbeliever in the Trinity, or even an

atheistwho baptizes the child using the formula, has validly

baptized the child, and the Church will not rebaptize pro-
vided the baptism was intended to be what the Church
wants it to be.

Therefore, the Jewish nurse is not required to be hypo-
critical, to pretend to a belief she does not have, for the

baptism to be a valid one. She says, in effect: "I myself do
not believe in the Trinity. I do not even believe in baptism
as a sacrament. But the Catholic parents do, and for the

sake of their belief, I perform this ceremony which is of

meaning to them/' In other words, she does not represent
her own belief; she is only an agent of theirs. The principle
in the Jewish law that one may not be an agent for a sin

("Ayn Sheliach Lidvar Averah" b. Kiddushin 42fc) can

hardly apply here, because for the persons for whom she is
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the agent, namely, the parents or the Church, this action

is not a sin, even in the eyes of Jewish law.

There is a parallel in the law to a situation like this one
in which a person of one religion performs an act that is to

be carried out according to the intention of the other re-

ligion. It is not exactly parallel, namely, that a Jew per-
forms an act which Christians shall deem valid according
to Christianity, as in the case of the nurse and the Christian

baptism; but it is rather that a Christian performs an act

that shall be valid according to Judaism. If, for example, a
Christian makes a contribution to the synagogue, could
that contribution be used, let us say, to make a curtain for

the ark or for a Menorah? The law is that a Christian may
make any contribution to the synagogue, provided he does
not specify its use, but says, "Use it in the way that is most

meaningful to you." In other words, he gives the gift al

da as Yisroel. (See full discussion in Reform Jewish Prac-

tice, Vol. II, p. 45, and Shulchan Aruch, Yore Deah 259 : 4.

Incidentally, Isserles says, 254 : 2, that even if the Chris-

tian does not say, "Use it in your Jewish way," we accept
the gift anyway.) In any event, this parallel indicates that

Jewish law accepts the principle that one can give a gift or

do a deed in which he says, "I am not doing it in accord-

ance with my belief, but according to yours."
So far it seems clear that there is no sound objection to

the nurse performing the ceremony and her uttering the

trinitarian words. But now we must consider whether she

should do it or perhaps try to avoid doing it. In other

words, what is duty in this matter?

In this regard it is important to bear in mind the two

parallel ethical motivations in Jewish law: m'shum ayva
to avoid creating hatred; and mipne darche shaloni-for

the sake of the paths of peace. These principles are fre-

quently invoked in the rektionship between Jews and non-

Jews. For example, a Jew moving from a house must re-
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move the mezuzah if a Christian will now occupy the

house. Nevertheless, the law reads that if removing the

mezuzah will create hurt or ill will between Jew and Chris-

tian, it should not be removed (see Yore Deah 291 : 2). Or,
for example, in pagan days, it was forbidden to have any
contact with Gentiles even three days before their festivals,

but the law is that with Christians we may have contact

with them, not only on their festivals but even give them

gifts on their festivals (see Yore Deah 128 : 12). All this

"for the sake of avoiding hatred and creating peace."

Perhaps of closest relevance to our theme is one of the

laws which is also motivated by "the paths of peace,"

namely, the admonition in b. Gittin 6Ia et seq. that we sus-

tain the poor Gentiles, heal their sick, bury their dead, and
console their mourners for the sake of the paths of peace.
Now, this emergency baptism involved in our question

concerns a dying child whose Catholic parents would be

greatly consoled if they felt that the child had been bap-
tized with a baptism which the Church accepts as valid.

Certainly this (anticipating by a few minutes or an hour) is

a consolation to mourning parents, which is required by
Jewish law of all Jews.
To sum up: Belief in the Trinity as involved in the for-

mula of baptism is not a sin for Christians, according to

Jewish law. Therefore the Jewish nurse, who is an agent in

this case, is not an agent for a sinful act. The Church does
not require her even to pretend belief in the Trinity. She is

not a hypocrite. Jewish law requires her to comfort the
mourners. The virtuous act, uttering this formal sentence
in their name, is done "for the sake of the paths of peace,"
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14

Who Is a Jew?

The security of the State of Israel requires that every
citizen carry an identity card recording nationality (or

origin) and religious affiliation. This recording of re-

ligious affiliation has created considerable dispute be-

tween Orthodox religious leaders and the registration

office of the State of Israel. The dispute becomes clear

in the case of a child born of a Jewish father and an
unconverted Gentile mother. The parents desire to

have this child registered as Jewish. This the State is

ready to do, on the ground that religious affiliation is

the free choice of the individual and that in the case

of an infant the parents, as guardians of the child,

may make the choice for the child. However, the re-

ligious leaders object from the point of view of Ortho-

dox law. A. child born of an unconverted mother is a

Gentile, and a Gentile cannot become a Jew except by
specific ceremony, mikveh for a girl, and mikveh and
circumcision for a boy. To allow affiliation merely on

the basis of choice, as the State proposes, is declared

to be a violation of the requirements of Jewish law

and would dilute the identity of Jewry as a religious

community. What is to be done in this situation?

(From The Honorable David Ben-Gurion, former

Prime Minister of the State of Israel)
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The laws involving the reception of proselytes into Judaism
seem on the surface to be absolutely clear and unmistak-

able. However, this is not entirely the case. As in the case

of other laws, also, the emotional attitude of the scholars of

the various generations reflects itself in their decisions

on this question. When from time to time the rabbis have
felt that the circumstances of their day required extra cau-

tionary prohibitions, they applied them and the law be-

comes stricter. Unfortunately, these restrictive actions tend

to become permanent, and the longer the law lasts, the

longer do these times of restrictiveness accumulate, and
the law grows further and further away from actual life.

The present attitude of the Orthodox rabbinate toward
the reception of infant proselytes reveals this tendency to-

ward cumulative restrictiveness. Basically, the law was

generous about receiving infants into Judaism. The Tal-

mud (b. Ketuboth lla) says simply that the Beth Din may
bathe an infant as a proselyte. The discussion following
indicates that although the infant cannot be aware of all

that is implied in its adherence to Judaism, nevertheless, to

accept the child as a Jew is a favor to the child, and we can

always do a favor to someone without that person's knowl-

edge. Furthermore, the Talmud (b. Yevamoth 47fc) con-

siders the acceptance of proselytes to be a mitzvah. While
it is true that under varying circumstances they disliked

accepting proselytes while at other times they were willing
to do so, it seems clear that with regard to an infant, whose
soul is still pure (see Ketuboth lla), they were always hos-

pitable.

However, about a century ago, a different mood came
over Jewish scholars. There was an increasing amount of

intermarriage, and many men asked the Jewish community
to circumcise the children born of their Gentile wives be-

cause they wanted the children to be Jewish, Here a great

objection arose. Shalom Kutno wrote a two-volume work,
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Let the Law Be Obeyed, in which he emphasizes the

great dangers to Judaism in accepting such children. On
the other hand, the Chief Rabbi of the British Empire indi-

cated that his uncle, Tevele Schiff, permitted the circum-
cision of such children in California and Australia (i.e.,

under frontier conditions) and, of course, with the under-

standing that later, if possible, if the family moved to a
more settled place, the child should be taken to the mikveh.
A similar mood of friendliness is recorded in the responsa
of Marcus Horowitz, the Orthodox Rabbi of Frankfurt,

seventy-five years ago (see his "Matteh Levy," Vol. II).

There he finally decides not to be too strict, but to permit
such children to be circumcised, however only after exact-

ing the promise that at some future time the Gentile

mother will be converted to Judaism. In other words, there

is a noticeable difference in attitude, one more receptive
and the other more prohibitive.
The fact is that Orthodox law is not objective. There is a

large subjective element involved. Although with regard
to a child of a Gentile mother even the Shulchan Aruch

implies that he should be circumcised, but merely says
that he should not be circumcised on the Sabbath (Yore
Deah 266 : 13); nevertheless, if the rabbis feel that it is

necessary to be strict, they will rely upon the law in the

Shulchan Aruch (Yore Deah 334 : 6) where Isserles says
that in the case of a man under the ban the court may re-

fuse to let his children be circumcised.

It is clear, then, that the law is not absolutely fixed. If

the rabbis today felt it proper to be liberal, they would

encourage rather than fear the reception of these children

as Jews. They would, of course, ask for the ceremonial re-

quirements, but their attitude would be friendly and not

hostile to the entire situation.

In this regard, it is important to note the decision of the

Central Conference of American Rabbis, which is the offi-
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cial organization of the Reform movement in America (see

C.C.A.R. Yearbook, 1947). Such a child is welcome to enter

the school of a Reform congregation, and if the child com-

pletes the school courses, we consider this education to be
the full equivalent of any ritual or ceremony of conversion.

In other words, in Reform Judaism, while the rituals are not

disregarded, the education in ethics and in Jewish history
and literature is considered the more important element.

That is also why, in our reception of converts, we are not

content with the mere ceremonies, but require a month or

more of instruction.

Basically, then, one of the sources of difficulty in die sit-

uation is not so much what the Law is, but the attitude of

the rabbis. There is only one form of Jewish religion in

Israel, and that form, for reasons which seem adequate to

itself, is afraid of the whole situation confronting the Jew-
ish religion in the present world (including Israel) and re-

acts vigorously against a liberal attitude in the reception
of proselytes. There are in Israel many moods among Jews,
but only one type of religious organization. In America, for

example, where there is more than one type of religious

organization, the mood between traditional and modern
has become mutually tolerant.

But what is to be done under the present circumstances?

The State can do no other than to make religion a matter
of choice, and Orthodoxy can do no other than express its

mood of suspicion in the matter and demand the full cere-

monial of bathing and circumcision as an indispensable

preliminary. In fact, it may even demand the formal con-

version of the mother on die ground that the child, even
if converted, yet being raised by a Christian mother, would
not be truly a Jew. All this constitutes a sharp conflict in

which a solution must be found.

May I suggest that a solution is possible? The State can
make clear that it is not deciding for the Jewish religion
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who is a Jew. It is making only a civic or political decision

as to which of the three communities, Christian, Moham-
medan, or Jewish, the citizen belongs. The religious tests

remain. When this child grows up and is about to many, it

will be the duty of the religious authority to inquire
whether this child is born of a Jewish or a Gentile mother.

It should have such a questionnaire for all who come to be
married. If the religious authorities find that the person
was born of a Christian mother, then they may demand
that certain ceremonials be observed before the marriage
is permitted. All that the State now says is that this child

is politically or civically Jewish. Whether or not the re-

quirements for being religiously Jewish are also fulfilled

is left to the religious authorities to decide whenever the

matter comes before them, in such individual cases as mar-

riage or divorce.

Of course, this involves, in effect, the creation of a group
of what may be called half-proselytes to Judaism. They
will be people who have full Jewish rights civically, but

only tentative Jewish rights religiously. Is this possible? Is

there a precedent for it? There is, indeed! Besides the full

proselytes [p*nc "-ft] which Orthodoxy now demands, there

was also during the time of the Jewish State, a status of

half-proselytes [win "tt]. This is based upon the Talmud

(Avodah Zara, 64&) and codified by Maimonides fissure
Biah" XV : 7-8). But, such half-proselytes could only be

accepted while the Jewish State existed, the technical

phrase for that being, "while the Jubilees were being ob-

served/* But after the Jewish State ceased to exist, it was
not safe, or permitted, to welcome such half-proselytes (cf.

Maimonides, op. dt.9 8). However, now there is a Jewish
State. Without going into the complex question of the

State's status in Jewish religion, it appears to be dear, as

you indicate in your letter, that whatever assimilation there

is, it will be toward Judaism and not away from it. There-
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fore, it is again possible to have ger toshav, half-prose-

lytes.

Actually, this is all that the government of the State of

Israel wants. The present difficulty with the religious

groups has arisen chiefly because of a confusion between

ger zedek, the full proselyte, and ger toshav, the half- or

tentative proselyte. If the State will now declare that it

does not proclaim these children ger zedek (this [ mn^]
will be a matter for religion to decide, when the problem
of the status of the child comes before the religious author-

ities at marriage and other occasions), the State is only

making a ger toshav decision affirming the civic right to

choose to belong to the Jewish community rather than to

the Christian or Mohammedan community. It is with this

clear distinction that I believe a solution can be reached.

A Questionable Conversion

The rabbi is on the faculty of a Christian theological

school, giving a course of lectures on Judaism. A
young Christian theological student has become in-

creasingly interested in Judaism and is now asking
for extra instruction, since he desires to be converted
to Judaism and even to study for the rabbinate. The
rabbi has two grounds for hesitation in this matter:

first, that it would create ill will for him to convert to
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Judaism a student who is preparing for the Christian

ministry in the school where the rabbi is a guest pro-

fessor and, secondly, the student himself is not quite

emotionally balanced. (From Rabbi David Polish,

Chicago, Illinois)

There is a basic question with regard to conversion which
must be answered first, before this specific question can be

adequately discussed. Is there an obligation incumbent

upon the rabbi to gain a convert? Such a question would be

quite unnecessary if it were a Christian minister con-

fronted with an analogous problem. If it were a question of

converting a Jew to Christianity, the Christian minister or

professor (except under special circumstances) would not

hesitate because it is a general duty incumbent upon all

Christians to accept, in fact to seek, converts. But is that a

duty with us? In other words, is it a mitzvah to seek or even
to acquire gerim?
As is well known, the legal literature is full of contra-

dictory statements with regard to the relationship of Ju-
daism toward proselytes. Nevertheless, it is possible to find

a general direction through these varied opinions. There
must have been times when, owing to the outer circum-

stances, the accepting of proselytes brought trouble to the

community from one source or another. It is evident that

such times reflected themselves in the statement of the

Talmud (b. Kiddushin 706) that
fe

gerim are worse to Israel

than a wound or a scab." Also, Punishment will come to

those who accept gerim" (b. Yevamoth 1096) and "Gerim
hinder the coming of the Messiah" (Niddah 136). On the

other hand, there were times when proselytes brought

blessing to the community. It was such experiences which
evoked the statement in the Talmud (b. Pesachim 876) that

the Jews were exiled among the nations chiefly in order

that proselytes join them.
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There is one fairly clear indication in the Talmud itself

that they did consider the reception of proselytes to be a

duty (mitzvah). In b. Yevamoth 47b, the Talmud asks,

"Why, after the candidate's consent do we circumcise him
at once?" The answer given is: "Because we must never

deky the carrying out of a mitzvah."

The Tosafists also seem to have considered it a duty. (Cf.

Tos. to Yevamoth 470 at the top of the page.) The opinion
of the Tosafists is clearer in die comment in Gittin 88b

(5.0., "E HochT). The problem discussed there is the fact

that only ordained teachers have the right to make certain

decisions. Then how can such disputes have been decided

in Babylon (where ordination was not permitted)? The
answer given in the Babylonian Talmud is that in everyday
business matters we (the Babylonian teachers) are acting
as agents for the Palestinians. To this the Tosafos says:
"That is the reason we have the right to accept proselytes,

even though the process requires ordained teachers [found

only in Palestine]." Likewise, the Spanish Talmudist,
Nissim Gerondi ("Ran," fourteenth century): in his com-

mentary to Alfasi (near the end of Gittin, chapter 9) he dis-

cusses the same question which was discussed by Tosafists

as to our right (being unordained) to decide certain dis-

putes. He gives the same answer, namely, that we are the

agents of die ordained Palestinian rabbis. Then he adds

warmly: "If we may be their agents in everyday money
matters, surely we may be their agents for the noble task

of bringing proselytes under the wings of the Shechinar
Shalom Kutno, in his well-known work on proselytizing

fITchTorah Yeosey," Facs, 1897) was confronted with
the modern problem of Jews who had married unconverted

Christians, and who demanded that their children be cir-

cumcised (see our responsum on "Circumcising Son of Gen-
tile Wife," p. 99). He is opposed to these demands on the

ground that it does not mean genuine conversion. He is
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therefore embarrassed at the statement of Nissim Gerondi
mentioned above, and says that Nissim referred only to

those who come to Judaism out of genuine conviction. But

merely to circumcise children of Gentile wives when we
know that these children will not be raised as Jews is cer-

tainly not a mitzvah at all.

In spite of the opinions of the Tosafos and of Nissim
Gerondi which imply that the reception of proselytes is a

duty incumbent upon us, the matter was never definitely
decided. Benzion Wacholder (in Historia Judaica, October,

1958) believes that the Tosafists (therefore the Franco-

German Jews) considered proselytizing a mitzvah, while

the Spaniards did not. This distinction is certainly to be
modified by the fact that it was the Spaniard Nissim
Gerondi who made the wannest statement about prose-

lytizing as a mitzvah.

Be that as it may, the status of proselytizing as a duty is

still not at all clear. It would certainly not seem to be a

well-established duty, for in countries where the govern-
ment forbade proselytizing by Jews, the scholars immedi-

ately ceased to proselytize (cf. Moses Isserles in his gloss
to Yore Deah 267 : 4). If the government had forbidden

Schechita, for example, they would not have yielded so

easily.

Certainly none of the lists of commandments include a

commandment to seek or receive proselytes. It is not that

the subject is avoided. The legal codes contain a number
of items with regard to our relationship to proselytes, but

not one of them declares the acquisition of proselytes to

be a duty. What they do discuss is our duty to be decent

to proselytes, once they have joined us. The Talmud says

(b. Mezia 58fc) that you should never say to a proselyte,

"Remember your past" For example, in the listing of the

negative and positive commandments in Minchas Chinuch,
the positive commandment 432 says that it is a duty to love
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the proselyte. Then there are two negative command-
ments, 63 and 64, against oppressing or cheating them in

any way. In other words, we must be kind and considerate

to proselytes, but we are not in duty bound to seek for

them. Hence, if there is any difficulty involved, if there is a

question of ill will involved, there is nothing wrong, from
tie point of view of Jewish law, in neglecting the con-

version for the sake of the welfare of the Jewish com-

munity. In fact, in many of the discussions of the laws of

conversion, the respondent does not have the slightest

hesitation in saying that "in this land where conversion is

forbidden [as it was in certain countries] these laws do
not apply/' In other words, they did not mind dispensing
with proselytizing, since it was not an obligation.
There is, in addition, a further difficulty in this specific

case: the emotional instability, or semi-instability of the

candidate. Now, there is a large mass of law dealing with

the status of the semi-insane (shota). Of course, the specific

knowledge in the Talmud of the various states of mental

instability was not great, and they coupled, for legal pur-

poses, the unbalanced with the minor and the deaf-mute

(cheresh, shota, vekotari). These laws deal with these

classes with regard to acquisition and sale of property, and
with regard to marriage and divorce. There is no specific

legal discussion of the relationship of these people with

proselytizing. However, the Talmud does say that we do
not accept as a proselyte one who is motivated toward con-

version by dreams (geray chalomos) (b. Yevamoth 246).
Of course, it is clear from the Talmud and the Shulchan

Aruch, which discuss the careful questioning to which a

candidate is subjected, that they would not accept a prose-

lyte unless he clearly understood and deeply appreciated
all the elements involved in joining the community of

Israel (see Yore Deah 268)* Obviously, a proselyte then

needed a clear mind and a balanced judgment or he could
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not appreciate what he needed to understand before de-

claring his full willingness to convert. It is clear that the

law would frown upon accepting as a proselyte one whose

judgment is clouded by emotional disturbance. In this case,

the dictum of the Mishnah would apply (b. Kamma
VIII : 4), that it is best not to have any dealings with a
shota. The Mishnah means to say that if they injure you,

they are not liable to pay any fine, and if you injure them,

you have to pay. You lose either way.
Since we are under no duty to convert, we may there-

fore hesitate whenever the good name of the community is

involved; and since, clearly, conversion requires of the

convert a full and deep understanding of what is involved,
it is much better to avoid any conversion in this case.

16

Miscegenation and Conversion of Negroes

Does intermarriage between the main races, 'black>

brown, and yellow, constitute a violation of the com-
mandment not to mix breeds? (From M.S.)

A problem has arisen in congregational policy over

the conversion of a Negro who has applied for mem-
bership in our congregation. What is the policy of

Reform Judaism on this question? (From Rabbi Rich*

axd C. Hertz, Detroit, Michigan)
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One would imagine that marriage between the races, pro-

ducing half-breeds and people of skin colors which have
not existed before, would indeed be a violation of the com-
mandments implied in Leviticus 19 : 19 and Deuteronomy
22 : 9, where one is forbidden to sow with mixed seeds or

to breed animals of different species. None of the earlier

commentators offer any explanation as to why it should be

wrong to mix breeds of plants or animals. The first to offer

any explanation was Nachmanides (thirteenth century).

Nachmanides, in his commentary on Leviticus 19 : 19, sug-

gests a reason why such mixing of separate species is a

sin. It is due to the fact, he says, that the man who creates

such new breeds implies that God, Who created the pres-
ent species and gave them the power to perpetuate them-

selves, had not done a perfect work at Creation and that

there is now need of new species of plants and animals.

In other words, the species as they exist are God's work
and presumably are perfect. To make new species is, there-

fore, a sin (cf. responsum on "Grafting of Roses," p. 222).

This is a general consideration., but let us consider specifi-

cally the question of mixing the human races.

In Numbers 12 : 1, we are told that Miriam and Aaron
rebuked Moses for "the Ethiopian woman" (Cushite)
whom he had taken. The Targum (evidently in defense of

Moses) translates "Cushite" as "the beautiful woman" and
the Talmud (Moed Katan 1Gb) also explains away the word
"Cushite" by saying that this is really his wife Zipporah
and that she was called "Cushite" because, being a

Midianite, her skin was deeply tanned by the desert sun.

The Talmud in the same passage explains away the Ethi-

opian benefactor of Jeremiah, Ebed Melech, and implies
that he was a Hebrew named ZedekiaL

Nevertheless, all this explaining away of the word

"Ethiopian" by Targum and Talmud does not necessarily
indicate that racial prejudice was involved. Also, the Tal-
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mud (b. Berachos 59fo) states that he who sees an Ethiopian
must make a special blessing: "Praised be Thou, Who hast

made a variety of creatures" but this, too, is not anti-

Negro prejudice because the same blessing, according to

the Talmud, must be recited when one sees an unusu-

ally short man or an unusually tall man. So the law is re-

corded in the Shulchan Aruch, Orah Hayyim 224 : 9.

Nowhere does the Bible prohibit the admixture of races.

Ezekiel, speaking to the Children of Israel in chapter 16,

verse 3, says: "The Amorite was thy father and thy mother
was a Hittite." So, too, with regard to the vast mixed mul-
titude which came out of Egypt. While this mixed multi-

tude is sometimes deprecated as the source of sinfulness,

there is no statement that I remember to the effect that

the descendants of the Twelve Tribes kept from intermar-

rying with the mixed multitudes.

Thus, there is no sensitiveness in the historic traditions

against the possibility of our being a mixed race. Further-

more, there is no statement in the law forbidding marriage
between the members of different races, provided they be-

come Jewish by conversion. There is, in fact, one impor-
tant responsum which by eloquent silence indicates that

there is absolutely no objection to intermarriage on the

basis of race. I refer to the Responsa of David ben Zimri

in his volume IV, no. 219, and volume VII, no. 9. The ques-
tion involved a Falasha woman. In fact she is referred to

plainly as a Cushite woman, therefore bkck-skinned. She
is now in Cairo among white Jews. Her white master wants

to marry her. The question involved is whether we shall

accept or reject her claim that her original Cushite

husband was killed in a raid in Abyssinia. But there is not

the slightest question raised in the responsum about her

skin color. Clearly, there was no objection on that ground*
As for the second question of practical policy in regard

to the conversion, what is there to say? It is certainly a
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troublesome situation. A Negro becoming a Jew subjects
himself to double difficulties. If he does not feel at home
in the Christian Church, which claims to be universal and
holds out its arms to all races of men, and is proud of its

world-wide missionary enterprise, how can he feel at home
in a religion that is a family religion, that has not for cen-

turies had a world missionary movement? This is, of course,

the general, social, and historical situation which he him-

self might consider from the point of view of his own hap-

piness. But that is not the consideration which must pri-

marily concern us.

While Judaism has not been a missionary religion, we are

certainly not a racial religion. The Bible implies the rebuke

of Aaron and Miriam because they were opposed to the

fact that Moses married an Ethiopian. The Ethiopian,
Ebed Melech, is the hero of the Book of Jeremiah (38 : 7)

who was merciful to the prophet when all others were

against him.

It is clear that from the point of view of Judaism, race

makes no difference; but it is equally clear from the social

point of view that to include a man who is obviously dif-

ferent into an intimate, family type of religion involves

much more difficulty than to integrate him into a religion

like Christianity which, in fact, embraces a vast variety of

human types. But that, as I say, is the Negro's own decision

to make. It is our duty to recognize that race as such makes
no difference in our religion.

You ask a practical question: whether we have ever con-

verted a Negro. The answer is no. But that is because we
avoid converts, except those who come for the purpose of

marriage, and marriage between Jews and Negroes is rare.

What if a Negro came tome and wanted to be converted in

order to marry a Jewess? For the sake of their happiness, I

would make every effort to dissuade him and lids Jewish
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bride-to-be. If I failed, I would, with many misgivings,
convert him.

Unprovable Claims to Conversion

A man aged forty-five has been married for several

months. His wife is seeking an annulment of their

marriage on the grounds that he misrepresented him-

self as a Jew at the time of the marriage. The man
claims to be a Jew and has considered himself a Jew
all his life. His mother was born a non-Jewess. His

father, now eighty, states that his wife (the mans
mother) was converted by a Reform rabbi before their

marriage. He can find no record of it. To add to the

difficulty, the mother,, now deceased, was buried in a
non-Jewish cemetery. The son (who is now being sued

for annulment) was circumcised at a Brith Mih, was
Bar Mitzvah, and married by a Conservative rabbi.

He was reared as a Jew and considers himself a Jew.
He is contesting the annulment on the grounds that if

he does not, he will be indicating that he does not be-

lieve himself to be a Jew. Is the man to be considered

a Jew or not, as far as Jewish law is concerned? (From
Rabbi Selig Salkowitz, Reform Temple of Fair Lawn,

Fair Lawn, New Jersey)
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The problem is complicated. There are a number of crucial

elements involved. The woman, who declares herself to be

Orthodox, has evidently been instructed to contest the

validity of the conversion of her husband's mother by a Re-

form rabbi. If that conversion is invalid, her husband is

the son of a Gentile and has misrepresented himself as a

Jew. Therefore, the first important question is the validity
of a Reform conversion.

It might be too much to expect a strictly Orthodox rabbi

to acknowledge the validity of any Reform ceremony
which varies from the norm laid down in the Shulchan

Aruch. A Reform conversion certainly does not conform to

that norm. The fact that we may instruct the candidate for

conversion much more thoroughly in Jewish beliefs and

history than any Orthodox rabbi would instruct her would
be immaterial in the face of the fact that we generally omit
the ceremonial requirement of sending her to the ritual

bath (mikveh). It is the ritual that matters to the Orthodox
rabbi and not whatever intellectual and moral preparation
we may give her. While, therefore, the absence of the

ritual bath prevents the Orthodox rabbi from acknowledg-
ing the validity of our conversion, the courts have no right
to question it and to assume that there is only one au-

thentic form of Judaism and that is Orthodoxy. With re-

gard to our ceremonial disagreement with Orthodoxy,
there is nothing for decent people to do but endure it, and
learn somehow to achieve mutual respect. So the question
of the wife's refusal to acknowledge the authenticity of

Reform conversion cannot be discussed with her. It can

only be discussed in the courts, if necessary*
It is not only the Reform conversion which is here

brushed aside; it is also the acceptance of the boy as a Jew
by the Conservative rabbi which is here deemed irrelevant

Tte boy was circumcised as a Jew, was Bar Mitzvah, lived

as a Jew. What objection is there, then, to considering him
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a Jew? It can only be that an Orthodox rabbi, rejecting the

validity of the mother's conversion, considers this boy to be
a Gentile, and therefore in addition to being circumcised,
he should have been sent to the mikveh. It would be on
this basis only that the boy s Jewishness could be denied.

Again, it is the omission of a ceremonial which weighs
more than the boy s Jewish education, Bar Mitzvah, and
his whole life as a Jew.

However, there is another question which involves a

complicated problem in Jewish law. This problem revolves

around the fact that the man's father, now very old, can
adduce no proofs that his wife was converted, as he claims

she was. Such improvable claims to conversion have
evoked considerable discussion in the Talmud and in the

Codes. The chief source of the laws involved is the Talmud
in b. Yevamoth 47a, and then the Tur and the Shulchan
Aruch in Yore Deah 268 : 10 and 11. The various subdivi-

sions of the problem are these: (a) a man claims to have
been converted before a certain Jewish court; (fo) a man
claims to have been converted privately, not before a

court; (c) a man was assumed to be a Jew but now he him-

self has raised a question and says he has been a Gentile

but has been converted; (d) a man was assumed to be a

Gentile but claims thathehas been converted.

These various situations arouse different reactions in the

minds of the legal authorities. In general, their answer is

that the man claiming to have been converted, let us say

privately (without the technical requirements which the

court would demand), has a right to cast doubt upon his

own Jewishness by raising this question, but he has no

right to cast doubt upon the Jewish status of his children.

That is to say, before he may now marry another Jewess
he would need to take a ritual bath (assuming that he is

already circumcised), but, since at the time that he makes
the statement he is not surely Jewish, he is not eligible to
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testify in a Jewish court against his children. The children

are of unquestioned Jewish status.

There is some difference in the answers for each of the

various categories mentioned above. But in general the

tendency of the law is increasingly to accept a man's state-

ment if he says he has been converted. Thus Asher ben
Yehiel in the 'Tiskey Harosh" 4 : 34, 35, sums up the law
to his time when he says: if a man claims that he was con-

verted before a certain court, he must bring proof (since a

court's actions are susceptible of proof), but all the proof
that is needed is merely for people to say, "We have heard

that he was converted/* Further, if a man says he was con-

verted privately, he has to take the ritual bath before mar-

rying a Jewess, but his sons are held to be Jewish. To Tur,
Yore Deah 368, Joel Sirkes (Bach) says:

u
At all events, it is

our custom to believe the man's claims and even to marry
him to a Jewess." Then Joel Sirkes proceeds to explain

away partially the objections of Maimonides against be-

lieving the man. Joel Sirkes' statement is cited with ap-

proval by Sabbetai Cohen (Shach, to Shulchan Aruch, Yore

Deah 368 : 10 and 11). Sirkes to the Tur also quotes the

well-known legal authority Moses, of Coucy, in his

"S'Mag," who says: "This occurs eveiy day. Strangers come

(and claim to be Jews). We do not bother to investigate.
We drink wine with them and eat meat from their slaugh-

tering." This general tendency of the law to accept the

claim of a man that he is a Jew is reflected in a recent re-

sponsum by Isaac ben Aiych Rudnik ("S'de Yitzchok,"

London, 1961). The case with which he deals is that of a
soldier who came to England from overseas, who claimed
to be a Jew, married a Jewess; then his wife left him and
lived with another man. Rabbi Rudnik decides that the

marriage to the soldier who said lie was a Jew is valid

enough as Jewish marriage to require a Jewish divorce
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Of course, all this discussion involves the claimed con-

version of a man. Our case here involves a woman whose
conversion to Judaism is disputed. Nevertheless, the

Shulchan Aruch understands that the above laws apply
equally to man and woman. It cites the Talmudic law as

foUows (Yore Deah 268 : 10): "If a Gentile man or a Gen-
tile woman come and say, 1 have been converted' . . .

"

and so forth. The spirit of the law is clear. It reveals a

growing tendency to accept the claim of a person or a fam-

ily to be Jewish. Furthermore, there is an overriding pre-

sumption in all such claims that families are assumed to be
kosher (Jewish and legitimate) unless, of course, there is

strong ground for doubt. This principle is stated in the Tal-

mud (b. Kiddushin 78fe).

Therefore, aside from Orthodox refusal to accept any
conversion other than their own, a refusal which it is futile

to debate, the overwhelming tendency of Jewish law in

matters of improvable claims for conversion is to accept the

claim and to consider the person a Jew.

o in o
18

Circumcision and Naming of Orphan

A father died before the circumcision of his boy. The

question was asked: How should the child be named
in Hebrew, as the son of his father or the son of his
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mother? Also, who takes the father's part in the Brith

Mila ceremony? (From Rabbi Nathan Kaber, Altoona,

Pennsylvania)

Why should there be any question that the child is named
as the son of his father rather than the son of his mother?
All the rabbis in the Mishnah and the Talmud carry their

father's name, even though the fathers of many of them,
for most of the time that they are quoted, have been dead.

It is true that there must be a custom to name a child after

his mother, as, for example, Samuel Edels, after a woman,
Edel, or Moses Rivkes, or Joel Sirkes. But this was, per-

haps, merely the popular identification of the child when
the father had died early, and Moses Rivkes is also known
as Moses ben Naftali, and Joel Sirkes as Joel ben Samuel
Sirkes.

There was of course a custom, not necessarily wide-

spread, to name a person in certain prayers after his

mother. Especially in cases where a man was sick and they

prayed for him in the synagogue, they would pray for him,
let us say, as "Ya'akov ben Rifke/' The reason given for this

special use of the mother's name is the verse in Psalm
116 : 16:

W
I am thy servant, the son of Thy handmaid/'

The implication is that in case of special emergency prayer,
the mother's name is used. But nowhere do we find that a

person's father's name is omitted from that of any legiti-

mate child.

Now, how can the Brith Milah service be conducted,
since the father has an indispensable role in it? The mohel,

originally the father, circumcised the child himself, as the

Talmud states in b. Pesachim 7b top. The mohel is the

father's agent and, therefore, the father is to stand by his

side, When the mohel has circumcised and pronounced
the blessing, the father is required to pronounce the bless-

ing to enter him into the covenant, and so forth. With tihie
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father having such an indispensable role, how can the cere-

mony be conducted if he is not present, or dead?
There is an analogy in the case of the redemption of the

first-born, which takes place on the thirtieth day (see Yore
Deah 305 : 10). While Isserles says that if the father is dead
or absent the child cannot be redeemed, the bulk of the
authorities agree with Sabbetai Cohen (the Schach) that
if the father is dead, the court has the right to redeem the
child and, in fact, the duty to do so. The same is the case

with circumcision. The court has the duty, in case the
father neglects it, to circumcise the child. Here Isserles,

who was dubious in the case of redemption going on in the
absence of the father, has no doubt that the circumcision

must go on though the father is dead (see Isserles to Yore
Deah 265:1).
Who, then, shall speak the father's blessing to bring the

child into the covenant, and so forth? Some say that any-

body present may do so. Others say that the man who
holds the child may do so. Perhaps, by analogy with what
is the practice in redemption of the first-born, the grand-
father is considered a parent and he may say it. I would

suggest that the grandfather be appointed to say it or the

one who is the Sandek or, perhaps, the rabbi himself who
is the Beth Din.
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Naming a Child When Circumcision Is Delayed

If owing to the chil&s illness the circumcision is de-

layed, when should the child be named? The question
raises a problem in the State of Louisiana, which re-

quires "an immediate registration of the name for the

Office of Vital Statistics'
9

If it were not for this re-

quirement, the child could be named at the Brith, no
matter how many days or weeks it was delayed.

Recently I formally named a childy with the bless-

ing, at the temple services, after immediately register-

ing the name as required by state law. Is this proper

procedure? (From Rabbi Jerome Mark, Lake Charles,

Louisiana)

The question of when and how to name a child when cir-

cumcision is delayed depends somewhat on the general
laws involved in die naming of a child. In Biblical times,
all the instances which we have of the naming of a child in-

dicate that the child was named at birth, as one can see, for

example, with the children of the matriarchs: "And Leait

. . . bore a son and she called his name Reuben" (Genesis
29 : 32), This docs not say expressly that it was at his birth

that he was given his name, though it seems to imply it

Curiously enough, the first clear examples of naming a

child at circumcision come, not from classic Jewish litera-

ture but from the New Testament. One is Luke 1 : 59: "On
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the eighth day they came to circumcise the child; and they
called him Zacharias after the name of his father." The
other is from Luke 2 : 21: "And when the eight days were

accomplished for the circumcising of the child, his name
was called Jesus/*
But nowhere in the Mishnah or in the Talmud is there

the slightest mention of any requirement, or custom, to

name a child at the circumcision. The first mention of it

is in the Midrashic literature of the Middle Ages in Pirkey
d'Rabbi Eliezer, chapter 48, where it is said, speaking of

Moses, that his parents at his circumcision named him
Jekuthiel. In fact, the only attempt that I have seen to ex-

plain the reason for naming a child at the time of his cir-

cumcision is a homiletic explanation quoted from Chamu-

dey Daniel in the book "Brith OlonT (Blum, p. 227). He
suggests since Abram was not called Abraham until after

his circumcision (which occurred in his adult years) there-

fore children should not be named until their circumcision.

Clearly this is hardly a sound analogy.
In the Halachic literature the first reference is in the Tur,

Even Hoezer 265, in which it is stated that the author of

the "Ittur" (Isaac Abbe Mari in Provence, twelfth century)

speaks of the blessing which we now use in concluding
the naming of the child. This seems to be the very first

reference in the Halachic literature; and from then on it

was apparently taken for granted that the child was named
at the circumcision, because the Shulchan Aruch mentions

the naming formula incompletely, as something well

known. It is important to note that the fixed custom of

naming the child at circumcision begins only in the Mid-
dle Ages; unless, of course, the two references in the Gos-

pel of Luke indicate that the custom originated earlier

among Greek-speaking Jews, but if so, it is strange that

there are no other references to it in the entire Tahnudic

literature. From which we can conclude that at least it is
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no violation of any law, but merely a divergence from cus-

tom if the child is named at another time than at the cir-

cumcision.

What, then, is the best occasion for naming a child

whose circumcision is delayed on account of illness? In

some of our Reform congregations, in cities where the chil-

dren are circumcised by obstetricians on the third or fourth

day, the family will either have a naming party on the

eighth day (a sort of a Brith Mila without the operation)
or the boy is named when the father is called up to the

Torah in die synagogue, just as girls are named. Similarly,

if circumcision is delayed, as in this case, the boy can well

be named in the temple.
There is no real objection to naming the child before the

circumcision. In fact, there is a partial analogy. If, for ex-

ample, the child belongs to a family which is excused from
circumcision altogether (because it is a family of bleeders

in which previous children have died because of circum-

cision) then this child must, of course, be named without

circumcision. In such a case the custom is that the child is

named when the father is called to the Torah before the

eighth day (see "Brith Olom," lac. ctt.). If, when the child

is circumcised at a later time, the family wishes to have a

Brith Mila party, there is no objection to having the child

named again, making reference to the fact that the name
is already consecrated.

As for sending in the name to the Bureau of Vital Sta-

tistics immediately., this can always be done, and it is not

relevant to the circumcision ceremony. After all, while the

name is religiously given or announced at the circumcision,
the name can well be chosen as soon as the child is born, as

was done in Biblical times (when a child was apparently
named at birth). Therefore, m Louisiana the child's name
can be registered on the first or second day, and the formal
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naming delayed either until the child is named in the

temple or at die Brith Mila.

20

Baptism of Child Before Adoption

by Jewish Couple

A Catholic mother (with a child born out of wedlock)
is willing to have her child adopted by a Jewish cou-

ple and raised as a Jew, but insists, before giving the

baby up, that it be baptized in the Catholic Church.
Does this insistence in any way debar the complete
Jewish adoption or the raising of the child as a Jew?

(From Rabbi Martin Goldberg, Buffalo, New York)

One can understand why the Catholic mother insists upon
Catholic baptism and yet, thereafter, is willing to have tie

child raised as a Jew. The mother's conscience is involved.

Since she has had sexual relationship outside of wedlock,
she has committed a sin, and she undoubtedly feels that

the least she can do to atone for her sin is to have her child

baptized in the Catholic Church. Also, to a Catholic, bap-
tism is a sacrament with permanent effect, and in the eyes
of the Church, the child remains a Catholic. Hence, to the

mother, whatever might subsequently be done to raise the

child as a Jew or Jewess could have no permanent effect on
its status, and the child is "saved.**
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Of course, Judaism cannot make the same relative evalu-

ation between Catholic baptism and Jewish induction as a
Catholic would make. To a Catholic, Jewish ceremonial

conducted over a baptized Catholic child is of no avail. The
child remains Catholic. With us, the analogous assertion is

made with regard to a child born of a Jewish mother. Cath-

olic baptism is of no avail, and this child born of a Jewish
mother remains a Jew (see responsa of Solomon Duran
with regard to the Marranos, "Rashbash" 89). But our

question here asks what is the status in Judaism of a child

born of a Catholic mother and baptized, and who is to be

adopted by Jewish parents. Specifically, the questioner
wants to know whether the fact that the Gentile child is

first baptized makes it less proper or more difficult for the

child to be converted to Judaism.
First of all, it is clear that any Gentile infant can be con-

verted to Judaism. It is, of course, impossible to explain to

an infant or to a young child all the implications of con-

version to Judaism. Such a detailed explanation is required
with adult candidates for such a conversion. That an in-

fant may be converted to Judaism is clear from the Talmud

(b. Ketuboth lla). The inevitable omission of the caution-

ary explanations is justified in the Talmud on the ground
that it is of benefit to any child to be accepted to Judaism
(cf. Reform Jewish Practice, Vol. II, p. 85 ff

.).

The only limitation in the older law as to who may be
and who may not be accepted as a Jew concerned certain

Palestinian pagan nations who "may not enter into the con-

gregation of the Lord" (Deuteronomy 7 : 3 and 23 : 4), But
even with regard to this Biblical prohibition, the Talmud
indicates that it is no longer in force since "Sennacherib
came and mixed up all the nations" (b. Berachos 28a) In

other words, those nations originally excluded are no

longer distinguishable from other people- Thus, the Bib-

lical prohibition of the acceptance of such races for con-
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version has lapsed. There is no racial or national discrimi-

nation, and there has never been a religious discrimination

against one class of proselyte or another. This child, if bap-
tized before adoption, is no different in status from a grown
Catholic who had been baptized in youth and had, since

childhood, received many Catholic sacraments and who
wishes, now, to convert to Judaism. He is certainly ac-

ceptable.
The only possible objection to the mother's having the

child baptized before adoption is a social or psychological
one. This insistence on baptism may mean that she wants
to retain her hold on the child and may later try to have
the adoption cancelled. If so, the Jewish adopting parents
will have a great deal of sorrow. But this possible outcome
should be guarded against, and the Jewish adopters should

be as certain as possible that the mother is merely easing
her conscience by having the child baptized. Certainly
from the point of view of Jewish law, there can be no ob-

jection to the natural mother's desire to baptize her child,

provided that the child is then properly inducted into

Judaism.

o m o

21

Circumcising Son of Gentile Wife

A Jew married a Christian woman who was not con-

verted to Judaism. The woman is pregnant. If she
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gives birth to a son., the father wants the child circum-

cised, and the mother consents to it. Should the rabbi

arrange for this circumcision and participate in the

ceremony? (From Rabbi Max Selinger, Cumberland,

Maryland)

The above question has been discussed at considerable

length in the Jewish legal literature of the last century, in-

asmuch as quite a number of Jewish men have married
Christian women who remained unconverted to Judaism.
In a mixed marriage the child follows the status of the

mother. Hence, the boy that may be born will be a Gentile

boy. Of course, nowadays almost all boys of whatever af-

filiation are likely to be circumcised by an obstetrician.

This would not be a ritual circumcision, but merely a medi-

cal circumcision. There is some question, for example, in

this regard, whether an Orthodox physician may perform
a purely medical circumcision for a Gentile (see Isserles,

Yore Deah 263 : 5, and Schach, ad loc.). But this question
does not concern us. You are asking whether the child may
receive Jewish religious circumcision (for the sake of per-

forming the commandment of circumcision, m'shum mitz-

vas mila) which, of course, involves reciting the blessings

provided for the performance of this mitzvah. In other

words, this is to be a religious circumcision, not merely a
medical one. If it were merely a medical one, the father

would not need to ask the rabbi about it. Furthermore, the

implications go further than the desire to perform the

mitzvah of circumcision, ie., Jewish religious circumcision.

The implication is that this religious circumcision will

make the child a Jew; in other words, it is intended, in

effect, to be a ceremony of conversion. This is the full

meaning of the question.
Let us first consider the question aside from conversion,

namely, may we perform the mitzvah of mila (with the
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blessing) for such a child? It is quite clear that we may do
so. The Tur, in Yore Deah 266, states clearly (near the end
of the section) as follows: If a Jew marries a non-Jewess
and she bears him a son, the child may not be circumcised
on the Sabbath. This clearly indicates that he may be cir-

cumcised on the weekday. So, also, the Shulchan Aruch,
Yore Deah 266 : 13, says that the child may not be circum-
cised on the Sabbath. The implication, here too, is clear

that he may be circumcised any other day of the week. So,

too, David Hoffman, in "Melamed LTio-il," Yore Deah 82,

says that even if the parents do not intend to have the

child take the ritual baths for conversion, nevertheless, the

child may be circumcised with the mitzvah of circum-

cision. Hoffman's discussion is based upon a related ques-
tion. He is asked whether, if in later years this circumcised

child of a Gentile mother wants to be fully converted to

Judaism and will take the ritual bath required, we need
also take a drop of the blood of the covenant. To which,
as mentioned above, he said that it is not necessary since

the original circumcision (of this Gentile child) was for the

mitzvaL. of mila. In other words, it was Jewish religious

circumcision. Similarly, Moses Stick, in his responsa Yore

Deah 248, says that if both parents consent, it is certainly
a fulfillment of the Jewish ritual of circumcision (mitzvas

mild).

Some modern authorities, however, doubt whether we
should perform this mitzvah for such a Gentile child even

though it is permitted. There is a full discussion of this

question in the responsa of Marcus Horowitz, who was
Rabbi in Frankfurt two generations ago (see his responsa,
"Matteh Levy/' vol. II, nos. 54 and 55). He mentions the

future problem which may be involved in circumcising
such a child. The child, of course, is not yet fully Jewish
until he completes the ritual of conversion, namely, the

ritual bath. If we do perform this circumcision, the child
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may grow up believing he is Jewish and may marry a

Jewess. Therefore Marcus Horowitz wrote to Isaac El-

chanan Spektor, of Kovno, asking his opinion. The reply is

embodied in responsum 55. Spektor says that of course the

statement of the Shulchan Aruch (that he may not be cir-

cumcised on Shabbas) makes it clear that he may be cir-

cumcised on other days of the week; but this applies, he

explains, only if the father is pious and in all likelihood will

raise the child as a Jew; but he adds that since this father

is not at all religious, the child will not be raised as a Jew,
and therefore we should not circumcise. In other words,

Spektor, while admitting that the law permits us to cir-

cumcise this child, is making a strict decision because of

the present mood of such parents. He thus follows the rab-

binic right of "making a fence" (I'migdar milsa). Horowitz
considers Spektor's cautionary answer and concludes that

since the law does allow such circumcision, he will try as

much as possible to persuade the father to lead a religious
life and, therefore, will permit the child to be circumcised.

A whole booklet was written on this subject by Shalom
Kutno ("UWTorah Yeosey"). He says that each case must
be judged individually; and that if the mother will be con-

verted first, then of course there would be no question
about permitting the circumcision. Judah Lcb Zirelsohn,
the martyred Rabbi of Kishenev, permitted circumcision of

children of Jewish fathers and Gentile mothers ("Atze
Levanon" 64). He defends this decision in his later book,
"Ma'archeLeb,"55.
From all of the above, it is clear that the law permits

Jewish religious circumcision for this child of a Jewish
father and a Gentile mother, but that some of the later

rabbis feel that there is a danger in permitting this nowa-

days.

Now, as to the second question: whether such circum-

cision permitted by the law can be deemed equivalent to
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conversion. In general, may we convert a Gentile infant?

On the face of it, one might say no, since the law requires
us to be very careful in explaining to every candidate for

conversion exactly what is implied in taking upon oneself

"the yoke of the Torah." It is only if the court is convinced
of the candidate's sincerity that he is accepted and circum-
cised and bathed. Obviously this whole process of explain-

ing and judging sincerity cannot apply to an infant. Never-

theless, the Talmud (in b. Ketuboth lid) says that if a
mother brings her infant for conversion, the Beth Din con-

verts it. The reason given there is that we are doing a favor

to the child and one may do a favor without a person's di-

rect consent. Besides, the child is pure and, unlike an adult,

has not yet tasted the immorality of pagan life and, there-

fore, need not be so carefully investigated, even ifwe could

do so. Thus it is clear that we may circumcise this infant

with the implication or intention of conversion.

But it is here that we diverge from the full requirements
of Orthodox law: conversion also requires the ritual bath.

If, therefore, the father is not a pious Orthodox Jew, he will

never care to complete the process of the conversion of the

child. That is why Moses Schick (loc. cit.) says that if both

parents agree, then we may convert the child completely;
and therefore, also, Shalom Kutno (loc. eft., 36) says that

the mother must herself be converted first before we begin
the whole process. However, we in the Reform movement
have insisted, even with adult conversion, that the cere-

monies involved are secondary, and that the investigation

of the candidate's sincerity and then the careful instruction

of the candidate are the essential prerequisites for conver-

sion. Hence, whether the child is later bathed in a mikveh

or not, is not, from our point of view, a requisite for his

complete conversion. The Central Conference of American

Rabbis in its report on Marriage and Mixed Marriage (re-
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cently reprinted) has definitely and formally decided that

if a child is entered into our religious school and goes

through the school and is confirmed, the education and the

influence and the ceremony of Confirmation are to be con-

sidered as full conversion.

We, of course, appreciate the spirit which motivates the

hesitation of some of the Orthodox rabbis. They fear that

full Orthodox conversion will be neglected if tiie parents
are not themselves fully Orthodox. We, too, are concerned
with the attitude of the parents. We would ask the parents
to promise that the child will receive a Jewish religious
education and be raised as a Jew. If both parents agree to

that, we should consider this sufficient, since, at all events,
the ritual circumcision of such a child is permitted by the

law, and the conversion of such a child is permitted by the

Talmud.

22

Funeral Services and Mourning

for Those Lost at Sea

A mans plane was lost at sea and hope has been given

up for his recovery. When may funeral service and
memorial service be held, and when does mourning
begin for the family? (From Rabbi Meyer Miller, Dur-

ban, South Africa)
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The tragic question which you ask is unfortunately not
without ample precedent in Jewish law. It happened often

in past generations that Jews were slain on the road and
drowned in the rivers, with no definite proof available as to

the time of death or even as to the certainty of death.

Therefore, there is a great deal of legal material involved
in this matter, and it is better to simplify it and follow the
law chronologically.
The Gaonic compilation, Semachot (2 : 10), states defi-

nitely that if a man falls into the sea or is swept away by a

river, all mourning rites are to be observed, and the period
of mourning should begin when the family has finally

given up hope of recovering the body. This moment of

definite hopelessness of recovering the body, "mi-she-

nlshyoashu" is to be considered equivalent to the date of

burial for all purposes of Kaddish and yahrzeit. This prin-

ciple of the moment of hopelessness being the crucial point
becomes basic in the law.

Isaac Or Zorua was asked by a son whose father was
drowned in the Rhine and whose body was not recovered,
whether he should say Kaddish for his father and when he
should begin, and Isaac Or Zorua said to him that he
should begin at once to say Kaddish, because Kaddish be-

gins from the moment that "they have despaired" of recov-

ering the body.
The Shulchan Aruch uses this same term, namely, the

time of despair of recovering the body, as legally equiva-
lent to the date of burial. It gives the case of a person killed

by a tyrannical government, whose body is not obtainable

for burial (Yore Deah 375 : 5), and Joseph Caro asks: When
do they begin to mourn for him and to count shiva and the

thirty days of mourning? and he answers: When they give

up hope of getting the body for burial. More specifically,

Yore Dealt 375 : 7 reads as follows: "One who is drowned

in waters that have a limit [for example, a lake in which
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you can see definitely that lie did not emerge] they count
from the time when they give up hope of finding him; or

if there is a definite report that bandits slew him, they
count from the time that they gave up hope of finding
him,"

Of course, the ocean is considered "waters that have no
limit" and, therefore, according to the Talmudic law, there

is a possibility that he may be cast up on an island and is

alive and, therefore, the law discourages formal mourning
lest that be taken as permission to his wife to be remarried.

To what extent this law concerning the "unlimited" ocean

applies today we must now discuss, because if it were
taken strictly, none of the thousands of people drowned at

sea would ever be considered officially dead. This, of

course, is not the case because the older concept of water

without limit has gradually changed. The Orthodox opin-
ions have been changing. You will notice at the end of the

large "Pis-che Teshuva" section, the author (ZVi Eisen-

stadt) lines up a whole sequence of authorities who say
that even if the wife cannot be free to remarry on the basis

of the evidence, nevertheless Kaddish should be said and

mourning followed, even in waters that have no limit. The
authorities quoted there are of the first rank. While the

general law is that the wife may not mourn on the ground
that her husband may yet be found, there is a contrary

opinion from Hai and Sherira Gaon cited by the Tur that

even if there is no clear proof that he is dead but there is a

report, you must mourn, for him. True, this is not the pre-

vailing opinion, but these two Gaonim are sufficient for us

to rely on in a case like this.

In modern times, the concept of "water without limit,"

which carries the presumption that the husband might still

be alive, has changed. You will find, for example, that cer-

tain Orthodox scholars will permit a wife to be free, that

is to say, they will accept the presumption of death even in
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such waters, because nowadays, with telegrams and cables

and wireless, there is hardly any place on the ocean from
which a man could not communicate if he were alive. This
is not universally accepted as a general rule, but there is a

tendency in the law nowadays to allow the legal presump-
tion of death to apply also in "waters without limit." Tak-

ing this tendency into consideration, together with the

opinions of Gaonim Hai and Sherira and our own Reform
liberal mood to accept the presumption of death, we may
conclude in the case you cite that, although the Indian

Ocean would be considered "water without limit," never-

theless there is sufficient evidence that the man is dead and
that mourning and memorial services can be held. The date

for the beginning of mourning (and all other dates follow

from this) is the date when they definitely give up hope.

23

Name of the Missing on a Tombstone

A widow lost her only son on Bataan in World War IL
The body was never recovered. Now she would like to

have her son's name engraved on her husbands tomb-

stone. Is there any objection to this? (From Rabbi

Eugene I. Hibshman, Sioux Falls, South Dakota)

I do not recall any discussion in the older law dealing with

this question and therefore it must be dealt with by anal-
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ogy. If the boy was married, or if it is understood that the

boy is missing and not definitely reported as dead, then

there could very well be an objection to putting his name
on the tombstone of his father. I the government has re-

ported him dead, then according to recent opinions, the

government opinion must be accepted and the boy is le-

gally considered dead (cf. Isaac Elchanan Spektor, "Ayn
Yitzchok" 19), and therefore there is no objection to putting
his name on die tombstone. If, however, die boy was mar-
ried and the report of die government was merely that he
was missing, then there can be objection on the part of the

law to putting his name on the tombstone, because this

would be equivalent to observing formal mourning for a

man who is missing. This is generally objected to on the

ground that his wife would take this as permission to be
married when really she is not yet proved to be free to

remarry (cf. responsum "Funeral Services and Mourning
for Those Lost at Sea," p. 104).

But, of course, if die boy was not married, or if he was
married and the government reported him definitely dead,
then there can be no objection at all to putting his name on
his father's tombstone. In order to indicate that the body
is not buried there, the inscription could be worded as

follows:

In Memory of [son's name]
Fallen in Battle on Bataan

Since writing the above, there has appeared a new col-

lection of responsa of tragic interest in modern Jewish his-

tory. It is called M'ma'amakim (Out of the Depths) pub-
lished by Rabbi Chaim Oshry (New York, 1959). Rabbi

Oshiy was a rabbi in Kovno during the Nazi occupation
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and his book of responsa gives a vivid record of those tragic

days. The Nazis had destroyed Jewish cemeteries all over
Lithuania. They removed all tombstones. Therefore it was
impossible to know where the graves of any specific per-
sons were.

After the war was over, Rabbi Oshry was asked by a
man whose parents had been buried in the cemetery of
Ponevesz whether he might arrange for a tombstone for
his parents to take the place of the one the Nazi's de-

stroyed. Unfortunately, it was impossible now to identify

any grave since all the original tombstones were gone. His

question was, would it be permitted to set up a tombstone
at any selected place in the cemetery in memory of Ms
parents? Rabbi Oshry, discussing the various laws as to the

purpose of tombstones, indicates on the basis of responsa,
"Yad Yitzchok," III : 38, that the tombstone is not only for

the honor of the dead but also in behalf of the living.

Therefore, one of the purposes of the tombstone is to keep
the memory of the departed in living memory. Hence
Rabbi Oshry answered that this man may put up the
tombstone anywhere in the cemetery, even though it is not
on the parents' grave.
Thus in the case of the boy referred to in our question,

who was lost on Bataan Peninsula, the inscription on the
tombstone is for the purpose of keeping his memory alive,

and so such an inscription is permissible and proper.
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24

Dying Request: No Funeral Services,

No Mourning

A dying man has specifically requested that no fu-
neral service be held for him and that his family
should not mourn for him. However, his widow wants
to observe mourning but is in doubt whether or not it

is her duty to fulfill the request of her late husband.

(From Miss Jane Evans, Executive Secretary, Na-
tional Federation of Temple Sisterhoods, New York

City)

This question has come up a number of times in various

forms in the legal literature. Sometimes a man requests
that no memorial addresses be given in his honor (hesped);
another will request that no Kaddish be recited; another

may insist that no mourning be observed for him. The
discussions of these various questions are always based

upon the debate in the Talmud, b. Sanhedrin 47b. Here
the Talmud is trying to determine the reason for the cus-

tom of burial in the earth, In the course of the discussion

they ask the question, whether burial is for the purpose of

saving the living from shame (if the body remains un-

buried) or for the purpose of providing atonement for the

dead (since the earth by decaying the flesh brings atone-

ment). This question is not clearly decided in the Talmud;
but in the course of trying to decide it they mention that
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the choice between the two reasons (i.e., whether it is for

the benefit of the living or for the dead) would be impor-
tant in case a man should say, "Do not have a funeral ad-

dress for me." If burial is for the sake of the dead, he would
have the right to dispense with the honor of the funeral

service.

There is very little further discussion of the matter until

the fourteenth century, in the Responsa of Jacob Weil (17).

He discusses a specific case. A dying woman asked her

daughters not to mourn for her; actually, her request was
that they should not wear their cloaks over their heads as

the mourners did. Should her daughters pay attention to

this request? Jacob Weil, discussing this matter, goes back
to the discussion in the Talmud mentioned above, and con-

cludes that funeral rituals and customs are for the honor of

the dead and that, therefore, the dying can ask that they be

dispensed with. Yet not all of mourning is for the honor of

the dead. The seven days of shiva and the thirty days of

half-mourning apply to all the dead equally and not merely
to a parent. The mother may ask her children to dispense
with the full year's mourning (i.e., after the thirty days) be-

cause the full year's mourning is of special honor to a par-
ent and a parent can, therefore, ask that it be dispensed
with. But the regular seven and thirty days' mourning are

to be considered a commandment incumbent upon all who
mourn for any relative, and the mother surely has not the

right to abolish the laws of mourning. She can only dis-

pense with her own special honors.

The opinion implied in the Talmud that a man may dis-

pense with the special honor due him after his death, and

the opinion expressed by Jacob Weil that a person cannot

by request abolish the duty of the seven and the thirty

days* mourning, are both embodied in the law as codified

in the Shulchan Aruch (Yore Deah 344 : 6). There Joseph
Caro states the Talmudic law that if a man asks that there
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be no eulogy for him (which may also be taken to mean
funeral services in general) we obey his request. To which
Isserles adds (based upon the responsum of Jacob Weil)
that if, however, he asks that the seven and the thirty days'

mourning be abolished we do not obey his request.
On the basis of the law thus codified, a number of spe-

cific cases are discussed in the responsa literature. Eliakim

Goetz, Rabbi of Hildesheim in the seventeenth century, in

his Responsa, "Even Ha-Shoham" 42, gives the following
case: A man before his death requested that his son not

say Kaddish after him, and that his married daughter
should not mourn for him. Goetz takes up all the previous
authorities mentioned and concludes that since Kaddish is

for the atonement of the dead, the dead have the right to

decide whether they want it or not, and therefore the de-

ceased father's request should be obeyed in this regard.
But as for his daughter's not mourning for him, this, he says

(following Jacob Weil), is not his right to demand. He may
not abolish the laws of mourning.

Jacob ben Samuel, a contemporary of Goetz, in his re-

sponsa, "Bes Ya'akov" 83, gives a case that is somewhat
different. A great scholar asked that no eulogies be uttered

for him, Should we listen to that request? The author is not

sure. He is certain that if an average person made the re-

quest we should follow it. But since it is a duty to mourn a

great scholar, it is difficult to decide; and he concludes that

if someone, in spite of the dying request, does eulogize the

great scholar, he has not done much wrong thereby.
Elazar Fleckeles, Rabbi of Prague in the eighteenth cen-

tury, discusses the same question intwo responsa ("Teshuva
M'ahava," vol. I, nos. 174 and 207). In the first responsum
he discusses the fact that his great teacher, Ezekiel Lan-

dau, of Prague, did memorialize a great scholar who had
asked not to be memorialized. However, he adds (in spite
of what his teacher had done), it is not clear that we have
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the right to ignore the request of the departed. In the re-

sponsum 207 he repeats the point of view of the Shulchan
Aruch, that we should not eulogize but should fulfill the

mourning requirements, and then cites a point of view to
the effect that even the mourning requirements need not
be observed if the departed has so requested. He quotes
this from Jacob Reischer who, in his notes to the Talmud,
Sanhedrin 47 ("lyyun Ya'akov"), says that even the mourn-
ing requirements of the seven and the thirty days are really
for the honor of the dead (i.e., as much as the funeral
services are) and therefore the dead may have rightly re-

quested that they too be dispensed with (cf. "Shevus
Ya'asov" II, 102). After quoting this exceptional opinion of

Jacob Reischer, Elazar Fleckeles disagrees with him and
states that we follow the opinion of Jacob Weil and that the
dead have no right to abolish the obligatory laws of mourn-
ing i.e., the seven and the thirty days.

It is evident, then, that there is some uncertainty in the
law. The dying person's request that he not be eulogized,
or that Kaddish not be said, seems to be generally ad-
mitted as his right; but the mourning, at least the basic

mourning of the seven and thirty days, are rather the duty
of the living than merely the honor of the dead, and, there-

fore, it is not his right to demand that they be omitted. In
the case, therefore, which has been inquired about, the
wish of the dead should be followed with regard to the
funeral service. It can be greatly simplified or the ritual

even omitted entirely. But the wife is right in her desire to

mourn for him; in fact, it is her duty to do so.
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the Codes and frequently appears in the responsa literature.

In this original source it is evident that only a person who
commits suicide with a clear mind, and with an announced
intention beforehand, is to be treated as a suicide. A mere

presumption of suicide is not sufficient.

This desire to be cautious about an accusation of suicide

had many motives, of course. One was that the kw itself

spoke of circumstances under which one should willingly

accept death, when threatened with the compulsion to com-
mit die three sins of idolatry, immorality, and murder (b.

Sanhedrin 740). This type of suicide, often carried out in

wholesale fashion in the Middle Ages as well as in earlier

times, was honored as noble martyrdom. Therefore it was
clear that not all surrender of life could be deemed blame-

worthy by the law. At times it was even noble. Thus the

Talmud speaks in praise of the mass suicide by drowning
of young boys and girls who had been taken captive for a

shameful life in Rome (b. Gittin 57&), Besides martyrdom,
the law also considered any personal stresses. Thus tradi-

tion never seems to have blamed King Saul for his suicide.

In fact, his case became a frequently cited case in the fol-

lowing way: King Saul was afraid that the Philistines

would subject him to torture, and he saw himself as dying
anyhow, and therefore, while the sin is still a sin, it was a

forgivable one.

With Saul as a pardonable prototype for most suicides

under stress, the rabbis, in many a specific case that came
before them, sought and found reasons why a person who
took his own life should not be stigmatized legally as a sui-

cide. They generally said that whoever was under stress, as

Saul was ("onus k'Shaur), was not to be considered a sui-

cide legally, even if he had taken his own life, A number of

cases will indicate their considerate mood in this regard.

Jacob Weil, German rabbi of the thirteenth-fourteenth

century, in his responsa (114) speaks of the case of a Jewish
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criminal who was executed by the German courts. Should
not such a criminal be deemed equivalent to a suicide,

since he willfully risked his life, and should he not therefore

be denied regular burial and being mourned for? Weil

gives a number of reasons why this man should be
mourned for with full mourning ritual. First, he was tor-

turedand pain is considered a purification of sin. Then,
we assume he made confession of his sins and that too

brought him atonement. So Mordecai Benet, Rabbi of

Nicholsburg, early nineteenth century ("Parashas Morde-

cai/* Yore Deah 25), discusses the case of a criminal who
was found in his cell after having committed suicide. Benet

says that such an act is to be called suicide only if it is done
with full and clear awareness {Tdaas}. This man certainly
was in terror of being executed, or of being imprisoned for

life in the dungeons in the city of Bruenn, which is a pun-
ishment worse than death; therefore he is to be considered

as having acted under unbearable stress, as King Saul did.

In general, Benet said, a man is not wholly responsible for

what he does in his grief.

Solomon Kluger, of Brody, middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury ("Ha-elef L'cha Shlomo," Yore Deah 301), speaks of a

man heavily in debt who attempted suicide, failed, and
some days afterward died. First, there was a question of

whether he really died because of the wound he inflicted

on himself; and, secondly, he was under great stress. Kluger
then concludes that whoever is under stress, as Saul was,
is not to be considered a suicide. Also based upon the

original source in the Boraita Semachot, chapter 2, all chil-

dren who for some reason or other commit suicide are not

to be treated as legal suicides because they certainly can-

not be assumed to act "I'daas" with full knowledge.
A summary of the thoughtful, sympathetic attitude of

the law toward such unfortunates is summed up in the

latest code, "Aruch Ha'Shulchan," Yore Deah 345 (Yedhiel
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Epstein). He says, in general summary: "We seek all sorts

of reasons possible to explain away the man's action, either

his fear, or his pain, or temporary insanity, in order not to

declare the man a suicide/* Whatever the secular coroner

or medical examiner would declare, the concern of Juda-

ism, which deals with a man's religious rights, relies upon
what Jewish traditional law says and feels. It would amount
to this: Only a man who commits suicide calmly and with

clear resolve is to be considered a suicide. In fact, some of

the scholars say he has first to announce his intention and
then to fulfill it at once. If he announces such intention and
is found dead much later, or if he is found dead under sus-

picious circumstances, but did not declare such an inten-

tion, he is not to be treated as a suicide.

Since the consequences of legal suicide were so strict,

many cases of presumed suicide occurred which were not

definitely so stigmatized. Therefore the scholars could al-

low themselves to permit full funeral rights for many
whom, out of kindness, they declared were not legal sui-

cides. They were frequently uncertain as to how much
ritual should be permitted. The original source in Semachot

says that there must be no mourning at all, no tearing of

the garments, no eulogies, no mourning rituals after the

burial. In fact, it begins by saying, "We do not deal with

them at all" (eyn misaskin bohem), which would imply that

we do nothing even about burial. But inasmuch as the

scholars were loath to declare anybody a suicide, they pro-

ceeded, as it were, to wear away the wholesale prohibitions
described in the Seniachot.

The strictest of all codifiers is Maimonides ("Hilchos

Aver) who says that there should be no mourning rites,

and so forth, but only the blessing for the mourners. The
Ramban, in "Toldos Ha Adam/' says that there should be

tearing of the garments. The next step is taken by Solomon
ben Aderet, the great legal authority of Barcelona (thir-
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teenth century), in his responsum 763. He says that cer-

tainly we are in duty bound to provide shrouds and buriaL

Later authorities, as for example, Moses Sofer, in his re-

sponsa, Yore Deah 326, says that we certainly do say Kad-

dish; and, further, he would permit any respectable family
to go through all the mourning ritual, lest the family have
to bear innocently eternal disgrace if, conspicuously, they
failed to exercise mourning.
The one part of the mourning ritual about which there is

almost no permission is the custom of giving a eulogy of

the dead. Thus Jacob Castro, in his notes to the Shulchan

Aruch, while he says in general that public mourning is for-

bidden but private mourning permitted, adds emphatically
that we do not give a eulogy and certainly do not have a

professional eulogist. Why they were increasingly lenient

about mourning rituals but were firm against eulogy is

easily understood: the man who is a suicide, while he

may be pardoned, should not be praised as an example. In

the original source in Semachot, in the words of Rabbi
Akiba: "We should neither praise nor defame him." In

other words, he should be quietly forgiven. Nevertheless,
there are one or two opinions which would permit even a

eulogy. One is Ezekiel Katzenellenbogen, Rabbi of Altona,

early eighteenth century, who says ("Knesses Yecheskel"

37) that whenever there is any sort of reason we eulogize
him. And the other is the statement in the Talmud specifi-

cally about Saul, the prototype, that the Children of Israel

were punished because they failed to eulogize Saul ade-

quately (b. Yevamoth 78fe). But in general the mood was as

summarized in the "Pis-che Teshuva" by ZVi Eisenstadt,

who said: "We mourn but we do not eulogize/*
The long and complicated succession of discussions in

the law on the matter of suicide amounts, then, to this: An
increasing reluctance to stigmatize a man as a suicide and,

therefore, an increasing willingness to grant more and more
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rights of burial and mourning. The only hesitation is with

regard to a eulogy. Hence, it would seem to be in accord

with the mood of tradition if we conducted full services

and omitted the eulogy, provided this omission does not

cause too much grief to the family. If the family is deeply
desirous that some address be given in the funeral service,

then the address should be as little as possible in eulogy of

the departed and more in consolation of the survivors. For
the general principle is frequently repeated in discussing
this law: "That which is for the honor of the living shall be
done."

(Originally published in Central Conference of American
Rabbis Yearbook, Vol. LXIX, 1959.)

26

Status of Apostates (Children and Adults)

The Committee has received during the past year a
number of questions which involve Jewish converts to

Christianity, and some questions with regard to the

reversion to non-Jewish faith on the part of converts

to Judaism. A question arose about the status in Juda-
ism of Christian children, adopted, converted to Juda-

ism, and then, because of physical or mental defects,
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the adoption is cancelled and the child returned to

the agency. What is the status of such a child? The

questions involving apostasy have come up generally
in the following circumstance: A child is of an immi-

grant family in which there is a Gentile father and a

Jewish mother, the family having been converted to

Christianity in Germany. Now the young girl from
this mixed family wants to marry a Jew. May she be
married to a Jew without conversion? Analogous to it

is the question of a child of a Jewish mother adopted
and raised by a Christian family as a Christian. Can
this child be married to a Jew without conversion?

Does the fact that this child was not raised by her

Jewish mother make a difference? As for a Christian

child adopted, converted to Judaism, and then, be-

cause of physical or mental defects, returned to the

agency, is this child to be deemed to have remained
a Jew? May he or she, for example, when grown up,
be married to a Jew, without further question as to

reconversion?

These are all practical questions, and therefore it is impor-
tant not only that we analyze the attitude of Jewish law in

the past to these individuals, but also arrive at a prac-
tical conclusion for ourselves as to how we should deal with

the problems mentioned above.

At the outset, it is to be noted that these problems are

not new. To some degree they are dealt with in the Tal-

mud, but they come to more complete discussion in the

many responsa dealing with the Marranos, who for cen-

turies kept on escaping from Spain and Portugal and ap-

pearing in Jewish communities elsewhere. Decision had to

be made as to the status of these fugitives. Should they
now be converted to Judaism? Or was the conversion un-

necessary on the ground that they still were Jews? The
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question came up likewise in Ashkenazic Jewry due to the

waves of compulsory conversion in the wake of the Cru-

sades and later persecutions. It would be well, therefore,

to trace the law in its general principles from the be-

ginning.
The Talmud, in Yevamoth 45fc, says that a child born of

a Gentile father and a Jewish mother is "kosher." To which
Rashi comments, "Since his mother is Jewish, he is counted

as one of our brothers," The Talmud in Kiddushin 68b, in

discussing the verse in Deuteronomy 7 : 4: "... he will

wean your son away from following Me," indicates that

"he" means the Gentile father of the son, who will mislead

the son away, and so forth. Therefore, the Talmud says,

this indicates that "your son" born of an Israelite woman is

truly your son, but a son born of a Gentile woman is her

son. The principle is so embodied in the Codes: in the Tur,
Even Hoezer 4, it is written that the son of any Gentile

man and a Jewish woman is "kosher" to marry a Jew; so it

is also in the Shulchan Aruch, Even Hoezer 4 : 5 and 19.

There is some question whether a child of such a mixed

marriage may marry a priest, but most authorities agree
that she may do so.

Therefore, there is no question that the child of a Jewish
mother is fully a Jew and may be married to a Jew. Now,
theoretically speaking, if this daughter of a mixed marriage
also marries a Gentile, her child is a child of a Jewish
mother and is also Jewish. For how many generations
would this Jewish status endure? While, of course, this is

a theoretical question, it is interesting to note that Solo-

mon, the son of Simon Duran, of Algiers, says ("Rashbash"

89) that it applies "ad sof hoolom*
9

forever. The statement

of Duran is as follows: "One whose mother is Jewish, even
for many generations, even if the father is Gentile, the

child is Jewish, even to the end of the world, ad sof
ho'olom''
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But such a person has been raised as a Christian either,

as in the case concerning which the Committee was spe-

cifically asked, the child was herself converted to Chris-

tianity; or, as in the case of the Marranos, the child was
raised in a Christian environment from the very beginning.
Granted that the child is Jewish by birth, must it not be in

some formal way restored to its Jewish status by a cere-

mony akin to conversion? This is discussed in the law and
most of the discussion goes back to the Talmud in Bechoros
31a and Avodah Zara 70. Here the discussion is specifi-

cally with regard to the Am Haaretz, meaning in the Tal-

mudic sense one who is not to be trusted to observe the

laws of purity and to give tithes and heave offering prop-

erly. What should be the relationship between these non-

observers (Am Haaretz) and the Chaverim (those who are

careful to keep all the laws mentioned)? The Talmud says
that the Am Haaretz, before he can be accepted as trust-

worthy, must make a formal promise of Chaverus, i.e., to

be one of the Chaverim who are careful to observe the law.

The same term is used in the discussion of apostates who
want to return. Repentant apostates are asked to take upon
themselves the promise of Chaverus, i.e., to obey Jewish
law. As to whether any formal ceremony other than such

a promise is to be required of them, there is a general

agreement that the ritual bath is not really required by
strict law (m'cToraiso), but some would require the ritual

bath as a rabbinical caution (mtfrabbanari). Thus it is de-

cided by Moses Isserles in Yore Deah 268 : 12. However,
it is noteworthy that in the discussion in the Talmud, in

Bechoroth, Rabbi Simon and Rabbi Joshua, speaking of

the nonobservant and whether we should accept their re-

pentance, say that under all circumstances we should ac-

cept them because of the verse in Jeremiah (3 : 22), "Re-

turn, ye recreant children"; and the Talmud says that the

law is according to this pair of lenient authorities. The
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status of the nonobservant Jew, and that of the proselyte
are brought together in the Tosefta (Demai II). In the dis-

cussion on the Shulchan Aruch passage mentioned above,

Elijah of Vilna quotes this lenient discussion in the Talmud
as applying also to apostates who revert to Judaism. In

general, the Talmud is lenient also with regard to children

of Jewish birth who, unaware of their Jewish origin, are

raised among non-Jews (Tinok hanishbdh bayn hanochrim).
See the discussion in Shabbas 68fo, especially with regard
to their being excused since in their ignorance they vio-

lated the Sabbath.

The general mood of the law with regard to all those

who seek to return was to make as little fuss as possible
and to interpose no hindrances. The rest of the statement

of Solomon Duran as to these reverts is as follows: "The re-

quirements of conversion do not apply to them at all. When
they wish to return to Judaism, we do not have to tell them
about the various commandments (as we do to Gentile con-

verts) for they already stand sworn as part of Israel from

Mount Sinai and they do not need the ritual bath for con-

version." That this is not merely a chance liberal statement

is evidenced by the fact that it is quoted by Joseph Caro in

his "Bes Joseph" (Bedek Ha Bayis) at the end of Yore Deah
268, where the question is discussed. It is noteworthy,

too, that Rabbenu Gershom, the Light of the Exile, speak-

ing in the Rhineland, also says in a similar case (in fact,

with regard to a priest) that we should be as lenient as pos-
sible and refrain carefully from reminding them of their

former state lest we discourage thereby the apostates from

returning in repentance ("Vitry," pp. 96-97),
It is clear from this that no ritual of conversion should

be required of a child of a Jewish mother. To do so would
indeed violate the law and imply that they are not Jews,
which would be erroneous. However, the decision of Is-
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series that they avow Divre Chaverus could well be ac-

cepted by us as a cautionary action. We should ask the

person involved to promise to maintain a Jewish home.

This, at the most, is all that is necessary.
Now as to the other and somewhat related question:

What about a child born of a Gentile mother who, in in-

fancy, is adopted into a Jewish family, converted to Juda-
ism, and then, after conversion, is returned to the adoption

agency because of some physical or mental defect? Is this

child, because of the original conversion in infancy, to be
deemed permanently a Jew? This may become a practical

question if, when the child grows up, he or she wants to

marry a Jew.
In general, the law concerning an infant who is con-

verted is different from that governing an adult who is

converted to Judaism. An adult accepts Judaism of his own
free will after a careful explanation is made to him of all

the circumstances involved in becoming a Jew. But an in-

fant is converted without knowing what is involved. The
Talmud says (Ketuboth lla) that an infant may be con-

verted by die authority of the Beth Din, not, of course, on
the ground of the child's intelligent acceptance of the con-

ditions involved, which is impossible, but because becom-

ing a Jew was deemed to be an advantage, and we may do
a favor to a person even without his consent. Therefore,

with regard to an adult convert, he cannot completely dis-

card the allegiance which he had accepted. He simply be-

comes a sinful Jew and he may still enter into Jewish mar-

riage, just as an apostate Jew may (see Tosefta, Deraai

II : 5; Yore Deah 268 : 12).

This convert to Judaism who reverts to his former faith

is, of course, not deemed a Jew in the full sense of the

word. Just as in the case of a born Jew who apostatizes, he

is, for example, not to be relied upon with regard to various
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rnitzvos. The wine in his possession is Gentile wine, and
his bread is Gentile bread. But with regard to marriage, he
has the same right as an apostate Jew. The only exception
with regard to apostates in the marriage relationship con-

cerns the levirate marriage and Chalitza. If, for example, a

man dies and has no children, and his brother is an apos-

tate, some few authorities ease the requirement that the

widow obtain Chalitza from this apostate. But otherwise

the apostate, whether born Jewish or having been con-

verted as an adult, retains his Jewish status in marriage

relationships (cf . Ezekiel Landau, "Nodah b*Yehudah" II,

Even Hoezer 150).

Thus, the adult convert, like a Jew by birth, possesses

what international lawyers call an "indelible allegiance/'

at least with regard to marriage and divorce. However, a

child who has been converted without his own intelligent

consent, but merely on the theory that a favor has been
done him, is given the permission to renounce the conver-

sion when he grows up. So says Rabbi Joseph in the dis-

cussion in the Talmud (Ketuboth lla). This is embodied as

law by Asher ben Yehiel in his Compendium on the Tal-

mud. He adds, however, that if the convert, when he is

full-grown, is known to observe Jewish law, this observ-

ance is deemed to mean consent; and then he can no longer
renounce his allegiance. So it is in the Shulchan Aruch,
Yore Deah 268 : 7 and 8. The child in question, therefore,
has the right to determine whether his conversion in in-

fancy remains valid or not. If he chooses to live a Jewish
life as he grows up, he is a Jew; if not, his conversion is

void.

To sum up: Those who are born of Jewish mothers and
those who are converted to Judaism as adults have an in-

delible allegiance to Judaism with regard to marriage laws.

The only real exception to this is the circumstance in
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which a woman is free from the need of Chalitza if her hus-

band's brother is an apostate.

(Originally published in Central Conference of American
Rabbis Yearbook, Vol. LXX, 1960.)

27

Burial of an Apostate

A Jewish family in Los Angeles asked an undertaking
establishment to arrange for the burial of their close

relative who had just died in a Catholic institution in

San Francisco. The nuns in charge delivered the body
at the request of the family, but informed the family
that the man had been converted to Catholicism and
had received extreme unction. The question is this:

Is a Jewish institution, or are Jews in general, in duty
bound, according to Jewish law and tradition, to pro-
vide burial for an apostate from Judaism? The family
also asks that the body be put in shrouds (tachrichim).

(From Louis J. Freehof, San Francisco, California)

The origin of the law is to be found in the post-Talmudic
treatise Evel Rabatti (Semachos, chapter 2). The discussion
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there includes suicides, criminals executed by the court,

people under ban, apostates, and so forth. The general in-

junction given with regard to all these sinners is that we do
not tear the garments for them (Keridh) and we do not en-

gage in any burial activity with them (Eyn Misaskin). This

law, namely, the general injunction that we have no con-

cern with, or burial responsibility for, such people, is re-

peated almost verbatim in all subsequent legal discussion

and in the Codes.

Yet, although this formal prohibition is stated and re-

peated, it is noticeable that there has been continual limi-

tation of the scope of the prohibition. Sometimes the lim-

itations have to do with one of the types of people involved

(the suicide, or the man under ban, or the apostate, and so

forth). Sometimes the limitation concerns one or the other

elements of the general prohibition, such as the formal

periods of mourning, or standing in line at the cemetery to

console the mourners, or providing shrouds, and so forth.

In general, not much distinction is made between these

sinners, and what applies to one applies to the other. One
can say that the prohibition against formal mourning for

this group is the one which is most fully observed. This is

due to the general principle that whenever questions have
to be settled as to mourning (i.e., how long it should en-

dure, and so forth) the rule is to make the lenient decision;
that is to say, whenever in doubt, the decision is to mourn
less or not mourn at all. Therefore, this part of the general

prohibition (namely, the mourning ritual) usually remains
firm through all the discussions of the law. Yet, even in this

case, permission is occasionally given to participate in reg-
ular mourning. See, for example, the responsum o Moses
Sofer, "Chasam Sofer," Yore Deah 326, where he says with

regard to a certain honored family concerning whom the

inquiry was made (when a member of the family com-
mitted suicide) that he certainly would permit such a fam-
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ily to save itself from gossip and shame, which would come
if they conspicuously kept from mourning for the deceased
suicide.

Moses Sofer's decision to permit mourning in the case o
a suicide was based upon his concern for the honor of a

family. This motivation explains much of the development
of the law in this case. The original source of the law in

Evel Rabatti summarizes what is permitted and what is not

permitted in regard to this group of sinners, by saying that

whatever is for the honor of the dead we do not do (since

they do not deserve any honor from us), but that whatever
is for the honor of the living we do observe. Based on this

distinction, every element in the ritual of burying and

mourning has been, and must be, separately evaluated.

Whatever is for the honor of the dead we do not do, and
what is for the honor of the living we do observe. Thus,
almost no authority except, perhaps, Ezekiel Katzenellen-

bogen, of Altona ("Knesses YecheskeF 37), would say that

we give a hesped (eulogy), since the hesped is clearly for

the honor of the dead.

Therefore, the question as to whether we are in duty
bound to bury these sinners, or to provide tachrichim or

not, depends upon the prior question, whether burial and
tachrichim are for the honor of the dead or for the honor of

the living. This very question is the subject of an elaborate

debate in the Talmud (b. Sanhedrin 47a ff.). This debate

is evaluated by Abraham de Boton ("Lechem Mishna" to

Maimonides, Yad, "Hilchos AveF 1 : 10). He bases his

judgment on the Tosfos which he cites, namely, that al-

though burial does involve the honor of the dead (and
therefore one would think we are not in duty bound to pro-
vide this honor for these sinners), nevertheless some dis-

grace is always involved for the living if the body of the

sinner is not properly buried. The fact that the honor of

the living is always involved is cited by Abraham de Boton
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as the explanation of a crucial decision in this matter by
Solomon ben Aderet, Rabbi of Barcelona, thirteenth cen-

tury. (See his responsum 763.) Solomon ben Aderet (Rashbo)
says that when Evel Rabatti states that we do not do

anything for these sinners (eyn misaskiri), this does not

mean that we are free from our responsibility for burying
them and providing shrouds. Although Solomon ben
Aderet is one of the greatest authorities, his opinion would
not stand up against the earlier authority of Evel Rabatti

if he stood alone. But his opinion is cited by Joseph Caro;
see "Bes Joseph" to the Tur, Yore Deah 334, where he

quoted this responsum and also another by Rashbo to the

same effect. Caro quotes them without the slightest dis-

agreement. So, too, in the Shulchan Aruch, Yore Deah
333 : 3 (the discussion here is specifically about an excom-
municated man), Schach (Sabbetai Cohen) cites the opin-
ion of the Rashbo, and states that it has been quoted by
Joseph Caro ("Bes Joseph") and he accepts it as the rule.

So the Be'er Hetev (ad loc.) cites it as a rule that the Evel
Rabatti does not mean at all that we should refrain from

providing burial and tachrichirn for these sinners. It is

noteworthy that the great Rabbi of Egypt of the sixteenth

century, David ben Zimri, said in his commentary to the

Yad, "Aver 1 : 10: "It seems that we must bury them,
but not alongside of the righteous." A full responsum on
the question is found in the Responsa of Bezalel Shaffran,
rabbi in Rumania, responsum 131. He is asked a question
from Yassy about the burial of an apostate. The questioner

says they have a minhag in Yassy not to bury such persons
in the Jewish cemetery. Shaffran denies that the minhag is

valid. He quotes all the authorities, Maimonides, Rosh, Rif,

who emphasize that we do not mourn for apostates but

imply that we do bury them, and he also quotes Solomon
ben Aderet, who specifically says that we do bury them. He
also quotes Joel Sirkes (Bach) to Yore Deah 362, who con-
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eludes that we do bury but do not give tachrichim. He then
tells that Or Zerua (II, 422 : 3) takes the opposite point of

view, that we do not bury them, but he caUs attention to

Joseph Saul Nathanson's commentary, "Yad ShouT to Yore
Deah 345, which says that Or Zerua's statement that we do
not bury applies only to the specific case of a shochet who
supplies Jews with trefe meat. Finally, he leaves the matter
unsettled.

In a footnote, the son of Bezalel Shaffran, Enoch
Shaffran, Rabbi of Bucharest, says the matter is decided,
and that we do bury them; and he quotes Moses Sofer,

Yore Deah 341, who says that we do, and then adds that it

is the custom to bury them with tachrichim.

An interesting older responsum on the question of burial

of a sinner is found in the Responsa of Jacob rVes Levi,
49 (rabbi in Turkey, seventeenth century). This responsum
concerned a woman who threw in her lot with her excom-
municated son, and violated all the laws of the community
and the faith. (By the way, this woman is identified by
Perles as the mother of Uriel Acosta [Monatsschrift, vol.

XXVI, 1877].) He decides, on the basis of all the opinions
cited above (going back to the fundamental decision of

Solomon ben Aderet) that it is our duty to bury her. He
adds, of course, that if the rabbinical court wishes to make
a special example of her and not bury her, they have the

right to do so; but that is only under special circumstances

of community tension when the safety of the community
is involved, when it is permitted even to deprive a sinner

of the rigjit to have his son circumcised, or the right of the

son to study in the communal school. See Responsa of

Nachmanides, 244. Except for these emergency rights of

the rabbinate, the general rule is clear: All the sinners

listed in Evel Rabatti, including apostates, should be
buried by the Jewish community (or their relatives), and

also, if desired, shrouds (tachrichim) should be provided.
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28

Koddish for Apostates and Gentiles

A woman had resigned from the synagogue and had
become a Unitarian. When she died, her sister (who
had remained a member of the synagogue) asked

whether she should say Kaddish for her. (From Rabbi
David Polish, Chicago, Illinois)

The Christian wife of a Jew had died. Should he say
Kaddish for her? (From Rabbi Nathan Kaber, Altoona,

Pennsylvania)

A widow had a husband who was half-Jewish. He
had not been affiliated with any Jewish congregation.
Yet he bequeathed his home to the temple. The
widow now wants to have her husband's name in-

cluded in the congregations Kaddish list. Should this

be done? (From Rabbi Norman Diamond, Springfield,

Ohio)

Each of these questions has its special complications. With

regard to the Unitarian the problem is: What is the Jewish
status of this woman? Does the fact that she had joined a
Unitarian church make her an apostate? After all, she

added no deity to her Jewish belief in the One God. Fur-

thermore, may the fact that she had asked to be buried in

a Jewish cemetery indicate repentance of whatever trace
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of apostasy may have been involved? (For a specific dis-

cussion of the status of Jewish-born Unitarians, see supra,

responsum 10.)

With regard to the man who was half-Jewish, if it was
his mother who was Jewish, then he is fully a Jew, since in

mixed marriages the child has the status of the mother. If

the mother was Gentile, he is a Gentile.

Behind all these complications there is a clear and basic

question: May we say Kaddish for, first, an apostate, or,

secondly, for a bom Gentile who never was connected with

Judaism?

Concerning the apostate, he is involved in special laws

with regard to his burial. The kws are derived from the

Talmud (in b. Sanhedrin 46a) that relatives should not

mourn for those who had been sentenced by the court. This

was fixed and developed as a law in the tractate Semachot

2, that we should not concern ourselves with one who "goes
aside from the path of the community" (eyn misaskin

imoherri). This is embodied as law in the Shulchan Aruch,
Yore Deah 345 : 5. Of course the question still is: What
does it mean when we say we should not be concerned

with them? Generally the commentators take it to mean
that we do not give them the full ritual, such as standing in

the line of mourners, or giving eulogies, and so forth; but

even the strict Moses Sofer, of Pressburg, says that never-

theless we must provide a burial place for them in our

cemeteries (see his responsum, Yore Deah 341). However,
should we say Kaddish for them?

This question, whether we should say Kaddish for them,
has its precedent during the time when Marranos were es-

caping from Spain and there was often a different religious

status between the generations in one family. We might
combine this question witih the clearer question, namely:
Should we say Kaddish for a non-Jew, who was not an

apostate since he had never been a Jew? This too can be,
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and is, a practical question. It can come up in the case of a
man converted to Judaism whose father remains a non-

Jew. May the Jewish son say Kaddish for that Gentile

father? Let us, therefore, deal with the fundamental prob-
lem, beginning first with the question of whether to say
Kaddish for an apostate, and then of whether one may say
Kaddish for a Gentile.

The question as to apostates, which arose first in the

sixteenth century with regard to the Marranos, is itself

based upon an older Talmudic precedent.
Rabbi Meir, in the many legends told about him and the

famous apostate Elisha ben Abuyah (Asher) in b. Chagiga
I5b, made great effort to redeem the soul of this apostate
from Ge-hinnom and to bring him into Paradise. Since the

purpose of the Kaddish is the redemption of the father, and
since the dictum is quoted in discussions of the Kaddish,
"The son brings merit to the father/' therefore the prece-
dent of Rabbi Meir is used in the discussion of whether a

Jewish son may do merit, i.e., redeem his apostate father

by saying Kaddish for him. This question came as a prac-
tical inquiry before Rabbi David Cohen, of the Island of

Corfu, in the sixteenth century. In his Responsa (section

30) the situation dealt with was as follows:

A Marrano, escaping from Portugal, never succeeded in

reaching a Jewish community. His son, however, was suc-

cessful and returned to Judaism. Now the father was mur-
dered and died while still a Christian. Should the Jewish
son say Kaddish for him? David Cohen says: "In my
humble opinion, at a quick glance, it would seem that this

matter does not require a scholar to decide it [phrase from
b. Baba Metzia 1010, often used when the answer to a

question is obvious]. Certainly this mourner, whose father

was slain as an apostate, must say Kaddish among the other

mourners on the basis of the Talmudic principle (b. San-

hedrin 44a) that even though one has sinned (ie., the
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father) he is still a Jew. Note that Achan (Joshua 7) trans-

gressed against the entire Torah, yet even so they called

him an Israelite. . . . Clearly, then, a son should do all he
can to earn merit for his father, even if his father had been
a 'provocative' apostate. For behold, Ahaz (the father of

Hezekiah) was a provocative idolater and did all the evil

things which God hates. Nevertheless, his son Hezekiah

dragged his bones [to the grave, as a mark of pennance] in

order that he should attain atonement (Pesachim 56a). For
this the rabbis praised him. If this would not have done
Ahaz any good, Hezekiah would not have done it and the

rabbis would not have praised him/*

Moses Isserles, in his commentary, "Darke Moshe" to the

Tur (Yore Deah 376), says that a son should say Kaddish
for an apostate father, but not if that father died a natural

death; only if the father was slain should the child say
Kaddish for him, since the slaying was a means to atone-

ment, for the father certainly would have repented before

he was slain. Isserles repeats this opinion in his commen-

tary to the Shulchan Aruch (same reference). The com-
mentators to the Shulchan Aruch, Taz and Schach, at this

point underline Isserles's limitation that the Kaddish be
said only if the father is slain. However, Solomon Eger,
son of Akiba Eger, in "Gilion Maharsha," says that if the

deceased apostate has no other mourners, then the one
mourner should say Kaddish for him even if he was not

slain but died on his bed.

Abraham Teomim (Galician rabbi, end of the nineteenth

century) in his responsa "Chesed L'Avrohom/' Tinyana,
Yore Deah 84, says that if the father is skin, the son is

in duty bound to say Kaddish, but if the father dies on his

bed, the son is not in duty bound but he is not prohibited
from saying it. And he adds, 'There certainly can be no

prohibition to utter this praise to the Almigjhty [i.e., the

Kaddish]."
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All this applies to an apostate father. But what if the

father was born a Gentile and remained a Gentile? May his

Jewish son (who had converted to Judaism) say Kaddish
for him? It is possible to take the point of view that the

Jewish son should not say Kaddish for the Gentile father.

The general description in the Talmud of the relationship
of a convert to his Gentile relatives is that they are no

longer his relatives at all. "A convert is like a new-born
child" (Yevamoth 220), which means that entering Judaism
is like a new birth and all his past life does not (legally)

exist. He has no rektives any more. Of course, this general

principle added to the respect in which the proselyte was
held because it declared that he is not the same person who
once was a pagan. Yet the principle could not be applied in

the practicalities of daily life. For example, since he is

new-born, then his pagan relatives are no longer his rela-

tives. He therefore could legally now marry his sister! Yet

the Talmud (ibid.) says that if this were permitted, it would
be said that paganism (which he had abandoned) was more
sacred or moral than the Judaism he has entered.

The same situation occurs with regard to a proselyte

saying Kaddish for his Gentile father. Since by the general
Talmudic principle he is new-born, his Gentile parents are

not related to ham any more, and therefore he need not say
Kaddish for them. Indeed, this is the conclusion to which
Maimonides comes (Yad, "Hilchos Avel" II : 3) and from
Maimonides it is carried over to the Shulchan Aruch (Yore

Deah374:5).
This background of the law is dealt with by Aaron

Walkin, Rabbi of Pinsk-Karlin, in a responsum written in

1933. He believes that in spite of Maimonides's negative

opinion mentioned above, a proselyte may say Kaddish for

his Gentile father. He calls attention to the fact that Mai-
monides himself (in "Hilchos Mamrin" V : 11) says that a

proselyte must honor his Gentile father, and gives the same
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reason which the Talmud (in Yevamoth, ibid.} gave as to

marrying his close Gentile kin, namely, that it should not

be said that a proselyte has left a more sacred religion than

he has entered. Therefore Rabbi Walkin concludes that

since Kaddish is an expression of a son's honoring his de-

ceased father, this proselyte should say Kaddish.

Walkin begins by an argument a fortiori: If a son may
say Kaddish for his Jewish-born apostate father who had

willfully deserted Judaism, then certainly a proselyte son

may say Kaddish for a Gentile father who is naturally fol-

lowing the religion in which he was brought up.
In the Responsa of Abraham Zvi Klein, rabbi in Hungary

during the past century ("Beerot AvrahanT 11), the author

is asked whether we may accept a gift for the synagogue
from a Gentile woman. He answers that we may do so.

Then he is asked whether we may pray for her, which she

had requested. To this his answer is that of course we may,
and he gives the following reasons: In the temple in Jerusa-
lem they sacrificed seventy oxen in behalf of the seventy
nations. Further, it is accepted by all Israel that the right-

eous of all nations have a portion in the world to come. In

b. Gittin 60a, we learn that for the sake of peace we should

visit the sick of Gentiles and bury their dead. When Mai-

monides records this law in chapter 10 of his "Hilchos

Melachim," he adds: "For the Lord is good to all and His

tender mercies are over all His works." So there is no pro-
hibition against recording her name and her good deed in

the Hevra Kaddisha, and we should recite an El Mole
Rachamim for her on Ytsfcor days.

Thus, while there is not very much discussion on this

matter in the legal literature, yet whoever discussed the

answer is in the affirmative. There may be some opinions
in the negative but I have not seen them. It seems clear

that, according to the law, you are completely justified (as
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Rabbi Teomim said) "to utter this praise of God" in honor
of a deceased Christian or apostate.

(Based upon the responsum originally written for the Cen-

tral Conference of American Rabbis Yearbook, Vol. LXVII,

1957.)

29

Double Funerals

A widower and his sister-in-law, who kept house for

him, were both killed in an automobile accident and a
double funeral was held. Someone objected on the

ground that a double funeral would have been per-
missible had they been husband and wife, but was not

permissible for a man and his sister-in-law. Is this cor-

rect, and what is the Jewish law on the matter of dou-
ble funerals? (From Louis J. Freehof, San Francisco,

California)

As to the double funeral service, I know of no such law. If

the objector was a rabbi, I would be grateful if you would
ask him to give whatever references he has to indicate that

a double funeral of husband and wife is permitted, but not
a double funeral of those not so closely related.
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Although not much has been written on this question, I

will discuss what I have found in the legal tradition relat-

ing to it. There is, of course, considerable discussion on
what might be deemed an analogous question, not directly
as to the funeral service, but as to burial: Who may be
buried together? An infant too young for a regular funeral

service, who "slept with the parents" and is, as it is said,

"carried in the arms," may be buried in the grave of a

parent. Otherwise, each body must have a grave of its own,

properly separated from other graves. Also with regard to

these separate graves, there is some discussion as to which

graves may adjoin each other. There is the kw that no
wicked person shall be buried in a grave adjoining that of

a righteous person. There is no real objection to the burial

of men and women in adjoining graves. These laws were

important because the custom was (up to modern times) to

bury in a row, each consecutive grave dug as needed. Now-
adays, when so many people buy lots for their families,

these questions are of less significance.
Now as to the funeral service, it is the question which

comes closer to your inquiry about double funerals. This

also is discussed in the law, but in a way only partially
connected with your question. The source is not in the

Talmud itself, but in the booklet from Talmudic times,

Evel Rabatti (or Semachot) XI : 4 and 5. There it is said

(XI : 4) that we do not carry to the cemetery two corpses
on one bier unless they are both of equal degree of right-

eousness and should be praised equally. Then, in the same

reference, we are told o an actual event: A house fell upon
a man's two sons and his daughter and they were killed in

the accident. Rabbi Judah said they may be carried out on

one bier, with the two boys at one end and the girl at the

other end. They were mourned together.
The next section in Evel Rabatti (XI : 5) says that we do

not make two hespeds (i.e., two funeral services) in one city
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at the same time unless there are enough people to be pres-
ent or enough eulogizers for both. This statement would
indicate some objection even to simultaneous but separate

funerals, but that clearly would apply to a small town
where there are not enough people to attend both. The

previous passage (XI : 4) about the two brothers and the

sister would indicate no objection to a double (in this case,

triple) funeral.

The question that concerns us here is whether the fact

that the story cited speaks of two brothers and a sister is

to be taken with strict construction to mean that only close

relatives may be buried in a joint funeral service. Perhaps
this statement about the brothers and the sister is the

source of the point raised by the objector, maintaining that

only close relatives may be eulogized in one service.

If this interpretation were correct, we would find it re-

ferred to in the later commentaries, but not one of the com-
mentators makes such a reference. These statements cited

above from Evel Rabatti are cited by Isaac ibn Gayyat
(twelfth-thirteenth century) in his book "Sha'arey Simcha,"

pp. 40-41; in the medieval law code Rokeach 314; and in

the relevant place in Nachmanides* "Toras ho-Odom."
None of these references comes to any conclusion which
would indicate that it is prohibited to have a joint hesped
(funeral service) for those who are not close relatives. They
merely either again discuss whomay be buried in one coffin

or, in general, the relative merits of the persons involved.

In this unspecified sense, the law is codified in the

Shulchan Aruch (Yore Deah 344 : 15 and 16), i.e., merely
that we do not have two simultaneous funeral services un-

less there are enough people and enough eulogizers for

each.

If this law were made the basis of a prohibition against

joint or double services of those who are not closely re-

lated, such an objection would appear in the commentators
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I have mentioned, or in the Shulchan Aruch and its com-
mentators. We cannot say that the objection which was
raised at this time was not raised in the past because
the matter never came up in the past; it certainly must
have come up many times, considering the riots and the

massacres which often occurred. Certainly there must have
been occasions for combined funerals of people who were
not closely related to each other.

Therefore, I offer this negative evidence: Nowhere in the

law, in the development of the statement cited from Evel

Rabatti, where we might expect some comment, is any
such comment to be found. Of course, one cannot be sure,

in the vast range of Jewish law and custom that such a dis-

cussionmay not be found; but if it exists, it must be a minor
or local custom.

I repeat: if the objector was a rabbi, tell him I would
be most grateful for any clear reference to such objection
as was raised. If the objector is not a rabbi, then I am sure

you can dismiss the objection as being merely a popular
notion without foundation.

30

Location of Tombstone

On a family plot, should the main tombstone, with the

family name, be at the foot, at the head, or at the cen-

ter of the lot?
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Also, should the individual, smaller stones on the

lot be at the head or at the foot of the individual

graves? (From Rabbi Nathan Kaber, Altoona, Penn-

sylvania)

There is no clear statement in the Law on the question of

the location of a tombstone on the grave, as to whether it

should be at the head or at the foot of the grave. There
could not have been any such statement in the earlier Pal-

estinian sources, for in Palestine they generally buried in

niches within a cave. It is not certain whether the opening
of the individual niches was sealed with a stone, but it is

known that the opening to the main cave itself did have a

stone which could be rolled away for subsequent burials.

If there were any inscriptions, we must assume that there

was a general inscription on the outer stone, perhaps a

family name. In Rome, if the Jewish catacombs can serve

as an analogy, the individual niches within the large cata-

comb were, of course, sealed by separate stones, and in-

scriptions were placed upon the stones which sealed the

niches.

Graves in the earth became the customary form of burial

in Babylon, where the soil was not rocky but soft. But we
have no statements as to which part of each grave was
marked with the tombstone. Evidently the question did
not arise. The Oriental Jews and many of the Sephardim of

the west covered the entire grave with a flat stone. This

may have been the custom in Babylon and perhaps the
Tahnudic phrase, "when the sealing stone was placed**

(Nistam ha-golel, b. Sanhedrin 47fc), meant the stone which
covered the entire grave. This is the interpretation of the
Talcnudic phrase given by Rabbenu Tarn (Tosfos, ad loc.).

The Ashkenazim did not follow this custom of using a
horizontal slab which covered the entire grave. Therefore
the question, at what part of the grave the stone should be
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set, could well have arisen among them. But apparently
such a question did not find a place in the legal literature.

Evidently it did not matter, for we see that with some of

the famous rabbis a sort of a tent (ohel) of stones was built

all the way around the grave. Thus there were really four

tombstones, one on each side and one at the head and one
at the foot, and of course there were four inscriptions. If

there had been any objection to putting an inscribed stone
either at the head or at the foot or at the sides of the grave,
they certainly would not have put all four stones (three of
which would have been wrongly placed) around the graves
of great rabbis.

The late Jekuthiel Greenwald, of Columbus, Ohio, was
very meticulous in all matters dealing with this subject;

yet in his "Kolbo Al Avelus," p. 379 top, he says that the
custom varies from community to community as to whether
to put the tombstone in the middle of the grave, or at the

head, or at the foot.

We must add, however, that there have been responsa
discussing the question of a nonconforming placement of

the tombstone i.e., if, for example, in the entire cemetery
tombstones are at the head of the graves, and at one par-
ticular grave it was placed at the foot, there is discussion as

to whether this one stone should not be changed to con-

form. Hence, the answer to the question is that in general
there is no law or fixed custom as to the location of the

stone with regard to the position of the body, but that it is

better to conform with the other tombstones in the ceme-

tery.
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Jewish Section in a General Cemetery

Is it permissible to use a Jewish section in a general

cemetery where the Jews have only the right of burial

and not outright ownership of the land? (From Rabbi
Max Nussbaum, Temple Israel, Hollywood, California)

The question is one which has been discussed for over a

hundred and fifty years, since the time when municipal
cemeteries were established in Hungary and Jewish sec-

tions were provided in them.

Before going into the question itself, it is necessary to

say this preliminary word: There is almost sufficient argu-
ment on both sides in Orthodox legal tradition to permit a
decision either way. The basis of decision, therefore, is

often a matter of mood and temperament. I need not tell

you that the mood of Orthodox rabbinical leadership now-

adays is almost entirely negative. They are always eager to

prohibit because they consider these days to be danger-
ously undisciplined. On the other hand, our temperament
is to be permissive because we consider that the Law
should be adjusted to life. Hence I warn you that my an-

swer is open to question as a liberal interpretation of the

Law; but I must call your attention to the fact that the Or-
thodox opinions in the photostats which you enclosed are

imjustifiably strict in their prohibition.
The first opinion is from the organization of the Spinka
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Chasidim in Brooklyn. The argument here is that Moses
Sofer (cited in the "Pis-che Teshuva" to Yore Deah 363)
was asked whether bodies may be disinterred from a tem-

porary cemetery not owned by Jews to be reburied in a

cemetery owned by Jews. Moses Sofer permits the disin-

terment in this case. From this answer the organization of

the Spinka Chasidim wants to draw the conclusion that all

burial in a cemetery not owned outright is forbidden by
Jewish law. What they failed to state is that the cemetery
from which Moses Sofer permitted disinterment was a

temporary cemetery, opened in the time of the plague,
which was now going to be turned back to agricultural

purposes. It was for this reason that Moses Sofer permitted
disinterment. But can it be logically argued that the Jew-
ish section in a modern cemetery would be as impermanent
and insecure as that plague cemetery to which Moses
Sofer referred? Furthermore, the responsum of the Spinka
Chasidim failed to cite the fact that in the same section of

the "Pis-che Teshuva," Ezekiel Landau was asked a similar

question and forbade disinterment. In other words, Ezekiel

Landau thus declared that a cemetery not owned outright
was usable.

Second, with regard to the opinion of the Union of Or-

thodox Congregations, the argument prohibiting the use of

such a section is that the owners can at any time disinter

the bodies. Is that true? Does the law not protect the re-

pose of those who have bought the right of sepulcher

against willful disinterment?

Basically, the problem in Jewish law is the security of

the bodies. Will their repose be undisturbed? Even if a

cemetery is owned outright there is no guarantee that a

road will not be built, requiring the removal of the bodies.

Other than in case of such public works, surely the bodies

are safe in their graves from willful disinterment, or can be

made so. I will now cite a part of a responsum which I
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wrote to my brother Louis on the matter. I indicate in it

that it is possible to obtain exclusive use of a certain sec-

tion for Jewish burial without the need of buying the land

outright; and certainly we can add that the bodies can be

protected against willful disinterment.

There is a halachic problem with regard to a Jewish
section in a nondenominational cemetery. About a hun-
dred years ago, certain municipalities in the Austro-

Hungarian Empire insisted upon a municipal cemetery
with a Jewish section. The rabbis insisted that the com-

munity make an effort to get outright ownership of the

Jewish section. Without that the rabbis were very doubt-

ful about such a combination of cemeteries, but they
made some concessions about hedges and space between
the sections. In other words, they reluctantly consented,
but would have completely consented if the Jewish com-

munity could have gotten outright ownership of their

section.

Now we come to the problem in America. I was asked

just yesterday by a rabbi in the South whether their

community should consent to having a Jewish cemetery
as part of the nondenominational cemetery. I presume it

is, as usual in America, a private corporation that is or-

ganizing the cemetery. Now, there was justification for

die rabbis a hundred years ago to strive for complete

Jewish ownership. They felt, in the long run, a greater
sense of security for the dead; and as far as the immedi-
ate present was concerned, they also had a good reason

for wanting complete ownership; that is, they wanted
to be sure that the cemetery owners or company would
not bury non-Jews in the Jewish section, in which case

it would cease to be a Jewish cemetery.
I therefore told this rabbi in South Carolina that he

should strive for outright ownership, but he told me that
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that is impossible because, at present, the company
wants merely to sell individual graves in a section set

aside as Jewish. I said to him that he must find some

legal way in which the Jewish community will at least

have absolute control over who will be buried in that

section.

I do not want to complicate the matter in this regard,
but if, for example, Reform, Orthodox, and Conservative

Jews are going to use that Jewish section, there may
have to be a division into three parts, because we permit
certain practices in burial which the Orthodox do not

permit. For example, we will permit a man to bury his

unconverted Christian wife in his lot. Also, we will per-
mit disinterment to a new family plot, whereas Orthodox

law will permit it only if the parents are already buried

in the plot to which die body is to be moved. If that is

the case, and we need a Reform, Orthodox, and Con-
servative section, then there will have to be a city-wide
committee in charge.

I asked a well-known lawyer (E. B. S.) to write me a

letter making the legal suggestions whereby, short of ac-

tual ownership (which would be the best, of course), the

Jewish community or the Jewish congregation can exer-

cise complete control over wlio is to be buried in their

section and how it is to be divided. Could, for example,
the cemetery committee make a Jewish committee an

agent, so that sales of land are made through it, and so

forth?

What I want from you is this: The lawyer will give me
suggestions from the legal point of view. You may have

records in actual practice from some of these joint ceme-

teries, and you may know exactly what the Jewish group
does to exercise religious control, while lacking outright

ownership of the cemetery. Give me what information
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you have, and also what suggestions you may wish to

make.

Of course, outright possession is preferable. Yet in our

growing and changing cities, even outright possession is

not a guarantee against the need of someday distinterring

bodies. If outright possession is not possible, and if a rea-

sonable legal guarantee can be obtained for exclusiveJewish
burial in the section, along with legal protection against
willful disinterment, then it is virtually impossible, in my
judgment, to prohibit the use of such a Jewish section on
the basis of Jewish law.

32

Funeral Folklore

A. DATES OF DEATH AND BERTH

Does a man die on the same date and time as that on
which he was born? (One of the questions asked by
the Jews of India through Rabbi Morris N. Kertzer,

New York City)

In commenting on the verse in Ecclesiastes 3 : 2, "A time
to be born and a time to die/' the Yalkut Shimoni (1 : 938)

says: "Happy is theman whose hour of death is as the hour
of birth." This seems to be the source of the idea that a man
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dies at the same hour that he was born. However, the

Yalkut Shimoni quotes this from "D vorim Rabba" VIII : 5,

which explains its true meaning. It means: Happy is the

man who at the time of his death is as pure as at die time of

his birth. But the notion is evidently based upon the first

statement in the Midrash.

However, in this question and in the following one

(about the exact hour of death and marriages) we recognize
the influence of the Orient, especially of China, where the

astrologers pick the auspicious moment for every impor-
tant occasion. This is absolutely contrary to Judaism, for

the Talmud says there are no horoscopes for Jews (b. Shab-

bas 146a): "Eyn Mazel Tlsroel"

B. SHOES FOR THE DEAD

When people bring to the undertakers establishment

the clothes in which the body is to be dressed for

burial, they are always careful not to bring shoes.

They seem to take it as a fixed rule or custom that the

dead must be buried without shoes. What is the basis

for the custom, or is it more than merely a custom? Is

it an established law? (From Louis J. Freehof, San

Francisco, California)

The fact that the people bring clothes from home for the

dead to be dressed in for burial indicates that their rela-

tive is to be buried in modern clothes and not in the tradi-

tional shrouds (tachrichim). This is, of course, contrary to

Jewish custom; and the question comes up in the law fre-

quently as to whether it may not be permitted to disturb

die dead by reopening the grave, in case he was not buried

with the entire set of shrouds (see the discussion of this

matter in Greenwald, "Kolbo," pp. 92-93). Evidently, then,
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these modern people do not object to the breach of Jewish
law which requires shrouds, and yet would not think of

burying the dead in shoes. Is it, perhaps, possible that

there is a strong and a particular objection to burial in

shoes, so that even those people who do not object to burial

in modern clothes, which is clearly prohibited, nevertheless

object to burial in shoes? What, if anything, is of special

significance with regard to shoes and burial?

If there were some such special objection to shoes it

would certainly be mentioned in some of the careful list-

ings of the garments in which the dead are to be clad for

burial. There are generally seven garments made of linen

(in addition to the tallis, generally of wool) which are used

for this purpose. As far as the Sephardic Jews are con-

cerned, a complete and detailed listing of the shroud gar-
ments is found in "Ha-Kuntres Ha-Yechieli," which deals

especially with the customs of the Sephardim of Jerusalem.
In the section Bes Olamim, chapter 5, the author gives in

complete detail the method of shrouding the dead. Of
course shoes are not among the seven garments, but no

special mention is made objecting to them. For the Ash-

kenazim, "Chochmas Adam" (178 : 8) gives in detail the

procedure and the garments for shrouding the dead, and
no reference is made to shoes. One would think if there

were a special objection to shoes some reference would
be made in these sources. Of course, they did not bury in

shoes, but they did not bury in any of the lifetime gar-
ments. All of them are objectionable, but there is no special

objection to shoes.

On the other hand, there is positive evidence that in Tal-

mudic times it was customary to bury people in shoes and,

indeed, honored and respected people were so buried. In

the Palestinian Talmud (Kelaim IX : 3 [4]) there is a dis-

cussion of the fact that the laws against mixed fabrics in

garments, Kelaim, do not apply to the dead, since the dead
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"are free from the mitzvos." There we are told that Rabbi

Jeremiah gave instructions that he be buried in his clothes,

with shoes on his feet and staff in hand. The reason for this

is given: that he would be ready to arise at the moment
of the resurrection, and the commentator expresses no sur-

prise at this request of Jeremiah to have shoes put on his

feet; on the contrary, he is praised for giving an evidence of

his faith in the coming of the Messiah.

If later custom had developed a special objection to

burial in shoes, one of the numerous commentators on the

Jerusalem Talmud would have found Rabbi Jeremiah's re-

quest a strange one and would have made some attempt to

explain it away, but not one of the commentators has done
so. Evidently they did not find it strange. In fact, the strict

Orthodox authority Abraham Samuel Sofer ("K'sav Sofer/'

Yore Deah 175), seeking to explain the custom in some lo-

calities of putting in the hands of the dead a stick or a staff

(geplacli) concerning which his father, the great Moses

Sofer, said he knew no explanation (see his responsum,
Yore Deah 327) proudly points to this passage in the Jeru-
salem Talmud as a proof of the origin of a symbolic staff in

the hands of the dead. But he does not feel the need of

making any comment on the fact that Rabbi Jeremiah asked

to be buried in shoes.

Also, in the Babylonian Talmud, in Yevamoth 1040 (top)

where there is a discussion of what sort of shoes may not be
used for the ceremony of chalitw, shoes of an old man
made for this honor are mentioned, and Rashi explains that

phrase to mean that the shoes are specially made as part
of his shrouds. Therefore, it is clear that in Talmudic times

not only was it permitted to be buried in shoes, but this

seemed to be a particularly honored procedure.
As far as modern Jewish law is concerned, there is a

special circumstance under which it is required in the

Shulchan Aruch that the man be buried with shoes. If a
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man is found killed on the road, he must be buried in his

garments and even with his shoes (Shulchan Aruch, Yore
Deah 364 : 4). The purpose of burying him in his clothes

was to bury the blood with him and Sabbetai Cohen (the

Schach), in commenting upon this law, says that some
blood may have run down into the shoes and hence (even
if no blood is visible on the outside of them) his shoes

should not be taken off, It is clear, at least from this, that

there was no greater objection to shoes than to other

clothes, so that if a murderedman was buried in his clothes,

thatmeant the shoes also, even though no blood was visible

on them.

Since clearly there is no specific objection to burial in

shoes anywhere in the law, that I can find, and since you
report that the question is fairly widespread, we must

evidently look for nonlegal, especially foUdoristic, explana-
tions. The Sefer Chasidim, from the twelfth century, con-

siders it objectionable to give away the shoes of the dead

(454). This is understood by later commentators to be an

objection to giving away the shoes in which the man died,

possibly for fear of infection (see Wolf Leiter, "Bes David"

131). Nevertheless, the Sefer Chasidim, being full of this

sort of folklore, would certainly have mentioned any ob-

jection to burial in shoes if there were a folkloristic reason

for it.

Why, then, the objection to burial of the dead with
shoes?

One possible guess may be that, according to Kabbalistic

ideas, the worthy dead attain the status of the high priest,

and the shrouds in someway correspond to the priestly gar-
ments. If, therefore, we dress the dead as priests this may
explain the absence of shoes, since the priests went bare-

foot when they blessed the people. Likewise, it may be

possible that since among the shrouds was a garment like

the garment worn on Yom Kippur, and since on Yom Kip-
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pur pious people went around barefoot, or at least only in

slippers, they may have felt that it is proper for the dead
to be shoeless. Another possibility is that since pious people
sitting shiva do not wear shoes, or at best wear slippers, that,

too, may have affected the belief that the dead should be
shoeless. But all these are simply guesses.
The important fact is that in Talmudic times respected

people were buried in shoes, and none of the later discus-

sions of the shrouds mention any special objection to shoes.

Of course, if people are buried in the traditional tachrichim

they are buried without shoes, just as they are buried with-

out coat and vest, the shoes simply not being one of the

special, traditional shroud garments. But that people who
no longer observe the old shroud customs and have no ob-

jection to street garments should nevertheless object to

shoes can only be explained on the basis of some folk anal-

ogy with such other observances as the blessing of the

priest, the worship on the Day of Atonement, or the sitting

of shiva.

C. WOODEN COFFIN NAILS AND HANDLES

What is the basis for Orthodox objections to metal

handles on the coffin and the use of metal nails in it?

There is some objection in law and custom to having
coffins altogether. Many consider it proper to bury the

dead surrounded only by loose boards, so that the body
shall be in contact with the earth. In fact, however, coffins

have been used from earliest times, and contact with the

earth, the requirement that "the dust return to the dust**

(i.e., to be in contact with the earth) is attained either by
boring holes in the coffin or having the lower board remov-

able, as Judah Hanasi required for himself
(j.

Kelaim
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IX : 4), or by putting dust in the coffin and/or pieces of

clay on the eyes of the deceased (cf. Schach to Yore Deah
362 : 1).

Although there is no real objection to the use of a coffin,

there is some objection to the use of a coffin other than a

wooden coffin. This is based upon the statement of Mai-

monides (Yad, "Hilchos Avel
w
IV : 4) that one should bury

in a coffin of wood. However, it is clear that even in an-

cient times, they used coffins of other material, such as

marble or pottery (Semachot, chapter 8). As for the fre-

quent modern use of metal caskets, this is a subject of

some debate in modern Jewish law. The use of metal cas-

kets is justified by Jacob BrueU in "Ben Zekunim," p. 28 ff.,

and by Jacob Levinson, "Ha Torah ve-Hamada," 26. How-
ever, there is no doubt that the bulk of Jewish law and cus-

tom is against the use of metal caskets, even though one
would imagine that putting earth and clay in the casket

would justify its use as it does the use of the completely
wooden casket.

If, then, a wooden casket is used, why is it that some Or-

thodox people object to the use of metal handles or even
metal nails (on the wooden casket)? The question is dis-

cussed by Greenwald in his compendium, "Kolbo Al
Avelus" (p. 182). It is in answer to a question from a Rabbi
Lerner of New York, Evidently there are large numbers of

Jews in New York who insist that only wooden handles

and wooden nails be used. The undertakers take advan-

tage of this fact and charge a great deal extra for such

special coffins. Since numerous people go to such trouble

and expense to avoid metal handles and metal nails, one
would imagine that the matter is firmly based in Jewish
law or custom. Yet Greenwald, who specializes in all the

details of burial customs, could not find anything to justify
such scrupulousness. Apparently Rabbi Lerner, in writing
to hrm, found some sort of vague justification in the fact
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that the Shulchan Aruch requires (in Orah Hayyim 180 : 5)
that during the grace after meals, the knives on the tables

should be covered because metal (the knife or sword) sym-
bolizes the shortening of life (cf . Be'er Hetev). If that is the

sole source, then it is a very shaky one. First, it is absurd
to make an analogy between a knife and the handles and
nails of a coffin, and, secondly, it is equally absurd to apply
what the living might do as protection against ill omens to

what should be done for those already dead. As for keep-

ing metal away from the dead because of ill omen, that,

too, is unjustified. The Talmud says distinctly (b. Shabbas

151&) that we may put metal weights on the body of the

dead on the Sabbath (to keep it from swelling while await-

ing the funeral which could not take place on the Sabbath)
and Rashi, in his "Pardes" (ed. Ehrenreich, p. 33), repeats
the law, saying that we may put a sword or iron on the

dead on the Sabbath.

It is clear, therefore, that the objection to the use of

metal handles or nails in the wooden coffin has no clear

root in Jewish law or even widespread custom, and is a

folkloristic belief of dubious origin.

33

A Wife Who Cannot Bear Children

A young member of the congregation secretly mar-

ried a Christian woman older than he. The parents
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wish to have the marriage annulled. It is difficult to

do so because the couple have lived together for a
month. However., it has been discovered that the wife
is unable to bear children. The parents ask whether
this fact makes the marriage void from the point of
view of Jewish religious law. They would then argue
for an annulment from the courts, adducing the con-

sideration that, according to Jewish religious law, the

marriage is ipso facto void. Is it true that such a mar-

riage is void by Jewish law? (From Rabbi Randall

Falk, Erie, Pennsylvania)

The marriage is certainly void by traditional Jewish law,
but not for the reason that the parents adduce. A marriage
between a Jew and an unconverted non-Jew is not a Jewish

marriage (Jdddushiri) and is ipso facto void. See Shulchan

Aruch, Even Hoezer 44 : 8: "He who marries a Gentile, the

marriage is nothing [i.e., null], for they are not capable of

kiddushin [i,e., Jewish marriage]/* Of course we may de-

cide that we recognize the marriage as a secular marriage
and therefore would not hesitate to convert the Gentile

and then remarry the couple in a Jewish marriage. But,
even so, as the marriage stands it has no validity at all as

Jewish religious marriage (kiddushin). Therefore, if the

parents wish to argue that in Jewish law the marriage is

null and void, they may argue on this ground. The other

ground, that she cannot bear children, then becomes un-

necessary. However, for the sake of completeness, since

the question may well come up about a man who married
a Jewish woman who is unable to bear children, we will

deal with this matter.

A woman who, because of her physical make-up, cannot
bear children (generally called alonis) should, in theory,
not be able to enter into valid marriage, since the purpose
of marriage is to have children, as is clearly the Jewish law*
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Thus we would say, still theoretically, that a man, if he has

not had children by a previous marriage, may not marry an

elderly woman, too old to bear children. However, this is

not the case, or more correctly, this is no longer the case in

Jewish law.

In Shulchan Aruch, Even Hoezer 1 : 3, Joseph Caro says
that it is the duty of the man to marry, and we compel him
to marry in order to fulfill the commandment of bearing
children. Thereupon Isserles adds (and we follow the law

according to Isserles): "Nowadays it is the established cus-

tom not to exert any compulsion in this matter ( to force a
man to marry in order to have children); thus whoever has

not fulfilled the commandment of 'increase and multiply/
and wants to marry a woman who cannot have children, as

for example a barren woman or an older one or a minor,
because he desires her or because of her money, even

though technically by law one should be expected to pre-
vent him, it has not been customary for many generations
to be too insistent upon this. Even if one has married a

woman and has lived with her for ten years, it is no longer
the custom to force him to divorce her, even though he had
not fulfilled the commandment to 'increase and multiply,'

**

Thus Isserles states the established custom which has the

force of law, that a marriage is no longer void even if we
know beforehand that the woman cannot bear children.

In Shulchan Aruch, Even Hoezer 44 : 4, the law is

stated: "If one marries a woman who is physically unable

to bear children [i.e., an alonis], the marriage is valid. But
some say that if she is surely an alonis the marriage is not

a marriage/' This possibility that the marriage is void ac-

cording to what "some say" is explained by Ezekiel Lan-

dau in his responsa collection, "Nodah b'Yehudah" II,

Even Hoezer 78. He says that those who say that the mar-

riage is void mean only in the case in which he marries a

minor and the physical signs of her being an alonis are not
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yet evident. Therefore such a marriage can be described

as a "marriage of error" and is accordingly void. But if he
marries an adult alonis, he knows what he is doing and the

marriage is valid.

It is therefore clear that a marriage with a woman who
cannot bear children is certainly valid according to Jewish
law. However, in the case asked about here the marriage
is invalid because it is a marriage with an unconverted

Gentile.

34

Cohen Marrying Daughter of a Mixed Marriage

The daughter of a mixed marriage in which the

mother is Jewish and the father Christian wants to be

married to a Cohen. The Orthodox rabbi refuses to

officiate at the marriage. What is the law and what
should be our attitude in this matter? (From Rabbi

J. Soetendorp, Amsterdam, Netherlands)

The Shulchan Aruch seems definite on this question, stat-

ing (Even Hoezer 7 : 17) that if a non-Jew has relationship
with a Jewish woman and a daughter is born from this re-

lationship, the daughter is deemed unfit (p'gumah) for one
of the priesthood. Despite this seemingly clear statement,
the law has never been definitely settled, as can be noted
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from the careful choice of the vague adjective "p'gumah"
(spoiled or unfit), rather than "asurah" (forbidden). Of
course it is clear that a child of a Jewish mother follows the

status of the mother and there is, therefore, no objection
to her marrying an ordinary Israelite. Also, if the Christian

father had been converted to Judaism before the sexual

relationship, then the daughter would not be unsuitable

even for the priesthood. Evidently the situation that you
refer to must be of an irregular sexual relation or of a mar-

riage in which the Christian husband was not converted to

Judaism. Otherwise there would be no question at all.

This law as to the girl's unsuitability as a priest's wife

is not at all definite. As we have noted, all the classic com-
mentators call attention to the vague word p'gumdh, and

say that this indicates that she is not really asurah, forbid-

den; therefore, if she is married to a priest, the marriage is

quite valid and he is not even asked to divorce her. See
Be'er Hetev to the passage, who sums up the classic com-
mentators to the Shulchan Aruch in the way just indicated.

Therefore, before deciding our own attitude to the ques-

tion, it is worthwhile to trace the law to its origin and
see whence the uncertainty comes.

The law is based, of course, on Leviticus 21 : 7, in which
it says that a priest should not marry a harlot or a chalala,

i.e., a woman spoiled for the priesthood. The further defi-

nition of the word used here (chalala) is then taken up in

the Mishnah (Kiddushin IV : 6-7). Rabbi Judah says that

the daughter of a "ger" is to be deemed equal in status to

the daughter of a "chalal" a profaned priest, and is for-

bidden to the priesthood. But in the next Mishnah, two
rabbis disagree with Judah and come to the general atti-

tude that if a woman's mother is Jewish, she may marry
into the priesthood. The Talmud discusses these opposing
Mishnaic opinions, both in the tractate Kiddushin to the

Mishnah, but more especially in Yevamoth 45a, where the
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discussion shows the basis of the dilemma, namely, that

some authorities say a child of a mixed marriage is kosher

and others say the child is not. The opposing opinions are

compromised by saying that the child of a Jewish mother
is Jewish and kosher, but unsuitable (p'gumah) for one of

the priesthood.
The classic commentators, therefore, take varied atti-

tudes on the status of a child of an unconverted Gentile in

relation to marrying a priest. The best summation of the

Rishonim is made by Chaim Joseph David Azulai, in his

"Birche Josef* (Even Hoezer IV : 13; the Vienna edition

erroneously marks it 19). He says that Alfasi is uncertain

as to whether she is even p'gumah, unfitted as a priest's

wife, and Maiinonides is certain that she is fitted for such
a status; at which point he adds that Joseph Caro so un-

derstands those two authorities in his "Bes Joseph," at the

beginning of paragraph 4 of Tur Even Hoezer. Then
Azulai quotes Solomon Luria, the great sixteenth-cen-

tury Polish authority, that she is not forbidden except
"I'chatchillo" i.e., if we have to take the initiative and

marry her to a priest, but that if she is already married the

marriage is valid. (This quotation is from the Responsa of

Solomon Luria, 17.)

So all the later authorities come to about the same con-

clusion. The marriage is valid if we find the couple already

married; the marriage stands. But we avoid taking the ini-

tiative, Fchatchillo, to marry them. See, for example,
"Chalkas M'chokek" (Moses of Vilna to Even Hoezer
7 : 17) and "Bes ShmueF (Samuel Ben Uri Phoebus to the

same passage). Incidentally, in the responsum of Luria

quoted, he also says that the Tur considers her kosher to

the priesthood, and that he, on the basis of all these

doubts, has decided that she is not to be deemed p'gumah
except insofar as we would prefer not to marry her,
Tchatchillo.
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A number of the later authorities discuss the matter.

Perhaps the most interesting is Abraham of Sarchow in his

large responsa collection, "Avneh Nezer" (Even Hoezer
1 : 15), although the question that he asks is somewhat
different. In the case before him, this mixed couple had a

son, and later the son had a daughter, and it was this

granddaughter of the mixed marriage about whom it is

questioned whether or not she may marry a Cohen. He
ends up his rather full discussion by saying we should not

be strict in this matter ("Era I'hachamir").
The late Isaac Halevi Herzog, Chief Rabbi of the State

of Israel, in his new volume of responsa, "Hechal Yitzchok"

(Jerusalem, 1960), responsum 16, takes a strict stand in for-

bidding a priest to marry the daughter of a mixed mar-

riage. However, in the case with which he deals, it was the

father who was Jewish and the mother was Gentile. The
mother was converted after the birth of the daughter, who
now wants to marry the priest. However, on the assump-
tion that this child was converted, it then becomes the

problem of marrying a priest to a convert.

A dramatic case of a proselyte marrying a priest is de-

scribed and decided by Judah Leb Zirelsohn, the martyred
Rabbi of Kishenev, in his responsa collection, "Ma'arche

Leb" 72. A young daughter from a noble family fell in love

with a Jew and was converted to Judaism. When the rabbi

(Rabbi Naftali Rath, of Rutchuk, Bulgaria) was about to

marry them, it was discovered that the young man was a
Cohen. Rabbi Rath refused to marry the couple. This cre-

ated a great storm, bitterness on the part of the boy, anti-

Jewish anger on the part of the Gentiles. The rabbi, greatly
disturbed at the outcome of his strictness, turned to Rabbi

Zirelsohn, who reluctantly gave permission for him to

marry the couple, but cautioned him to declare that this

would not be a precedent.
In both cases cited, that of Rabbi Herzog and of Rabbi
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Zirelsohn, the girl was born a Gentile. But in the case cited

in our question, the child is the daughter of a Jewess, and

therefore is Jewish by birth, Taking into account all the

various opinions, it is possible to be strict if one wishes to

be strict. The Orthodox rabbi did not marry the couple. If

he said that it is absolutely forbidden for them to marry,
he overstated the case. If he said he 'prefers not to marry

them/* he is correct. In other words, according to the law,

the marriage is valid, but not a preferred marriage.

What, then, should be our attitude to such a marriage?
Of course, if the marriage has already taken place, it is ab-

solutely valid, even according to the strictest Ortho-

dox law. The question is what should be our attitude

(fchatchillo), that is, in being willing to take the initiative

to officiate at such a nonpreferred marriage? It seems clear

thatwe should not hesitate to officiate. In the first place, on

general ethical principles, the Reform movement has long
decided that there shall no longer be any distinctions ob-

served between priests, Levites, and Israelites. This ethical

decision is bolstered in the Halacha by the fact that actu-

ally a priest nowadays is no longer to be considered an

actual priest, but a doubtful priest (Cohen Sofek) because

his genealogy is no longer carefully kept. This is clearly

stated in the "Magen Avraham" (Orah Hayyim IV : 57,

note 9). Hence we have no reason to hold onto this law,

which is uncertain from its very beginning and throughout
its development. Furthermore, there is very little danger
that we would arouse ill will by officiating at such a mar-

riage, since it is a perfectly valid marriage and, according to

Orthodox law, must be accepted as such.
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35

Woman Returning to Her First Husband

A woman was married and had children. Then her

husband divorced her. She subsequently married a
second husband from whom she was divorced. Now
a son by her first husband died and their mutual sor-

row brought the first husband and his former wife

together. They want to be remarried. Is there any
way in which this is permissible by our Reform in-

terpretation of Jewish law? (From Rabbi David Sher-

man, Cape Town, South Africa)

There are a number of situations in the traditional law of

marriage as developed from the Bible in the Talmud and
the Codes which no longer seem just according to our mod-
ern ethical standards. Most of these divergences between
tradition and modern feeling concern the superior right
of the male over the female. It certainly seems wrong to

us, in spite of what the law says, that a husband can di-

vorce a wife but that a wife cannot divorce a husband; that

a man may marry his deceased wife's sister but a woman
may not marry her deceased husband's brother; that a man
may marry his niece but a woman may not marry her

nephew. Some of these instances of the superior right of

the male have been mitigated by Jewish kw itself; as for

example, the decree of Rabbenu Gershom, of the tenth cen-

tury, forbidding (in Ashkenazic Jewry) a husband to marry
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more than one wife, or forbidding a husband to divorce his

wife without her consent.

Some more of these discrepancies have been mitigated

by Reform Jewish practice. In some Reform communities,
the congregation establishes a court which gives the

woman divorce rights equal to those of the man (as in the

West London synagogue). In most of the congregations of

America, the decision of the civil courts granting a divorce

is accepted and the woman is remarried without needing
to procure a divorce from her husband by Jewish law.

Now, the question which you present is not one in which
a husband has greater rights than a wife. Nevertheless, it

is definitely one in which our modern ethical standards do
not comport with the older law. Of course, we should al-

ways be cautious about abolishing or disregarding an old

law, especially in questions of marriage, Yet, if there is

some way in which we can do what, according to our con-

science, is justice, we should do it whenever we can. Let

us, therefore, look into the old law and see its reason and
its extent.

The law is based on Deuteronomy 24 : 1-4 (see also

Jeremiah 3 : 1) in which it is said that if a woman was di-

vorced by a husband and marries a second man, and the

second man either divorces her or dies, the first husband
cannot take her back as wife "since she has been defiled/'

The Biblical law as it stands, and the explanation given
for it, is difficult. The reason, "since she has been defiled/'
seems a curious one. What defilement is there in the

woman being legally married to a second husband? Nach-

manides, therefore, feels the necessity of giving an ex-

planation which is not found in Scripture. He says that the

purpose of the law is to prevent exchange of wives, i.e.,

two men each divorcing their wives so that there may be
an exchange, and then later remarrying them. Obadiah
Sforno (ad loc.) gives an analogous explanation. He says it
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was for the purpose of preventing men from lending their

wives for a while to other men. If these are the only rea-

sons given by those two great Biblical commentators, then

we must say that the reason is hardly a realistic one. The
Biblical explanation, "since she has been defiled/' is not ex-

plained thereby. As a matter of fact, the later law makes
the Biblical explanation even more difficult. If "defile-

ment" is the reason, then how can we explain the addi-

tional law, that if the woman who has been divorced by
her first husband does not remarry another man but in-

stead becomes adulterous, the adulterous divorced woman
may be remarried to her first husband. (See Even Hoezer
10 : 1, and Maimonides, Yad, "Gerushim" XI : 13.) Surely
the adultery is more of a defilement than a legal remar-

riage. But the explanation given is a forced stress of the

word "and she shall be" (v'hoysoh) in Deuteronomy 24 : 2

(cf. Sifre to the passage). They say that thatmeans "she shall

be" legally married to the second husband; but if she is

merely adulterous with the second man, she is not con-

sidered defiled. Surely, such a distinction can hardly have

meaning for us.

An interesting variation of this anomalous situation (that
a man may take back his adulterous divorcee, but may not

take her back if she is divorced again after having been

legally married to another man) is found in the Responsa
of Meir of Padua, early sixteenth century (19), namely, that

if the woman was not legally married to the first husband,
but was merely his concubine, and then she married a sec-

ond man and was divorced from him, the first man is not

forbidden to marry her after she is divorced from the sec-

ond man. In other words, the prohibition exists only when
her rektionships to the two men were legal and moral, but

not if they were quasi-legal or even immoral.

Moreover, this law, so curiously and unacceptably in-

terpreted (i.e., that adultery is no bar, but legal remarriage
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is a bar) is really not so firm a law as it seems. For what
would happen if the first husband, in spite of the Biblical

and Talmudic prohibition, does take her back after the di-

vorce from the second husband? He is compelled to send

her away. But suppose he does not send her away and the

reunited couple has children? What is the status of such

children? The law is clear that if they have children, the

children are kosher in every way. See Alfasi to the passage

corresponding to the Talmud, Yevamoth lib, and Joseph
Chabib ("Nimukey Yoseph" to the passage in Alfasi). This

decision of Alfasi is cited as law by Isaac Lamperonti in

"Pachad Yitzchok," s.v. "Gerusha im Nisez," p. 72c.

The law, then, so very difficult for the scholars of the

past to explain logically, hardly harmonizes with our moral

standards. We cannot accept the view that a second mar-

riage is a permanent bar to remarrying the first husband
whereas adultery or concubinage is not a bar at all.

Now in the face of this strange law, we are confronted

with a human situation. Two older people, reunited by
sorrow, desire to re-establish their married life. How can

we possibly say to the woman: If you had only not been

legally married to your second husband, but had been

adulterous, you could now go back to your first husband;
but since you were a legal wife to your second husband,

you cannot go back to your first husband. This is clearly
one of the cases in which we must mitigate the law. AJS

Rabbenu Gershom did in the case of polygamy and di-

vorce, as modern Reform Judaism has done in a number of

other cases, we must make every effort to allow this couple
to be reunited.

Since what stands in the way is a technical legalism, we
must first see if there is not a technical way out. Was this

woman divorced from the first husband by means of an un-

questionable legal Jewish get? If she was divorced merely
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in the civil courts, then even according to Jewish law her

relationship to the second man was not legal marriage and
therefore she may without question return to her first hus-

band. But aside from this technicality, even if her marriage
with her first husband was ended by a valid Jewish get,
then even so, justice and our moral standards should per-
mit us to remarry her to her first husband. Of course, such

remarriages should not occur indiscriminately, since the

law is there in the Shulchan Aruch. But whenever the hu-

man situation especially requires it, we should be frank

enough and brave enough to be humane and just. This, I

am sure, is the practice in most Reform congregations. The

very fact that the question has rarely, if ever, come up in-

dicates that Reform congregations follow, in this regard,
the spirit of justice and mercy, rather than the technicality
of the law itself.

36

Wedding on Saturday Before Dark

A wedding was arranged for Saturday night. As the

date approached for the marriage, it became clear

that it would not be quite dark at the hour when the

marriage was scheduled to take place. Is it improper
to officiate on Saturday night before it is quite dark?

(From Rabbi Philip Bernstein, Rochester, New York)
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Every now and then this question arises, and usually about

a summer wedding. A summer wedding is arranged, elabo-

rate preparations have all been made, and then the rabbi

realizes that he had overlooked the fact that it is daylight

saving time, and that while the Jewish calendar which he
consulted gave the hour of sunset as being well before the

time set for the wedding, actually the wedding is sched-

uled to take pkce an hour earlier by daylight time and it

will still be fight. Must it be completely dark before the

marriage takes place?
The law seems definite enough that no marriage should

take place on the Sabbath. In the Shulchan Aruch, Even
Hoezer 63, it is stated that since the marriage is a legal

kinyon (a "taking possession"), and therefore is of the na-

ture of a contract, it is forbidden on the Sabbath (see espe-

cially 63 : 4). In the discussion of the Sabbath laws in Orah

Hayyim 339 : 4, Joseph Caro states definitely that on the

Sabbath we do not hold court sessions and we do not offici-

ate at marriages.
With the law apparently so clear, the note of Isserles to

the law in Orah Hayyim 339 : 4 is rather remarkable. He
says that under certain circumstances "there are those who
permit it*

Who could possibly be "those who permit it" when the

kw seems so clear that since marriage partakes of the na-

ture of a contract it cannot be performed on the Sabbath?
The one who permits it is perhaps the greatest authority
in all European Jewish law, Jacob ben Meir, the grandson
of Rashi. In his "Sefer Hayashar" (Berlin, 1898, p. 101, 10)
he said: "I have permitted the marriage of a woman on the

Sabbath to a man who had no children from a previous

marriage.** Rabbenu Tarn said he permitted this marriage
"b'di anad," that is to say, after it occurred he declared it

valid. B
9

di avad is in contrast to Tchatchillo. The latter

means to take the initiative in permitting it, or to permit it
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if consulted before its occurrence. Then Rabbenu Tarn,

having said that he permitted the marriage after the event

(b'di avad), continues: "Even I'chatchillo [even when con-

sulted beforehand], I permitted it if there was some

special need to do so."

There could hardly be a greater authority, certainly for

Ashkenazic Jews, than Rabbenu Tarn. In fact, Moses Is-

serles leaned upon this authority in a case in which he him-
self was involved. He was to officiate at the marriage of an

orphan girl on Friday afternoon. However, disputes as to

the dowry delayed the wedding. The disputes were not
settled until it was completely dark. The Sabbath had well

begun and the people were already returning from the

synagogues to their homes. Moses Isserles did not wish to

shame this orphan girl. Therefore, in spite of the fact that

the Sabbath had long ago begun, he had the canopy set up
and performed the marriage. Clearly, he relied upon Rab-
benu Tarn in this case in which he considered "there was
need for it." (Cf. Isserles* Responsa 125.) Therefore Is-

serles, in the note to the Shulchan Aruch, Orah Hayyim
339 : 4, says: "While this is not the kw (to marry on the

Sabbath) we rely upon this permission for cases of emer-

gency/'
It is interesting to note that there is just as strong objec-

tion to weddings on Sunday, which is nowadays the fa-

vorite wedding day among American Jews. The Shulchan

Aruch, in Even Hoezer 64 : 3, says definitely that it is con-

trary to custom to marry on Sunday. And the "Pis-che

Teshuva," paragraph 4, is quite clear that it is wrong to

marry on Sunday. See Maimonides, Yad, "Hilchos Ishus"

X : 14. See also Wolf Leiter in his responsa, "Bes David,"
end of responsum 80. The objection seems to be based

upon the danger of violating the Sabbath in preparation
for a Sunday wedding.
With regard to the Sabbath marriage kte on Saturday
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when it is almost dark, one could say with Rabbenu Tarn
that if "there is need for it," since all the elaborate prepara-
tions have been made, the sin of officiating would not be so

very great. However, officiating before it is dark would

surely create antagonism, particularly from Orthodox
rabbis. So it is wiser to avoid officiating before it is dark on

Saturday night, simply on the legal principle that it looks

bad, or creates a bad impression (mipne maris ayiri).

Therefore, on the rare occasion in which, due to an error

with daylight saving time, it is not quite dark when the

hour set for the marriage comes, it would be wise to delay
as long as is possible. Then, if it is not absolutely dark

when we officiate, it is not too great a crime. Our con-

science rests with Rabbenu Tarn and Moses Isserles.

Weddings and Other Ceremonies

on Hoshana Rabba

Which nonsynagogue services, such as tombstone

veilings, funerals, weddings, and so forth, may be
conducted on Hoshana RabbaP (From Rabbi Rav A.

Soloff, Newark, New Jersey)

The real status of Hoshana Rabba is somewhat blurred by
the fact that it has become a sort of final penitential day,
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the closing of the books of God's Judgment for the year.

Hence, the cantor puts on a kittel, as if it were Yom Kip-

pur, and certain additional piutim are recited, varying ac-

cording to the specific rituals.

However, in spite of these penitential accretions, the

day is the fifth day of Choi Hamo-ed Succoth. Most com-
munities omit the Sabbath psalms and all omit Nishmas

(see Isserles to 664 : 1). Also, after services, work is per-
mitted. In other words, in spite of its penitential overtones,
the day is Choi Hamo-ed.
Which nonsynagogue rituals may be conducted on Choi

Hamo-ed? Let us begin with the least important, the cere-

mony for the setting of tombstones, which has absolutely no
basis or status in Jewish law. It is an American develop-
ment, although occasionally in Europe a sermon would be

given under certain special circumstances at the setting of

a tombstone. This whole custom in America of tombstone

setting has been bitterly objected to by recent pious im-

migrants; in fact, in Hamaor, their magazine, they declare

it should be absolutely abolished. I never participate in

these ceremonies, but I know that since it has spread in

America, it is difficult for many of our colleagues to avoid

it. I mention all this merely to tell you that it has no place
in Jewish law and, therefore, there is no regulation about

it, and in general there is no reason why it should not be
held on Choi Hamo-ed.
As for funerals, because the law is so anxious for burial to

take place, whenever possible, on the day of death, funer-

als are actually permitted on the first day of holidays if

non-Jews perform the work; and certainly on the second

day of holidays Jews may perform the work involved (see

Orah Hayyim 526 : 1-4, and Reform Jewish Practice, Vol.

I, p. 117). Therefore there is, of course, no objection to

funerals on Hoshana Rabba.
With regard to weddings the situation is somewhat dif-
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ferent, and it is a matter of discretion for the following
reasons: Orthodox custom prohibits marriage on Choi
Hamo-ed generally, because "one should not confuse one

joy with another joy"; that is to say, we should not confuse
the joy of the wedding with the joy of the Yom Tov. How-
ever, we Reformers do officiate at weddings on Choi Hamo-
ed. Nevertheless, I would say that we should avoid wed-

dings, if possible, on Hoshana Rabba, although it is Choi
Hamo-ed. This particular Choi Hamo-ed day has in Jewish
tradition many overtones of the Yom Kippur penitential
mood, and while we do not observe it as such, a wedding
would offend many non-Reform Jews. I call your attention

to the wording in the middle of page 73 of Reform Jewish
Practice, Vol. I: "In Reform congregations, where Choi
Hamo-ed is not marked by any especial observances or

laws, marriages are often performed/' Hoshana Rabba has
this special penitential mood. I would therefore proceed as

follows: If it is a small wedding in the study, I would per-
form it; if a large, festive wedding is planned, I would en-

deavor to persuade the family to pick another date. All this

is merely because of maris ayin, the 'look of things," and
the possible negative reaction.
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38

Wedding on the Ninth of Av

You informed me that a family had arranged for a

wedding on Sunday, the 23rd of July, which is Tisha

B'av, and you ask whether you should officiate or not.

you were strongly inclined not to officiate, but you
want to know whether there is any basis for permit-

ting the marriage on that day. (To Rabbi Dudley
Weinberg, Milwaukee, Wisconsin)

I had already referred to this matter in Reform Jewish Prac-

tice, Vol. I, pp. 73-74,but the statement there is rather brief.

It is based mainly upon the responsum of Marcus Horowitz

(1884-1910), the Orthodox Rabbi of Frankfurt, in his

"Matteh Levy" 32. His responsum is in answer to the

Rabbi of Trier, who had heard that marriages were con-

ducted on public fast days in Frankfurt. Horowitz denies

that marriages were held on fast days in Frankfurt, and in-

sists that there should be an absolute prohibition of mar-

riages on all public fast days, in spite of the fact that there

are some permissive statements in the law. He says that in

these days of religious neglect, we ought to avoid such

permissiveness. Yet the very fact that Marcus Horowitz
knows and cites certain opinions in the law which would

permit marriage on fast days indicates in itself that there

must be considerable basis in the kw for permitting such

marriages. Before deciding, therefore, whether or not we
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should officiate at marriages on fast days, let us review the

law and see what its actual status is.

Moses Isserles to the Shulchan Aruch, Orah Hayyim
551 : 2, says that it is our custom to be strict and not to

have marriages from the fast of the 17th of Tammuz up to

and including the 9th of Av. Of course he means that in-

stead of being strict from the 1st of Av through the 9th we
should be strict beginning two weeks earlier, from the 17th

of Tammuz, Still, he uses the word "custom'* (minhag). His

statement would indicate that the strictness is rather a

custom than a definite law. Caro himself, speaking of the

nine days from the 1st of Av to the 9th of Av, says that we
do not marry or have betrothals; but, he adds, if a be-

trothal takes place without a feast, it is permitted even on
TishaB'av itself.

Going back to the beginnings of the law, we find its

origin in the Mishnah, Taanis IV : 6 and 7, where the four

main fast days are mentioned (Fast of Gedaliah, 10th of

Tebet, 17th of Tammuz, and 9th of Av), The Mishnah ends

with the statement: "When the month of Av comes, we
diminish joy." The next Mishnah speaks of what is pro-

hibited, especially in the week in which the 9th of Av
comes, namely, we do not cut the hair or bathe (i.e., all

that week until after the fast). The Talmud, elaborating on
the prohibitions just mentioned, says (b. Yevamoth 43a):
**We do not betroth and do not marry and do not make be-

trothal feasts/* On which the Tosfos comments that only
the feast itself is forbidden not the betrothal.

Since the emphasis seems to be on the festive meal itself

as a symbol of joy, which is prohibited, the question nat-

urally arises whether a marriage ceremony was really pro-
hibited in itself, or prohibited because of the feast which

accompanies it. Would a marriage ceremony be prohibited

if, let us say, it was a small marriage taking place in the

rabbi's study, and there were no celebrations involved?
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There is no question that the later law would say that a

marriage, even without a feast, is joy in itself and therefore

is prohibited on the fast days (cf. "Magen Abraham'* to

Orah Hayyim 546 : 1). Yet certainly it is strange that Mai-
monides (in Yad, "Hilchos Ishus" X : 14) giving all the laws

of the days on which marriages are prohibited, mentions
that marriages are prohibited on Friday and on Sunday
(lest the Sabbath be violated to prepare the feast) and on
half-holidays; but he does not mention the 9th of Av.
As a matter of fact, Marcus Horowitz, wanting to have

marriages completely prohibited on the fast days, is aware
that the prohibition against marriages on fast days (and
therefore the 9th of Av) is not too firmly founded. He feels

it necessary to explain away the statement of the Magen
Abraham to Orah Hayyim 559, end of section 11, who dis-

cusses the question of whether a groom must finish his fast

if his marriage takes place on a fast day. The Magen Abra-
ham bases his discussion upon responsum 2 of Solomon
Halevi (whose responsa were published in Salonika, 1652).
Solomon Halevi is asked whether a father whose child is

to be circumcised on a fast day should complete his fast

or not, since the day of circumcision is a simcha for him.

He decides, first of all, on the basis of the Tur, which says
that if Tisha B'av was properly on a Saturday, but was

postponed (as is the custom) to Sunday, then this post-

poned Tisha B'av is not so strict, and he would permit the

father of a child to break his fast at the circumcision. But
Solomon Halevi says that even if the fast were on the 9th

of Av (and not postponed because of Saturday to the 10th)
the father should not complete his fast. Then he quotes his

grandfather who says: "He who marries a woman on the

9th of Av should not complete his fast even though he
could have postponed the wedding to another date, which
the father of the child to be circumcised cannot do with

regard to the circumcision, which must occur on the eighth
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day." Solomon Halevi ends this interesting responsum as

follows: He believes that a bride and groom who fast on
their wedding day should complete their fast, unless this

Tisha B'av, when the wedding took place, is postponed

(because of Saturday) to the 10th of Av. A relevant re-

sponsum of the Gaon Hai (who is quoted by Rabbenu
Nissim to the Alfas, at the end of chapter 1 of Taanis) dis-

cusses what is forbidden on fast days, and specifically the

prohibition to build marriage pavilions. The Gaon Hai
makes a distinction between a man who was married be-

fore and has children and a man who was not married or

who was married and has no children. In the latter two

cases, where there are no children, the marriage is not

merely a permitted happiness (simcha) but a mitzvah, and
because it is a mitzvah, it is permitted to build the pavilion
for the wedding, and so forth.

This statement of the Gaon Hai, permitting relaxation as

to building the wedding pavilion on fast days in the case

of a man who has not yet fulfilled the commandment of

"increase and multiply" (i.e., who has no children), is

quoted by Joseph Caro in his "Bes Joseph" to the Tur 551,
and he says this might well apply, not only to the building
of a marriage pavilion, but even to conducting the mar-

riage itself. But, he adds, that the reason we do not have a

marriage on fast days is because it would be unlucky (i.e.,

it is not really forbidden).

Joseph Caro states further that those special fast days
which are called because of drought are more serious fast

days than the 9th of Av and so on. Yet it is clear that mar-

riages are permitted on the other fast days, except the 9th

of Av. See the latest decisor, Yechiel Epstein, in "Aruch

Ha-Schulchan," Orah Hayyim, 550 : 2, in which, speaking
of other fast days, he describes the liturgy for the Mincha
service if there is a marriage on that fast day. See also

Raphael Meldola, in his "Chupos Chassanim" (in Laws of
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Betrothal), who speaks of marriages on the fast day and is

concerned only with the question as to whether or not the

blessings over the wine are proper on a fast day.

In general, from the above, it is clear that while the pres-
ent custom is to forbid marriages on fast days and on the

9th of Av, the custom rests primarily upon the prohibition
of festivities on that day. The present law, even today, per-
mits betrothals without festivities, and it seems clear that

in earlier times marriages, too, were permitted without fes-

tivities. In fact, Marcus Horowitz says so. He warns, to-

ward the end of the responsum ("Matteh Levy" 32), that

we should not draw general conclusions from the fact that

they did have weddings without festivities. Horowitz then

says that nowadays, when most people neglect the fasts, it

is our duty to be doubly strict and not to draw conclusions

from the fact that quiet weddings were formerly con-

ducted on fast days. The question for us is, should we draw
the same conclusion which this Orthodox Rabbi of Frank-

furt has drawn? The general neglect is even greater than
that mentioned by Marcus Horowitz. It is more than a

question of the neglect of fasting. The law prohibited all

business and all washing, "even to dip the finger in water."

The whole somber mood of these fast days has vanished

from our lives. Why, then, should we ignore the evidence of

earlier permissiveness and conclude that it is our duty to

prohibit even a quiet wedding?
The only justifiable ground is our respect for the senti-

ment of more observant people, whether or not their senti-

ment is consistent with the rest of their observances. It is

on the basis of this decent regard that our new Rabbi's

Manual says: "On the grounds of historical consciousness,

marriage should be avoided by Reform Rabbis on the

9th of Av, even though the Reform Synagogue does not

officially recognize the day as a fast" (p. 125;.
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Our respect for general sentiment on the matter should

certainly lead us to avoid large wedding festivities. But if

a small marriage ceremony in the rabbi's study is re-

quested, there is, as has been said, good ground to permit
it. As for the specific wedding about which you have asked

me, this year die fast is a postponed fast and occurs on the

10th of Av, and as Joseph Caro said in the "Bes Joseph'* to

the Tur, Orah Hayyim 559: "When it is postponed, it is not

quite so strict" (Lo chamir kuley hai).

39

A Borrowed Wedding Ring

It happens rather frequently that the groom uses a
borrowed wedding ring during the marriage cere-

mony. Sometimes this happens simply because the

best man has forgotten to bring the ring. Sometimes it

happens out of sentimentthe bride wishes to use a

ring that has previously been used in her family.
Sometimes it happens in tradition-minded families,
where there is some objection to using the ring which
has been bought by the groom because it contains

gems. Therefore a plain ring is borrowed and used for
the ceremony and then returned. Is the use of a bor-

rowed ring in accordance with the spirit of Jewish

legal tradition?
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The Mishnah (Kidushin 1 : 1) says that a woman may be
married with a penny (peruta) or the value of a penny. The
Talmud, discussing the phrase, "the value of a penny,"
cites various objects that the bridegroom may offer to the

bride for this purpose, a date, a bundle of cotton-wool, and
the answer is always, if the object has the value of a penny
the marriage is valid (b. Kiddushin 130). On an earlier page
(b. Kiddushin 6b) the Talmud discusses objects which are

given as a conditional gift, the condition being that the

gift must be returned after a fixed time. If a man receives

such a conditional gift from a friend, may he use it during
the term of the gift (when the object is substantially his)

to marry a woman with? While the Talmud permits the

application of such a conditional present to other religious

rituals, such as an esrog on Succos, it makes an exception
with regard to marriage, and says that such a gift may not

be used to marry a woman because women may not be
married by the exchange of objects, that is, by being given
an object and giving one in return. The Tosafos (ad loc.)

says that this prohibition of the use of a conditional gift

for marriage is only a cautionary restriction on the part of

the rabbis. This statement of the Tosafos that, basically, a
loan or a conditional gift could be validly used (if it were
not for the cautionary prohibition of the rabbis) opens the

way, as we shall see, for justifying a widespread custom in

the Germanic lands of the use of a borrowed ring for wed-

dings.
Asher ben Yehiel (thirteenth century) in his responsa

("KelalT 35) discusses this question and asks his teachers

about the use of a borrowed ring. He gives a fuller discus-

sion of the matter in his compendium on the Talmud, Kid-

dushin, chapter I, section 20. He says that he has noticed

the widespread custom in Germany of using a borrowed

ring. Three centuries later, Moses Isserles, in his "Darke

Moshe" to the Tur, Even Hoezer 28, likewise states that
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the use of a borrowed ring is a widespread custom. Evi-

dently, then, the custom was well established among all

the Ashkenazic Jews, both in Germany and in the eastern

lands. Asher ben Yehiel (loc. cit.) goes into the question of

the justification of this custom. He says that while at first

it would seem that according to the Talmud (Kiddushin

6b) a marriage is not valid by the exchange of things, and
since the ring will have to be returned this is like an ex-

change, nevertheless he justifies the custom by saying that

the marriage is valid provided the groom who borrowed
the ring says to the lender: "I want to use it for the pur-

pose of marriage." Then the lender, if he agrees of course,

will determine in his mind that this should be the kind of

gift or loan in which the object involved is permitted to

be so used. Also, the groom should tell the bride that this is

a borrowed ring, so that she will not be deceived. But
how can the bride accept it when it is not a permanent
gift? The answer is that the pleasure of having it for even
a short time is worth to her the statutory peruta. In other

words, he is not really giving her the ring; it is not his to

give, although the conditions of the loan give him the right
to use it for this purpose. What he is giving her is the

pleasure (hanaa) of using it.

Israel Isserlein, in the fifteenth century, in his "Terumas

Ha-deshen/' 2 : 10, makes reference to the opinion of

Asher Ben Yehiel. The case which came before him is

interesting because it gives a picture of the social life of

the times. A man rented an elegant waistband to wear at a

wedding dance. One of the girls among the guests wanted
to borrow the fine waistband to wear during two or three

dances. He said, If you are willing to be married to me
by this use of the waistband, I will lend it to you/' Isserlein,

using Asher ben YehieFs arguments, says that if what he is

giving her is the joy of the ornamentation, and if to her
that is worth the peruta, the statutory penny, the marriage
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is valid. Asher ben Yehiel's son, Jacob ben Asher, in his

Tur (Even Hoezer 28), declares the use of the borrowed

ring to be valid granting the conditions laid down by his

father in his compendium on the Talmud (namely, that it

be loaned for a definite time, that he tells the lender what
he wants to use it for, and so forth). Moses Isserles, in his

"Darke Moshe" (ad loc.), doubts the full validity of

such a marriage, but he accepts the fact that it has now
become a widespread custom. Therefore, in the Shulchan

Aruch, where Joseph Caro records this as a law, Isserles no

longer repeats his doubts mentioned in the "Darke Moshe."

Evidently this was not a well-known custom among the

Sephardim (although Caro accepts it as law in his Shulchan

Aruch). There is a responsum by Solomon ben Aderet, of

Barcelona (number 1241 in his Responsa), but very few
other references in Sephardic legal literature.

There is a recent responsum on the subject by Aaron
David Burack (Pirchei Aharon, New York, 1933, p. 39 ft).

He agrees, in general, that the use of the borrowed ring is

permissible, but adds a curious doubt at the end. The

groom says the formula, "Behold with this ring . . . ," and
so forth. But actually he is not giving her the ring; he is

giving her only the brief use of it. Hence the use of the

formula is incorrect.

From our Reform point of view, we are more concerned

with the spirit behind the various reasons than the actual

reasons themselves. Here the whole discussion is in a field

which does not have too great a weight in our religious

practice. It is a discussion of the validity of a contract in

the realm of civil law and monetary matters. In our Re-

form practice, in spite of feeling that a marriage is open to

question when the ring has gems in it, since the bride may
be deceived as to its value (see Reform Jewish Practice,

Vol. I, pp. 91-93), we nevertheless have no hesitation in

permitting the use of such a ring in marriage. Here, in the
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case of the borrowed ring, since the whole discussion is in

the realm of conditions of loans and financial value of ob-

jects, we would nevertheless permit the use of a borrowed

ring even if the law frowned on it, provided we felt that

there was a strong sentiment in its favor. What does con-

cern us in the tradition is that it became a widespread cus-

tom, at least from the twelfth century, and the majority of

the rabbis and the two great Codes, the Tur and the Shul-

chan Aruch, declare it valid. We are, therefore, in no way
violative of tradition in this case, of either its letter or its

spirit, when we permit the use of a borrowed wedding ring
at marriage ceremonies.

40

Breaking a Glass at Weddings

Every now and then some tradition-minded families,
when making arrangements for a wedding, ask that a

glass be broken at the close of the ceremony, as is the

well-known custom. Should we yield to this request or

not?

First it is necessary to consider the status of the ceremony
of breaking a gkss. Is it deemed, in Orthodox law, to be an
essential part of the ceremony or not? If it is an essential

part of the historic ceremony, then, of course, we should
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hesitate seriously before deciding to omit it. The prelimi-

nary question can be easily settled. Moses Isserles, the

great sixteenth-century authority, says (Shulchan Aruch,
Even Hoezer 65 : 3): "There are some places where it is

the custom to break a glass after the seven blessings/* Jo-

seph Saul Nathanson, of Lemberg, in his commentary on
the Shulchan Aruch ("Teshuras Shai"), says (referring to

this custom) that Eliezar ben Nathan (the great twelfth-

century Rhineland authority) has doubts about [the ac-

ceptability of] this custom.

It is clear, then, that the breaking of the glass at wed-

dings is in no way to be compared with the recital of the

blessings over the wine or the giving of the ring, which are

essential parts of the ceremony. The breaking of the glass
is merely a custom and, therefore, if we have good reasons

for objecting to it we need not hesitate too much in saying
so or in omitting it altogether.

My honored teacher, the late Professor Jacob Z. Lauter-

bach, of the Hebrew Union College, wrote a magnificent

essay on the subject. It is found in the Hebrew Union Col-

lege Annual, Vol. II. His essay is a complete analysis of the

history and the mood of the custom. However, since the

time when his essay was written there have been certain

significant changes in the mood of the people and certain

new opinions of Orthodox authorities. It may, therefore,

be useful to restudy the question.
The bases usually stated as the source of the custom are

the two incidents mentioned in the Talmud (b. Berachos

30&-31a) where two rabbis (Mar, son of Rabina, and Rab

Ashi) at the respective weddings of their children, noticed

that the guests were hilarious and therefore broke an ex-

pensive glass vessel to shock them back to decorum. The
Tosfos (eleventh century), commenting on the Talmudic

passage, says: 'It is from this that the custom arose to

break a glass at weddings/'
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Tracing the custom through the references in the me-
dieval authorities, Dr. Lauterbach clearly shows that the

custom had its true origin in popular superstition, specifi-

cally in the folk belief in demons who endanger the happi-
ness of mortals, especially of bride and groom. This is evi-

dent from the fact that originally the glass used in the

blessing, with the remainder of the wine in it, was thrown
backward and smashed against the wall, evidently to scare

away the demons. In some places when the glass was thus

broken, the people exclaimed the verse (Psalm 124 : 7):

"The net is broken and we have escaped" (

fc<

Taame Hamin-

hagim," I, pp. Ill, 955, and Luncz, Jerusalem, I, pp. 7-8).

Dr. Lauterbach indicates that whenever the rabbis

were unable to abolish a popular superstition and had to

be reconciled to its continuation, they nevertheless man-

aged to give the superstition a new interpretation so that

in its meaning it would not be a flagrant violation of the

rabbinic laws against demon worship, superstition, and so

on. This, he indicates, was done with the demon scaring

implied in the throwing of the glass at weddings. The new
explanation was offered apparently for the first time in the

book "Kol Bo" (laws of Tisha B'av, 62), fourteenth cen-

tury, namely, that the glass is broken at weddings to re-

mind us of die sadness which we feel at the destruction of

Jerusalem, thus fulfilling the verse in Psalm 137: "I will re-

member Jerusalem at die time of my greatest joy." This

explanation was adopted by most of the subsequent au-

thorities and, in fact, the custom became established

among the Sephardim that when the glass was broken at

the wedding, they all actually repeated the Psalm verse:

*lf I forget thee, O Jerusalem ... at my greatest joy/
7

Although this explanation was a late one, it was cer-

tainly a decent one and could be psychologically justified,

and if this mood of mourning persisted in our time to ex-

press the real feeling of our people it might well be con-
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tinued. Or, at least, we could then discuss the question of

the appropriateness of the ceremony on that basis, and we
would ask ourselves whether we modern people care to in-

clude in the joyous service of the wedding such sad memo-
ries. Some Orthodox people would say that we certainly
should do so; for example, it has become an Orthodox cus-

tom, when a parent of bride or groom has died, to include

in the joyous marriage ceremony the tearful prayer of El
Mole Rachamim, with the same melody and the same text

as is used at funerals. However, the sentiment of our Re-

form congregations is such that we do not care to interject
sad thoughts into our marriage ceremony.
The fact that the ceremony of throwing the glass had its

origin in the superstitious demon scaring of past folklore

would not perhaps be too serious an objection nowadays,
because the rabbis since the days of the "Kol Bo" have suc-

ceeded in wiping out the memory of its superstitious origin
and now we can rightly say that our people have very little

trace of such a superstition in this regard. A rabbi, of

course, might dislike the ceremony because of its super-
stitious origin, but the people can no longer be accused of

being superstitious when they participate in it. It would
then be a matter for the rabbi to decide, whether he
should not help to abolish a ceremony which has so du-

bious an origin. Yet even he would have to admit that the

old origin hardly lives in the present thoughts of the

people.

However, the ceremony did not remain in the somber

(but worthy) mood to which the rabbis since the "Kol Bo"
were leading it in their desire to abolish the superstitious

demon fighting which was its essential meaning. The
whole mood has changed and Dr. Lauterbach in his paper
takes very little note of that fact. Nowadays the breaking
of the glass no longer evokes sad and solemn thoughts of

the destruction of Jerusalem. On the contrary, it evokes
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loud laughter, often applause, which mars the ceremony
just as much as excessive sadness might have done. At

many weddings, when the glass is smashed under the heel

of the groom, people laugh delightedly and shout, "Mazel
four (Good luck).

This change of mood has evoked protest on the part of

certain Orthodox rabbis. These protests did not appear at

the time when Dr. Lauterbach wrote his excellent paper,

evidently because the Orthodox rabbis were slow or re-

luctant to realize what this excitement and laughter at the

breaking of the glass really indicated. Certainly there is an
element of boastful strength on the part of the groom. It is

considered a good omen if he smashes the glass at the first

attempt. The symbolism is obvious and the vulgarity can

hardly be denied.

The late Hillel Posek, rabbi in Tel Aviv, in his collection

"Hillel Omer
'

(Even Hoezer, 59), has an article on the

breaking of the glass, and he begins it as follows: "In my
own experience I have seen that after the breaking of the

glass under the chuppah, people say 'Mazel tov* and

among the coarse crowd there arises laughter and hilarity
and vulgar thoughts, each one according to his way." He
then says that he has tried to explain to people how wrong
it is that after the breaking of the glass, which is a re-

minder of the destruction of the Temple, the people should

shout out the congratulatory words "Mazel tov"
Much more serious and even heartbreaking is the com-

ment of the late and justly honored Sephardic Chief Rabbi
of Israel, Ben Zion Uziel, in his responsa, "Mishp'tey
UzieF (part II, Even Hoezer, p. 431). He writes to the

Chief Rabbi of Venice, who has raised the objection (which
is the same as the one which Hillel Posek had raised) that

it is wrong to greet the breaking of the glass with joyous
shouts of "Mazel tov" when instead they ougjxt to quote
the sad verse, 'If I forget thee, O Jerusalem." And now
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(says the Rabbi of Venice) this beautiful custom (of mourn-

ing for Jerusalem) has been turned into a ritual of boastful

strength, and when the groom treads with vigor on the

glass and breaks it into pieces, all the guests fill their

mouths with laughter and say that it is a good sign. To
which Ben Zion Uziel comments: "I also wish to express

my unhappiness at this custom which in its present form
is an unworthy custom. It would be better to abolish it en-

tirely than to let it change to such an ugly form at which a
decent soul recoils. Whenever I find myself at weddings
and see this custom, I am greatly grieved at myself that I

do not protest. We Sephardim used to say at the breaking
of the glass: If I forget thee, O Jerusalem,' but now this

new form of the custom has spread among us too. Oh,
what harm is done by imitation and ignorance."

This is the opinion of two Orthodox rabbis. When we
consider how reluctant responsible Orthodox rabbis are to

abolish any ancient custom, then it is obvious that the

mood surrounding the breaking of the glass has become
so unutterably vulgar that even they, at least those quoted,
can no longer endure it; and the Sephardic Chief Rabbi
could even wish that he were able to abolish it.

In this regard we are more fortunate than the Orthodox
rabbis. The custom is already largely abolished among us

and it is asked for only on relatively rare occasions. What,
then, shall we do? It is possible, of course, if the rabbi him-

self feels attached to this custom because it is old, for him to

make some spiritual interpretation of it, but even so, the

moral lesson which he carefully tries to transmit is lost in

the shouting and the laughter and the snickering when the

glass is smashed. Many of us, however, have not particu-

larly cared for this custom because of its superstitious

demon-fearing origin. Nor were we attracted to the idea

conveyed in the fourteenth-century reinterpretation, which
would lead us to introduce tears in the midst of a happy
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wedding ritual. Certainly we are not attracted to it today,
when the mood of the people has surrounded it with such

thoughts as must only mar the sacredness of the mar-

riage ceremony. If a ceremony of dubious origin becomes

noble, it might in its new guise be admitted into our wor-

ship. But if even a noble ceremony has become ignoble, it

should be firmly set aside.

41

Abortion

A young woman has contracted German measles in

the third month of her pregnancy. Her doctor says
that her sickness creates the possibility that the child,

if born, may be deformed in body or mind. Some doc-

tors, however, seem to doubt that this will happen. In
other words, there are various opinions as to the prob-

ability of the child being born deformed. May she9

according to Jewish law, or according to Reform re-

lation to Jewish law, have an abortion to terminate

the pregnancy? (From Rabbi Sidney Brooks, Temple
Israel, Omaha, Nebraska)

The Mishnah (Oholos VII : 6) says that if a woman has

great difficulty in giving birth to her child (and it seems as

if she cannot survive) it is permitted to destroy the child to
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save her life. This permission to destroy a child to save the

life of a mother is cited in all the Codes and is finally fixed

as law in the Shulchan Aruch (Chosen Mishpot 425 : 2).

This permission to destroy the child is only given in the

case where it is necessary to save the mother. The law con-

tinues and says that if the child puts out its head or most
of its body, it may no longer be killed to save the mother,
since we do not "push aside one life for another." There-

fore, this legal permission to destroy the child cannot be
relevant in the case mentioned, in which the foetus in no

way endangers the mother and, therefore, on the ground
of the law in Chosen Mishpot there is no basis as yet to

terminate the pregnancy.
However, Rashi to b. Sanhedrin 72&, where the law of

the destruction of the child is cited from the Mishnah

Oholos, feels it necessary to explain why the child must be

spared if it puts forth its head and yet may be killed if it

does not. His explanation (which is cited in later discus-

sions) is of some relevance to our problem. He says that as

long as it does not go forth "into the air of the world," it is

not considered a "nefesh" and, therefore, may be slain to

save the mother. From this we might conclude that an un-

born foetus or infant is not considered a being, and may, if

necessary, be destroyed. Yet even so, in this case, the per-
mission is given only to save the mother.

Still, Rashi by his explanation raises the possibility that

we need not be too strict about saving an unborn child. In

fact, there is some conformity with this point of view in the

law (codified in Chosen Mishpot 423) that if a man hap-

pens to strike a pregnant woman and the child is de-

stroyed, he has to pay money damages for the harm to the

mother and the loss of the child. But why should he not be

guilty of a capital crime, having killed the child? Evi-

dently one would conclude that die child unborn is not a

nefesh in the sense that killing it would be a capital crime.
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Joshua Falk (sixteenth-seventeenth century), in his classic

commentary, "M'iras Enoyim," to the passage in Chosen

Mishpot 425, end of his section 8, develops the opinion of

Rashi and says clearly, "While the foetus is within the

body of the mother it may be destroyed even though it is

alive, for every foetus that does not come out or has not

come out into the light of the world is not described as a

nefesh" He proves this from the case of the man who
strikes a pregnant woman and destroys her unborn child.

The man must pay damages but is not deemed a mur-

derer, which he would be if the foetus were considered a

nefesh. Similarly, in Arakin 7a, if a pregnant woman is con-

demned to death, she was smitten in front of her body so

that the child would die before she was executed. This,

too, would indicate that no capital crime is committed in

slaying unborn children. However, the cases stated above
are mitigated by various arguments given in the literature,

and the actual law is that a foetus may not be destroyed, as

is seen in the following: The Talmud, in Sanhedrin 57fo,

gives the opinion of Rabbi Ishmael that a ben Noach, i.e.,

a nonidolatrous non-Jew, is forbidden to destroy a foetus.

It is a capital crime if he does it. The Tosfos to Chullin 330

says that this indicates that a Jew is not to be put to death

(as a ben Noach is) if he destroys a foetus; nevertheless,
continues the Tosfos, while it is not a capital crime for a

Jew, it is still not permitted for him to do it.

There is a modern, scientific analysis of the law on this

matter by V. Aptowitzer, in The Jewish Quarterly Review,
new series, Vol. 15, p. 83 ff. However, it is rather remark-
able that die whole question of abortion is not discussed

very much (in actual cases) in the traditional law. As a mat-
ter of fact, I found at first only three responsa which dis-

cuss it fully. There are others which I found later. The first

responsum is by a great authority, Yair Chaim Bachrach,
of Worms, seventeenth century. In his responsum ("Chavos
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Yair" 31) he was asked the following question: A married

woman confessed to adultery and, finding herself preg-
nant, asked for an abortion. Bachrach was asked whether
it is permissible by Jewish law to comply. He discusses

most of the material that I have mentioned above, and at

first says that it would seem that a foetus is not really a

nefesh and it might be permitted to destroy it, except that

this would encourage immorality. But he concludes, from
the discussion of the Tosfos to Chullin, that a Jew is not

permitted to destroy a foetus, that it is forbidden for him
to do so, even though he would not be convicted for it.

Yet in the next century the opposite opinion is voiced,
and also by a great authority, namely Jacob Emden ("Ya-
betz" 1, 43). He is asked, concerning a pregnant adulteress,

whether she may have an abortion. He decides affirma-

tively, on the rather curious ground that if we were still

under our Sanhedrin and could inflict capital punishment,
such a woman would be condemned to death and her child

would die with her anyway. Then he adds boldly (though
with some misgivings) that perhaps we may destroy a
foetus even to save a mother excessive physical pain.
Solomon of Skola, in his Responsa, "Beth Sholomo"

(Lemberg, 1878, Choshen Mishpot 132), says that if it is

within the first forty days of the pregnancy, there is no

possible objection to an abortion; but even if it is older,

the danger to the mother's life and health determines

if an abortion may be performed. However, he hesitates

on another ground entirely, namely, that the abortion

itself is a danger. Now, he says, the doctors may say that

the abortion is not dangerous, but the Halacha says it is

dangerous, and we follow the Halacha. Of course, he con-

tinues, if she herself insists upon an abortion, that would
tend to weigh in favor of it But still he does not wish to

decide.

Yechuthiel Teitelbaum, of Sziget, in his responsa, "Avne
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Zedek," Lemberg, 1886, Choshen Mishpot 19, tells of the

following case: A woman is six months pregnant and she is

dangerously ill. The doctors say that the only chance she

has for survival is to undergo an abortion. He quotes the

statement of Joshua Falk that a foetus is not a nefesh and
decides that an abortion is quite permissible. However, he
is careful to add that this decision merely describes what
the law is, i.e., VHalacha, but he does not decide in favor

of this as actual practice (I'maose). He then adds that we
should not believe doctors who are exceedingly pessimis-

tic; God may send the woman healing (i.e., without the

abortion).
A more recent respondent is entirely negative. He is

David Sperber, in his responsa, "Afra-casta de Oni
*

169,

published in Satu Mare, Rumania, 1940. The husband is

epileptic; the wife is pregnant. The doctors advise abor-

tion because the child will very likely be epileptic. Sperber

quotes the discussion in the laws about whether epilepsy
is ground for divorce. He cites them in order to indicate

that none of the older opinions on the matter of divorce

express any concern about the health of the children. He
denies, then, that epilepsy is hereditary; otherwise it would
be an element in the discussion as to whether epilepsy is

ground for divorce. He is, however, confronted with the

statement in the Talmud, b. Yevamoth 64&, which forbids

a man to wed a member of a family of epileptics, clearly

indicating that the Talmud held that epilepsy is largely

hereditary, which is exactly the opinion of modern doctors.

But Sperber insists that the Talmud means that the family
is just unlucky. From which he concludes that the child is

not at all likely to be epileptic. Therefore, he says it is for-

bidden to destroy the foetus unless, of course, it endangers
the mother.

A much more thorough, affirmative, and intelligent

opinion is given by Ben Zion Uziel, the late Sephardic
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Chief Rabbi (in "Mishp'tey Uriel" III, 46 and 47). He
concludes, after a general analysis of the subject, that an

unborn foetus is actually not a nefesh at all and has no in-

dependent life. It is part of its mother, and just as a person

may sacrifice a limb to be cured of a worse sickness, so may
this foetus be destroyed for the mother s benefit. Of course,

he reckons with the statement of the Tosfos to Chullin 33a,

that a Jew is not permitted (k shari) to destroy a foetus,

although such an act is not to be considered murder. Uziel

says that of course one may not destroy it. One may not

destroy anything without a reason. But if there is a worth-

while purpose, it may be done. The specific case before

him concerned a woman who was threatened with perma-
nent deafness if she went through with the pregnancy.
Uziel decided that since the foetus is not an independent

nefesh but is only part of the mother, there is no sin in de-

stroying it for her sake.

In the case which you are considering, I would therefore

say that since there is strong preponderance of medical

opinion that the child will be born imperfect physically,

and even mentally, then for the mothers sake
(i.e.,

her

mental anguish now and in the future) she may sacrifice

this part of herself. This decision thus follows the opinions

of Jacob Emden and Ben Zion Uziel against the earlier

opinion of Yair Chaim Bachrach.

(Originally published in Central Conference of American

Rabbis Yearbook, Vol. LXVIII, 1958.)
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42

Orthodox Aspersions Against Reform Marriages

This problem is involved in the situation which is de-

scribed in the letter which follows:

"You may be aware that in Great Britain there

seems to be now a more or less concentrated attack

on the Reform Movement, especially in connection

with the acceptance by Orthodox authorities of mar-

riages conducted in our synagogues. It has gone so

far as to cast doubts that Orthodox synagogues would

accept such marriages as valid, and it has been inti-

mated that the Jewish status of children from such

marriages may be in question. I speak of marriages

among Jewish persons, excluding proselytes." (From
Dr. W. Van der Zyl, Senior Minister of the West Lon-

don Synagogue, London)

There are certain technical differences between Orthodox
and Reform marriages as to witnesses, ketuba, and so forth.

Some Orthodox authorities in England have spoken of de-

claring marriages performed by Liberal or Reform rabbis

invalid Is such a declaration of invalidity justified by the

Halacha itself? In general, what is the validity in Orthodox
law of marriages in which procedure varies from that

which is normally required by Orthodox law?

Orthodox Jewish marriage requires a minyan present at

the ceremony, a ketuba and kosher witnesses to the
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ketuba, kosher witnesses to the declaration of marriage,
the giving of the ring, the reciting of the seven blessings,
and so forth. While all these observances are required, are

they indispensable? Suppose a marriage takes place with-

out some of them; what is it in Jewish law which makes a

marriage valid?

It must be noted that this question has been an impor-
tant one and a practical one for many centuries: for exam-

ple, in the case of the Marranos in Spain and Portugal who
escaped to Jewish communities and said they had been
married in a church, or in the cases of civil marriage in

modern times. Are such marriages valid?

It is true that there is a considerable disagreement as to

what is the basic requirement for the validity of a Jewish

marriage, but the majority of opinion, which is becoming
increasingly weighty in modern times with the spread of

civil marriage, is that the validity of the marriage is not de-

pendent at all upon most of these ceremonial or ritual

requirements.
The basic marriage requisite is that the man speaks of

his intention to be married and gives the woman an object
of some value "he says and he gives.'* And, indeed, the

basic ground for marriage is that the man takes the woman
into his house and they live together in physical relation-

ship. Now, while this Mishnaic method of marriage (bidh)

was frowned upon in the Middle Ages by Israel Isserlein

("Terumas Ha-deshen" 209), nevertheless when it does oc-

cur the general attitude of the law is that such a marriage
is valid. This is based upon the opinion of Rav (b, Ketuboth

72b to 730), that if a man takes a woman into his house tor

the purpose of marriage, she cannot be freed from that

marriage without a formal divorce (i.e., this simple mar-

riage is valid). The opinion of Rav is based upon the belief

that a man does not generally intend his sexual relation-

ship to be adulterous (Eyn Adam Oseh, and so on). How-
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ever, this presumption that the sexual relationship is in-

tended as a marriage relationship, and not as an adulterous

one, broke down in later years and was no longer held to

be valid; as, for example, in the case of certain Marrano

marriages about which some authorities said that, since

they could have escaped and did not escape, we no longer

apply to them the presumption which we grant to right-
eous people, that their sexual relationship was meant to be
a marriage relationship.

However, suppose the couple thus informally married

stay together as husband and wife, and this is public

knowledge. Then the fact that they are known to live to-

gether as husband and wife proves retroactively their origi-

nal intention, and the presumption (chasakah) is thus re-

established and their marriage, therefore, is valid. This

attitude is increasingly held by Orthodox authorities,

namely, that they follow Rav in the Talmud, that the very

bringing of the woman into his house constitutes proof of

proper intention and therefore of the validity of the mar-

riage. Thus, for example, Isaiah Trani (Riaz), quoted as

part of "Shilte Ha GeborinT to Alfasi to Kiddushin 3, says

definitely: "Although there are no witnesses of the mar-

riage itself, or even witnesses that they secluded them-
selves (yichud), nevertheless it is presumed in their locality

that they are man and wife. This presumption is equiva-
lent to clear and perfect testimony."

This, too, is the basis of the famous responsum of Isaac

Elchanan Spektor, of Kovno, in his responsa, "Ayn Yitz-

chok," vol. I, Even Hoezer 47, especially paragraph 12. He
discusses the case of a Jewish soldier who lived with a

Jewish woman without formality of marriage, and then the

man deserted the woman. Is she married to him or not?

Spektor, on the basis of the above-mentioned laws, says
that if they were known as man and wife for thirty days in

the city where they lived, the marriage is valid and cannot
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be broken without a get. So also the late Orthodox au-

thority Yechiel Epstein, in "Arach Ha Shulchan Kid-

dushin" 26 : 11, says that if a Jew and a Jewess live to-

gether and say that their living together is meant to be a

marriage if it is known to all that they live together the

marriage cannot be broken except by a get. The most re-

cent authority is Joseph Henkin, of New York. In his

"Perashey Ibra," chapters 3 and 4, he proves the general
thesis that if a man takes a woman for the purpose of mar-

riage and they just live together (under that intention) this

is an absolutely valid marriage. Their physical relationship

(known in the Jewish neighborhood) makes the marriage
as valid as if there were all the necessary witnesses. This

source ("Perushey Ibra") gives the fullest discussion of the

laws involved. Rabbi Henkin returns to give a briefer state-

ment of the law in an article in Hapardes, vol. XXXIII,
no. 10, p. 12, in which he simply says that if a man lives

with a woman and the Jews of the neighborhood know it,

it is a full marriage.
Of course, the opposite opinion is also held in the law,

that such free unions or, for that matter, civil marriages
are not Jewishly legal. However, the opinions cited above
that such marriages are legal are sufficiently important that

they must be given considerable weight and certainly can-

not be brushed aside. Furthermore, the tendency of the

law among recent Orthodox scholars is to consider such

marriages as Jewishly legal (see Abraham Haim Freimann,
"Seder Kiddushin," U'Nissuin, p. 362).

Now let us assume that Reform or Liberal marriages
lack many of the observances which Orthodox law con-

siders necessary to marriage, kosher witnesses (i.e., those

who do not violate the Sabbath and other ritual observ-

ances), a properly written ketubah, and so forth; neverthe-

less none of these defects can possibly invalidate the mar-

riage, for the couple live together as man and wife in the
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knowledge of the community. Add to this the fact that in

Reform marriages the intention clearly is to be married

according to the laws of Moses and Israel as the contract-

ing parties understand it; then even the objection which
some scholars made against the Marrano marriages falls to

the ground. Here, in Reform marriages, there is the clear

intention of marriage, of Jewish marriage. There is also the

living together in the knowledge of the community. In that

case, the wedding ceremony may be objected to by the Or-

thodox, but the marriage itself is absolutely valid accord-

ing to Orthodox law.

This being the case, any Orthodox official who casts

doubt on the validity of such marriage is not only callous

to human considerations, but ignores the main develop-
ment and tendency of Orthodox law.

There is a much more serious aspect to the whole ques-
tion than the technical implications of the Halacha itself.

It involves the unity and die integrity of the Jewish peo-

ple, and also raises die problem of what should be the mu-
tual relationship of Jewish groups who differ from each

other in religious matters.

First of aH, it must be realized that Jewish legal tradi-

tion on marriage is so complicated and is such a melange
of laws and customs that it is only too easy to cast asper-
sions on the validity or at least the propriety of almost any
marriage. For instance, the marriages conducted in Ortho-

dox synagogues in the United States and in England have
been subject to bitter attack by those who are more ex-

treme in their Orthodoxy or who give special weight to

specific customs. As an example, although Maharil, of die

fourteenth century in Main?;, conducted marriages in the

synagogue, the overwhelming opinion of Orthodox author-

ities of the last century has been that it is absolutely for-

bidden to have marriages within the synagogue; diey
must be conducted elsewhere, preferably out of doors,
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or at least under an open skylight in order to fulfill Isserles'

suggestion that marriages should be under the stars as a

sign of blessing. Most of the marriages taking place in Or-
thodox synagogues in England and in America are thus

open to serious objection.
Then further, modern Orthodox weddings generally

take place in the presence of men and women sitting to-

gether. This has been strongly denounced by many Ortho-

dox authorities. Some rabbis turn over the task of reciting
the seven blessings to some bystander in order not to recite

them in a mixed company. What about the witnesses at

these Orthodox marriages? Is the rabbi sure that they are

valid witnesses, truly kosher witnesses, and not violators

of the Sabbath, and so on? (Cf. Chosen Mishpot 34 : 2, 3,

17 ff.) If the mood of belligerence is permitted to hold

sway, as it does in some quarters, then perhaps fifty percent
of the Orthodox marriages in England and in America can
be deemed improper.

In this regard Orthodoxy is indeed more vulnerable than

we are, for to Orthodoxy no commandment is minor and
all established customs have their importance. Ben Zion

Uziel and also Hillel Posek, of Tel Aviv, both bitterly ob-

jected to the mood surrounding the breaking of the glass

at weddings fMishp'tey Uriel" II, Even Hoezer, p. 431;

"Omer" Hillel, Even Hoezer 59). But both indicated that

they dared not abolish this aged custom. How, then, can

Orthodox rabbis permit the modern custom of holding mar-

riages in the synagogue or in the midst of a mixed company
of men and women, and with witnesses of dubious eligi-

bility?

Our own attitude to these variations of observances in

both Orthodox and Reform Judaism is based on our general
attitude to Jewish tradition. We respect the spirit of both

Bible and Halacha, but we seek to find this spirit accord-

ing to our conscience and judgment, rather than to be
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bound by specific enactment. We ask ourselves, therefore:

What is the spirit of Jewish law in relation to variant types
of marriage and the families derived from such variant

marriages?
To discover the basic mood of Jewish law, it is not suffi-

cient to study one enactment or another; we must cover

whole sections of the law to see if there is one prevalent

mood, or a tendency toward a certain consistency. Let us

consider, for example, an extreme case, the case of the

Karaites. These people, unlike ourselves, are a separate

sect, a separate community with no communal cooperation
or fellowship with the rest of Israel. They reject outright
the entire rabbinic tradition. They have been hostile and
have been met with hostility since the days of the Gaon
Saadia almost down to our day. One would therefore think

that this hostile sect, the occasion of so much controversy,
would be rejected outright as a potential part of the Jewish

people, that their marriages would be declared invalid and
that any intermarriage with them would be prohibited un-

less after conversion. Certainly this would seem to be the

case if one merely judges by the statement of Moses Is-

serles, Even Hoezer IV, section 37, in which he says it is

forbidden to enter into marriage with Karaites because all

of them are under suspicion of bastardy and we do not
even accept them if they wish to return. Actually this state-

ment of Isserles is based upon one opinion, cited by Joseph
Caro in his "Bes Joseph" from a responsum of Rabbi Sam-
son. But this opinion of Rabbi Samson is only one opinion.
There are contrary opinions of such various shades that the

law of the marital status of Karaites is a vast confusion.

The fullest discussion of the question is found in the re-

sponsa of Jacob Castro, of Egypt (died 1610), who was

greatly honored by Joseph Caro. In his responsa, "Ohaley
Ya'acov" 33, he quotes the various opinions of the great
authorities on both sides of the question. An analysis of
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this large and complete responsum-essay will reveal some-

thing of the spirit of the Halacha in this regard. It becomes

clearly evident that the rabbis on both sides of the ques-
tion are eager to find some way in which the Karaites

might not be rejected. Those rabbis who say that Karaite

marriage is not valid conclude from that statement that

therefore their wives are not actually wives, that therefore

there is no bastardy among them (since in Jewish law a

bastard is the offspring of a married woman and a man not
her husband), and that therefore we may marry with them.

But those rabbis who say that we may not marry with
them base it on the interesting ground that there is the

suspicion of bastardy since their mothers are married

women, inasmuch as Karaite marriages are valid mar-

riages, if not by rabbinic law and custom, at least by Bib-

lical law. In other words, both sides in dealing with this

ancient enemy want in some way to continue the bond
with them, either by permitting us to marry them or by
declaring their marriages Biblically valid.

This reluctance to exclude Jews from the family fellow-

ship of Israel is a basic one in the Halacha. It can be seen

still more clearly from the relationship of the law to an

apostate, a mumar. A mumar (which would include a pub-
lic violator of the Sabbath) is ineligible as a witness, can-

not be counted to a minyan, and so forth. He loses all his

Jewish rights except one basic one, namely, his marital

status. "His marriage is marriage and his divorce is di-

vorce." This inalienable marital and family status of the

apostate (whatever else he has lost) has its clearest expres-

sion in the responsum of Saadia, cited in "Ozer Ha Gaonim"

(Yevamoth, pp. 196-97), in which he says that a man's status

with regard to his trustworthiness as witness, and so on,

depends upon his observance of the commandments, but

his marriage rights and status depend upon his birth,

Saadia ends his statement by saying firmly, 'This is the
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law and one may not change it." In other words, whether
a man is obedient or disobedient to the commandments
can never invalidate his marriage and family rights.

This reluctance of Jewish legal tradition to invalidate

marriages when such will break up the unity of our people
has its august precedent in the relations of the school of

Hillel and the school of Shammai to each other, They dis-

agreed as to the permissibility of a certain form of levirate

marriage. Then the Mishnah says, after stating the dis-

agreement (m. Yevamoth 1:4): "Although these forbade

and those permitted, these declared unfit and those de-

clared eligible, nevertheless, the school of Shammai never
hesitated to marry women from the school of Hillel, nor

did the school of Hillel hesitate to marry women from the

school of Shammai." Bertenoro, to make the situation un-

mistakable, says, "Even though, according to the interpre-
tation of one school, the children of the marriages which

they prohibited would be deemed mamzerim, the two

groups nevertheless intermarried."

To sum up: If we keep from getting lost in the maze of

separate enactments and customs and look for the basic

spirit of our Halachic tradition, we find from the days of

the schools of Hillel and Shammai, through the Talmudic
and Gaonic laws pertaining to apostates, and in all the

complicated laws in regard to the hostile sect of Karaites,
that the ruling spirit of the tradition was to maintain as

much as possible the unity of our people.

Clearly, then, anybody or any group which seeks to de-

clare another group of Jews unfit to marry with accord-

ing to Jewish law is violating the basic tendency of the

law. Even though certain specific requirements can serve

to bolster their opinion, they themselves are not free from
similar accusations upon the ground of their own violation

of certain other enactments.

But the practical question is, How shall we react to those
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embittered people who, in the heat of controversy, would
break the family unity of our people? There is no answer
to this. Those who want to exclude will find reasons for

it We may face them, however, in the confidence that

they will not succeed. We are part of the Jewish people.
We share its destiny. We join in every great Jewish cause.

No legalists will succeed in persuading the majority of

Jews Orthodox, Conservative, or Reformthat we must
cease marrying one with another. We may leave the deci-

sion as to "Who is a Jew?" to the sound instinct of our peo-

ple, which has expressed itself magnificently in the spirit of

the Halacha: "Let the people of Israel alone [they will find

their way]. If they are not prophets, they are certainly the

children of prophets" (b. Pesachim 66a).

43

Listing the Names of Contributors

There is frequent discussion in charity drives whether

the name of the donor of a gift should be mentioned

and recorded in some permanent form. (From Mr.

Alfred Badhrach, New York City)

This question of recording the name of the donor of a gift

for charity has been widely debated in recent years. Those

who favor the practice say that a man is entitled to the
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pride that comes to him when it becomes known that he
has been generous in a good cause. Also, mentioning the

name of one donor encourages other donors to equal or to

surpass his gift. Those who oppose the practice say that if

a man gives only a small amount to a certain cause this is

primarily his own affair and he should not be embarrassed

by having the small amount permanently recorded. Be-

cause these opposite arguments each have weight, the

practice as to permanently recording names varies from

commixoity to community.
Is there a preference in this matter to be found in Jewish

legal tradition? It is obvious at the outset that a direct

opinion can hardly be found in the tradition, because the

present method of conducting drives is only a modern de-

velopment In earlier times they did not use our present
method of audible auction to raise money for charity,

though in one way there was something like it. For centu-

ries the traditional synagogue was maintained by espe-

cially generous gifts, given on the various holidays. These

gifts were for the purpose of securing the privilege of be-

ing called to the Torah, or participating in one way or

another with the Torah ritual. The amount of the gift was

actually determined by competitive bidding in the service

itself, and the names of the donors, the successful ones and
those who were outbidden, were all, of course, announced
aloud in the synagogue. As far as I know, the names of

these donors were not permanently recorded, but certainly

they were publicly announced.

As for more permanent acknowledgment of gifts, we do
have traditional opinions which are not only mentioned by
various authors, but are recorded as actual law in the

Codes. As we said, the raising of money in our present
form for charity did not could not record itself in the

literature, but what did record itself is close enough to our

present charitable drives to be quite relevant to the ques-
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tion. Owing to the endless persecutions and expulsions,
the central communal need was the rebuilding and refur-

nishing of the synagogues. With regard to that constant

communal task there is the following discussion:

If a man gives a Menorah, a Torah cover, or other gift
to the synagogue, should he have his name recorded on it

or not? The classic discussion of this question goes back to

the thirteenth century, to Rabbi Solomon ben Aderet in

Barcelona, Spain, the greatest Spanish authority of the

time. He says that there are both Biblical and Talmudic

precedents for recording the names of the donors. The
Torah itself mentions the names of the benefactors in con-

nection with their good deeds. Thus, Reuben is mentioned
for his deliverance of his brother Joseph; and Boaz, in

Bethlehem, is likewise mentioned. As for the Talmud, says
Solomon ben Aderet, there is in Baba Bathra 133fe a clear

record on the gifts to the Temple of Yose ben Yoezer and
his son for their separate gifts. So, concludes the Spanish

authority (this is in his Responsa, 582), it is proper to record

the names of those who give gifts to the sanctuary, that

they may have due memorial for their good deed, and also

to open the door wide for other givers.

This opinion of Solomon ben Aderet is repeated by
many later authorities, as for example, Mendel of Nichols-

burg, in the eighteenth century ("Zemach Zedek" 52), and
others. Finally, this is recorded in a rather remarkable way
in the Shulchan Aruch, the official law code, Yore Dealt

249 : 13, especially in the note of Moses Isserles (Kracow,
sixteenth century). He says: "While it is a sin to boast of

one's good deeds, nevertheless, it is proper to record the

name of a donor on his gift, first, in order that this public
record may prevent the gift's being misapplied to another

purpose unintended by the giver, and, second, that it

should be a memorial for him."

From all of the above we can come to a clear conclusion
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as to the spirit of Jewish tradition on the matter of record-

ing the names of donors. If the purpose of announcing and

recording the gift is merely boastful vanity, then to record

the name is actually a sin (as Isserles said); but if it is for

the purpose of safeguarding the gift, that it should not be
misused for purposes unintended by the donor, or cer-

tainly, if for the more important purpose of encouraging
other givers, then we should record die names, following
the opinion of the great Spanish authority, Solomon ben

Aderet, and thus, as he said, "open the door to other doers

of good deeds."

O A A O
44

Collecting Synagogue Pledges

Through the Civil Courts

One of our congregations has used legal processes in

collecting delinquent building pledges. Summonses
have been issued to defaulting members, placing liens

upon their property. Are there any precedents for this

action? (From Rabbi Solomon K. Kaplan, Union of

American Hebrew Congregations, Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania)

The very fact that the question is asked reveals a feeling
that it is wrong to bring Jewish religious disputes to the
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secular courts. Of course, it does happen in modern times

that such matters have occasionally been brought to the

courts in the United States, as, for example, disputes in

Orthodox synagogues on the question of mixed seating, or

questions of disinterment from Orthodox cemeteries. Nev-

ertheless, whenever such lawsuits do come up, there is a

general feeling in the Jewish community that the disputes
should never have been brought to the courts that to have
done so was a chillul harshem.

This strong feeling against such actions is the product
of a long tradition in Jewish law. The Talmud (b. Gittin

88b) denounces the resort to Gentile courts. The Takkanot
of the various medieval Jewish communities forbade Jews
to resort to Gentile courts. This tradition is recorded in

vigorous language in the Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mish-

pot 26 : 1: "Whoever brings his case before the Gentile

courts is a wicked man, whose action amounts to blas-

phemy and violence against the Law of Moses, our

teacher."

Of course that does not mean that Jews in the past never

had recourse to the civil courts. There were circumstances

when there was no other way to obtain their rights. If, for

example, a debtor was influential and stubborn and re-

fused to be sued in the Jewish courts, he could be sued in

the civil courts (usually with the creditor getting express

permission from the Jewish authorities). (Choshen Mishpot
26 : 2, 4, Isserles.) This procedure, as a last resort, is valid

because Gentile courts may (according to Jewish law) deal

with matters of business debts. This limited validity is ac-

knowledged by Jewish law because the "children, of

Noah" are understood to have been commanded to main-

tain courts dealing with civil law (diney mommonos). (Cf.

b. Gittin 9a-fc.)

If the building pledges discussed in our question are to

be considered merely as notes of debt, then, if there is no
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other way to collect them, it would be permissible to bring
them to the civil courts for collection. But surely they are

not precisely of the same nature as a business debt. They
are rather what the law calls Sh'tar Matana, a Document of

Gift (Choshen Mishpot 68 : 1). Jewish Documents of Gift

cannot legally (in the eyes of Jewish law) be dealt with by
the non-Jewish courts (Choshen Mishpot 68 : 1).

In Jewish law itself, such pledges as certificates of gift

are valid, legal documents. If, for example, Jewish law still

had the executive authority which it did possess in past

centuries, these pledges could be collected by force. The

building pledges are equivalent to charity gifts, in general,
and are deemed collectible even if the maker of the pledge

changes his mind. The law is that the members of the Jew-
ish community may compel each other to give charity

(fco/m, Yore Deah 256 : 5).

To give zedakah is considered an inescapable religious

obligation (chova) which even the poor must fulfill (Yore
Deah 248 : 1). In fact, a promise made to give zedakah has
the sacred status of a religious vow (neder, Yore Deah
257 : 3) and, therefore, must be fulfilled without delay.

This serious concern with the legal validity of Jewish

charity pledges is exclusively a matter of Jewish law. Non-

Jewish law can have no relevance to it, unless we say that

the pledges are also to be considered analogous to the

taxes and imposts which the medieval community imposed
upon its members (missim varnunios). These, too, were
collectible by compulsion. In fact, with regard to taxes and

imposts, there are indications that occasionally, in some lo-

calities, the power of the civil government was called in to

enforce payment* This resort to the "secular aim" seems to

have been confined to Italy. Joseph Colon (Italy, fifteenth

century) says (Responsa, 17) that he sees nothing wrong in

asking aid from the government in collecting the taxes im-

posed by the Jewish community upon its members. In
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fact, he adds, this has been the custom of many (Italian)
communities.

Yet, after all, these taxes were to be paid over to the gov-
ernment, and the Jewish community would be endangered
if they were not forthcoming. It was understandable, then,
that the Italian communities might, in desperation, call for

secular aid in collecting them. But even in the case of

taxes, there seems to be no evidence that the resort to gov-
ernment help was made by Jewish communities in other

countries. Certainly this practice is not recorded in the gen-
eral Codes.

The taxes and imposts were by their nature secular and
civil. But a gift to the community for the building of a

synagogue was a religious gift which was to remain within

the Jewish community. Gentile authorities could not and
would not be used to enforce an intracommunity religious

duty. There is only one exception to this, namely, the situ-

ation mentioned in the Mishnah (m. Gittin 9 : 8) in the

case of a man ordered by the Jewish court to give his wife

a divorce. If he refused this, Gentiles might be asked to

compel him to obey the mandate of the Jewish court. But
even in that case the divorce is not a fully valid divorce

(cf. Tur and Perisha, ad loc.).

Within the Jewish community, and in Jewish law, a

pledge to the building of the synagogue is valid and en-

forcible. The same phrase used in the case of charity gifts

is used for synagogue building gifts, namely: "The mem-
bers of the community may compel each other . . ."

(kafin zeh es zeh, Orah Hayyim 150 : 1). To enforce pay-

ment, the older communities used the power of excommu-
nication (cherem).
When the Russian government forbade the Jewish com-

munities to employ the cherem, then the phrase "to com-

pel/* used here in the Shulchan Arudb, seemed to reveal a

violation of government decree. Therefore, in the Shulchan
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Aruch printed in Vilna, at the word "compel" there is an
asterisk pointing to a footnote which reads, "by means of

the government." This, of course, did not mean that the

Jewish communities ever called on the Russian govern-
ment to enforce this religious obligation. The footnote was
added either by the censor, or else was added to disarm

the censor, and to say that the community would not use

the forbidden instrument of the cherem.

It is clear, then, that, except for the time when Italian

communities called for government aid in collecting taxes,

the Jewish communities did not call upon secular courts to

help them collect charitable or religious pledges. Jewish
law considered that secular law could not validly deal with

charitable pledges. And, in general, resort to Gentile courts

was held to be a sin.

The action of the congregation referred to, therefore, is

contrary both to the letter and the spirit of Jewish legal
tradition.

o
45

The Unfinished Synagogue Building

A synagogue was in the process of construction. It

was walled and roofed. While it was not yet in regular
use and not yet dedicated., vandals defaced the build-

ing with the painting of swastikas and obscene words.
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The laws of the state in which the synagogue stands

are strict in their injunction against the defacing
and vandalizing of houses of worship. The defense

lawyers for the men charged with the vandalism ar-

gue that the strict laws of the state against vandalism
do not apply in this case because the synagogue was
not yet formally dedicated and, therefore, was not a
sacred house of worship. The question before us is:

When, according to Jewish tradition, does a syna-

gogue become sacred? (From Rabbi Elliot D. Wald-

man, Utica, New York)

The Bible, in the Book o Kings (I Kings 8) gives a detailed

description of the dedication by King Solomon of the

Temple in Jerusalem. It is not clear from Scripture, or

from later comments upon Scripture, whether the sanctu-

ary in Jerusalem would have been sacred without this

ceremony of dedication. The presumption is that for the

Temple in Jerusalem, Solomon felt that this dedication

ceremony was needed. Perhaps this was because it had

supplanted a number of other sanctuaries (Beth El, Nob,
and so forth). These older sanctuaries were never (as far as

we know from Scripture) dedicated in any formal way,
and yet they had sanctity for generations. This much is

sure, that the various synagogues for spiritual worship
which rose after the destruction of Solomon's Temple,
never required a ceremony of formal dedication. There is

no record in the Talmud or any of the legal Codes that it is

necessary to dedicate a synagogue. In recent years, some
such ceremony developed, but it has no status in the law,

nor does it represent any legal requirements. Clearly, then,

the sanctity of the synagogue does not depend upon any
formal ceremony of consecration.

When, then, does a synagogue become sacred?

One may say that the sacredness begins (to a partial de-
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gree) from the very moment the money is collected for

the purpose of building a synagogue. As a matter of fact,

there is a sacredness in the funds, even before they are ac-

tually collected. The special sacredness of the money be-

gins even when it has been pledged or promised, for there

is a clear-cut distinction in Jewish law as to when an object

(in this case, when a sum of money) becomes sacred, or the

property of the sanctuary. If, in an ordinary, secular, trans-

fer of property, all agreements have been made, let us say,

the transaction is not considered complete until the buyer
takes actual possession of the object or the property in-

volved (mesird). With regard to sacred property, the mere
declaration that the property has been dedicated to the

temple, makes it the property of the temple. Thus, for ex-

ample, if a man declared an animal to be the property of

the sanctuary (e.g., in Temple times, to be used as a sac-

rifice) then, unlike secular transactions, the Temple agent
or treasurer did not need to take actual possession of the

animal for it to belong to the sanctuary. The mere declara-

tion of the donor made it sacred Temple property. The full

dictum of the law is: "Amtra ligvohah k'mesira Vhedyat"

(m. Kiddushin 1:7). This is constantly applied in the law
to synagogue gifts. The mere declaration of such a gift

makes it synagogue property.
Of course, the fact that the money already is sacred

even when pledged, and certainly when collected, does

not mean that it can be used only for the building of the

synagogue and for no other purpose. There are other pur-

poses for which the money may, in emergency, be used.

However, as the process of arranging for the building pro-
ceeds and the actual steps toward building are taken, then

it becomes less and less permissible, step by step, for the

money to be used for other than the synagogue. In other

words, there is a definite gradation in specific sanctity of

the money as the process of building proceeds. The ques-
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tion that concerns us here is: At what point in the total

process from pledging the money to completing a sanc-

tuary are the material and the building specifically sacred

as a synagogue?
This whole question of the gradation of sanctity, up to

the point when it becomes absolutely sacred as a syna-

gogue, is discussed in the law, beginning with the Talmud
itself. The Talmud, in Baba Bathra 3fc, discusses the ques-
tion of how long may the money collected for a synagogue
be used for other sacred purposes. Then it gives a succes-

sion of stages: when the money is collected, when the ma-
terial is bought, when the material has been piled up on the

building lot, and so on. These laws are clarified by Mai-
monides in the Yad fMatnas AniyinT VIII : 10-11),
then finally codified in the Shulchan Aruch (Orah Hayyim
153 : 13). The law as it stands is as follows: After the

money is collected, the money may still be used to provide
for students of the Torah and for other enumerated special
virtues. If the material is bought and placed on the lot,

there is only one other sacred virtue to which it may still

be converted, namely, the ransoming of Jewish captives

(Pidyon Shevuim). (Maimonides makes it clear that of all

the ethical virtues, the redemption of captives is the high-

est, loc. cit. VIII : 10.)

But after the building process has started, then the

money and material are already as holy as the sanctuary.
The Shulchan Aruch and the present text of Maimonides
read: "If they build and complete the building," it is ex-

clusively sacred as a synagogue. Yet it is clear that it is

sacred before the building is walled and roofed, for the

"Magen Avraham" (Abraham Combiner) to the Shulchan

Aruch says that the reading in Maimonides is: "If they

build, they must finish/' And the kter commentators

indicate that this is the correct meaning; see David

Eibeschuetz, "Levushay S'rod," ad loc., who says this
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means that even if they have built only part of it, they can-
not use what is left of the money for any other purpose,
but must complete the building.

Although not directly relevant to our discussion (but

throwing some light on the sanctity of the synagogue), a
ruined synagogue in which services are no longer held is

still deemed sacred. This is stated in the Mishnah, Megillah
III : 3, and in the Talmud, b. Megillah 28a, and is codified

as the law in the Shulchan Aruch, Orah Hayyim 152 : 10,

This at least indicates that whether or not services are ac-

tually held in a synagogue, such fact is not a necessary evi-

dence of its sanctity.
The law, then, is clear: A synagogue does not require

any formal consecration in a special service after the build-

ing is completed. Such dedications may be held, but they
are not required by law to be the formal point for the be-

ginning of the sanctity of the building. The sanctity begins
with the pledging of the money, and is complete when the
structure is finished. This is especially and certainly true in

the case of the temple in Utica, where there was a service

at the laying of the cornerstone which was a complete dec-
laration of purpose, in accordance with which the building
was walled and roofed. It is a sacred synagogue structure

and clearly so designated in Jewish law.
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46

Rabbi's Contribution to a Building Fund

The congregation is collecting funds for a new build-

ing. The rabbi wishes to contribute to that fund. Some
members feel that it is not proper that he should do
so. What is the Jewish traditional attitude to a rabbi

contributing to the needs of the congregation? (From
Rabbi Sanford E. Rosen, San Mateo, California)

The question of a rabbfs participation in bearing the ex-

penses of a congregation or a community has received a

great deal of discussion in Jewish legal literature. In fact,

the subject goes back to the Talmud and even to the Bible.

In Ezra (7 : 24) it is stated (after enumerating taxes and

imposts) that no tax or impost of any kind should be re-

quired of priests, Levites, and other Temple servants. The
Talmud (b. Baba Bathra 8a top), when a tax was placed

upon the rabbis, rebukes the one who imposed the tax by
saying: "You have violated the Torah, the prophets, and
the holy writings/* There are also some Agadic statements

to the effect that certain people (Abraham and King Asa)
were punished because they imposed a tax upon the schol-

ars (see b, Nedarim 32# and Sotah 100).

In the Middle Ages this feeling that it is wrong to im-

pose taxes upon the rabbis grew firmer and more definite.

Taxation imposed upon the Jewish communities by the

government had to be prorated in various ways among its
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members, sometimes according to a man's possessions, and
sometimes equally upon all (as a poll tax). It was followed,
as a definite policy, that the man who devotes his time to

the study of the Torah, to teaching it, and to answering
the religious questions of the community, should be free

from all such taxes. All this is codified in the Shulchan
Aruch (Yore Deah 243 : 2), where the law is given that the
rabbi "whose livelihood is the Torah," Toroso umnoso,
shall be freed from all taxes placed upon the community.
The law goes on to explain that if, of course, the rabbi is a
well-to-do man and has a business of his own, that business

should participate in the tax burden. But if he has only a
small subsistence business, for the purpose of being some-
what independent of the gifts of the members of the com-

munity, then such a small business should not be taxed. In
other words, if the Torah is his main concern and occupa-
tion, he should be free from all taxes and imposts.

This unbroken tradition is applicable to the question
which is asked here. First of all, the rabbi should be free

from all regular dues and assessments. Whether he should
contribute to the building fund or not depends upon how
the fund is being gathered. If it is being gathered pro rata

or as a fixed-sum assessment upon the members, this is an
impost which should not be placed upon him. But if it is a
freewill offering which a man can make or not make, as he
wishes, then if the rabbi wishes or is able to contribute,
there can be no objection on the part of Jewish law or

Jewish tradition to his doing so.
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47

Kaddish and the

Three Steps Backward

What is the origin and the purpose of the custom of

concluding the Kaddish by taking three steps back-
ward? (From Rabbi Nathan Kaber, Altoona, Penn-

sylvania)

It is clear that taking three steps backward at the close of

the Kaddish while reciting the verse from Job 25 : 2, "He
who maketh peace in the high places" (Osay Shalom), is a

required practice. The Shulchan Aruch in Orah Hayyim
56 : 5 says that the reader of the Kaddish before the

Borchu must do so. This practice applies to every form of

the Kaddish recited by the reader and the form of the

Kaddish recited by the orphan. However, the Shulchan

Aruch gives no explanation as to why the reader or the

orphan must take these three steps backward.

A hint as to the reason is found in the responsa of Israel

Isserlein (fourteenth century), "Terumas Ha-deshen" 15.

Isserlein discusses the question of the reader taking three

steps backward, and during the discussion makes some
mention of the similar custom with regard to the close of

the Shemoneh Esray,where the worshiper, at the conclusion

of the Shemoneh Esray, when he comes to the above verse

from Job (Osay Shalom) takes three steps backward. Also,

Elijah of Vilna, in his notes to the Shulchan Aruch, com-
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pares the reader's three steps backward at the close of the

Kaddish to the three steps backward taken after the

Shemoneh Esray.
Now it is clear that the three steps backward is easily

understood as a practice for the formal close of the She-

moneh Esray. The Shemoneh Esray is a standing prayer,

during which the worshiper must remain "rooted" in one

spot. During the prayer he may (and must) bow at certain

times, but must not move from his place. When the She-

moneh Esray is over, he must definitely mark its close by
uprooting himself (oker es raglov). Rabbi Alexander in the

Talmud (b. Yoma 53&) says that when he "uproots him-

self," i.e., moves backward, he makes the greeting of peace,
the analogy to a man taking leave from a king, and so

forth; that is to say, he steps backward from the Royal Pres-

ence and utters the blessing of peace.

Obviously, then, for some reason the stepping backward
and the greeting of peace which the Talmud appropriately

required for the close of the Shemoneh Esray were trans-

ferred by analogy to the conclusion of the Kaddish. Why
should this have been done? Baer in his Prayer Book, p.

130, indicates the reason. The true end of the Tefillah for

the reader comes after the additional prayers which fol-

low the Shemoneh Esray, Even the Torah reading is

deemed to be appended to the Shemoneh Esray. After

these appendages are finished, the reader recites the full

Kaddish, which is the close of his Shemoneh Esray. In

order to make his Shemoneh Esray end with the stepping
backward (from the Divine Presence) the custom arose to

end that reader's Kaddish with three steps backward. That
this seems to be correct is seen from the fact that the verse
from Job, Osay Shalom, is merely a Hebrew parallel to the

previous sentence with which die Kaddish already ends,

namely, The Sh'lomo Rabba. Why was the Osay Shalom
added to the Kaddish when it merely repeats the thought
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with which the Kaddish already ends? Obviously, the addi-

tion of Osay Shalom was to make a complete parallel be-

tween the closing of the reader's Shemoneh Esray, and the

closing of the worshiper's Shemoneh Esray, which already
ends that way.

In brief, the answer to the inquiry is that originally the

Talmud required the three steps backward and the sen-

tence of peace as an end to the Shemoneh Esray. Then, to

give the reader the same sort of impressive ending to his

Shemoneh Esray, the sentence Osay Shalom was added to

his Kaddish so that he, too, could take three steps back-

ward. From this Kaddish it spread to all other recitations

of the Kaddish.

48

Menopause

What are the Biblical and Rabbinical references
on menopause? (From Rabbi S.E.W. on behalf of

Dr. M. G.)

There is, of course, the Biblical reference to Sarah (Genesis
18 : 11): "There had ceased to be with Sarah the way of

women/* Unfortunately, none of the Midrashic references

to this verse make any comments which deal with this

physiological condition. Incidentally, none of the modern
Talmudic medical books seems to deal with this condition

(Preuss, Greenwald, et cetera).
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There is, however, some mention of this in the legal lit-

erature. The first reference is in the Mishnah (Niddah 1 : 5)

where the question is asked: What is an old woman? The
answer given is: Every woman with whom three regular

periods have passed "near her older years." This last

phrase refers to the fact that the Mishnah deals also with
a young girl who may miss three periods because she has

not yet become regular.

The Talmud (Niddah 9a), discussing this Mishnah, gives
a sort of "social" definition of the words, "near her older

years." One rabbi says, "All whom her friends consider

old." The other rabbis say, "All whom people call 'mother'

and she is not embarrassed at it." The Tosfos (ad loc.) ob-

jects to this on the ground that the definition should not

depend upon how she feels (i.e., that she should not resent

being generally called "mother"). Therefore, quoting the

Jerushalmi, the Tosfos says that it means every woman
who should be called old (and misses three periods).
These definitions of menopause are of importance with

regard to the laws of uncleanness (Niddah), and so on.

Hence they are codified in two references in die Shulchan

Aruch. In Yore Deah 184 : 3 there is a discussion of the law

that a man must keep from contact with a woman the day
before her period; the other reference is that one need not

keep away from a young person who has not yet had three

successive regular periods and then the Shulchan Aruch

adds, "So it is with an old woman whose blood has ceased"

(i.e., the test is the passing of three periods).
In Yore Deah 189 : 28 the law is more specific. In this

section the law deals with the question of irregular pe-
riods. It says (28): "So it is with an old woman who has

passed three periods and has not seen blood, having grown
old. She is to be considered as having ceased to have regu-

larity; and she no longer needs to be concerned (as to rit-

ual cleanliness) with regard to her original date." See also
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Isserles, who explains that she (like a young girl) need not
be concerned with irregular reappearance of blood. That
is to say that after three regular periods have passed, then
the occasional irregular reappearance of blood has no sig-
nificance legally. This opinion is based on Joseph Caro (in
"Bes Joseph") and on Solomon ben Aderet (rabbi in Bar-

celona, thirteenth century).
A later and fuller statement of the law is found in

"Chochmas Adam" 112 : 37 (Abraham Danzig, of Vilna,

1747-1820): "An old woman who can be called mother' in

her presence, and she is not ashamed, usually has ceased to

have 'the way of women/ If three average periods have

passed, that is, ninety days, she is to be considered as hav-

ing ceased to have menstruation. She need no longer have
concern for any recurrence that is not regular ...,** and
so forth.

In general one may sum up the law by saying that a
woman who is generally considered old (i.e., by their

standards in those days) has the same menstrual status as

a young girl. With a young girl, if three, regular, successive

periods have not yet occurred, she is not to be considered

as having menstrual maturity. So an old woman, if she

misses three regular periods, is no longer to be considered

as regular.
This is about aU there is (or at least all I can find) on this

question.
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o

Grafting of Roses

Since Jewish law seems to prohibit all mixture of spe-
cies of animals and of plants, is the grafting of roses in

order to produce varieties permitted at all? Originally,
Dutch and French rose breeders planted seeds of dif-

ferent species in the same field, and the resulting seeds

(evidently by spontaneous crossing) produced new va-

rieties. The modern method is a conscious, artificial

crossing of different kinds of roses (presumably by
mixture of pollen, as with hybrid corn). A third

method is the grafting of the tender twig of a garden
rose on the tough stock of wild roses. Are any, or att,

of these methods permitted, or forbidden, by Jewish
law? (From M.S.)

There are two Biblical sources for the laws as they devel-

oped on this matter. The first is Leviticus 19 : 19: "You
shall not mix cattle breeds; you shall not sow your field

with mixed seeds." The other verse is Deuteronomy 22 : 9:

"You shall not sow your vineyard in mixed seeds/*

The commentators generally despair of giving a reason

for this prohibition. Rashi merely says that it is a decree of

the King that we have to obey. But Nachmanides says that

the reason for the prohibition is that God has made the

species and that if we start trying to make new species, we
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are implying that God's work at the Creation was not per-
fect (see Nachmanides to Leviticus 19 : 19).

There is, of course, a complete tractate of the Mishnah
entitled "Kelaim" (Mixed Seeds), and there is a Gemara in

the Palestinian Talmud on it, but in the Babylonian Tal-

mud there are only a few chance references. This was due
to the fact that many of the laws involved in the processes
of agriculture, such as stoppage of agriculture on the Sab-

batical year, tithes, and so forth, apply only in Palestine;
this is also the case with some of the laws on mixed seeds.

Of the later legalists, the chief sources are Maimonides in

his "Laws of Kelaim," and the Shulchan Aruch itself in

Yore Deah 295 ff.

Now as to the applications of the kw to the grafting of

roses: Owing to the fact that the verse in Leviticus speaks
of seeds in the field and the verse in Deuteronomy speaks
of the vineyard, the laws are divided into two sections, one
on the planting of vegetables (i.e., "seeds"), and so forth,

and the other on the planting of vineyards and trees. There
are laws applying to the planting of mixed varieties of

vegetables which do not apply to trees and the grafting
of trees.

The question, therefore, that must be decided here is

whether a rose bush belongs to one ckss or the other. Is it

akin, let us say, to a potato vine or even a wheat plant? Or
is it to be classed with the trees? If it is counted among the

plants and not the trees, then the problem is simple. The

prohibition of mixing such pknts as wheat and turnips,
and so on, applies only in Palestine and is not prohibited
outside of Palestine. Thus, Maimonides, in Yad, "Kelaim"

1 : 1, says that vegetable mixtures are forbidden in Pales-

tine only, and (1 : 3) that a Jew may sow mixed seeds out-

side of Palestine.

If, however, the rose bush is a tree (or akin to a tree)

then the prohibition o grafting trees applies outside of
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Palestine too. But even if it is a tree, the first method men-
tioned in the question, namely, sowing the seeds together
in the field, is entirely permitted, because the prohibition

against sowing seeds together applies only to vegetables,
not to trees (see Yore Deah 292 : 3).

Let us continue on the presumption that the rose bush
is a species of tree, for otherwise it is a species of vegetable

plant and the prohibition applies only in Palestine. Mai-

monides states that the law against ''mixing* applies only
to the prohibition of mixing plants that result in edible

food, but in bitter, inedible plants, or even medicinal

plants, the mixture is not prohibited. So, too, the Shulchan

Aruch (in Yore Deah 297 : 3) says that only"such vegeta-
bles as are meant for human food are forbidden to be

mixed, but there is no prohibition in mixing those bitter

herbs and roots that are of use only for medicine. Since

the rose is certainly not raised for food, such mixtures are

permitted (see Yad, 1 : 4).

Furthermore, in all the prohibited mixing, whether with

regard to vegetables, which is forbidden only in Palestine,

or with trees, whose grafting is forbidden also outside of

Palestine, the mixture is forbidden only if the plants are

definitely of different species. Therefore, the Mishnah in

Kelaim says in the very first Mishnah that wheat and rye

grass may be mixed, and barley and oats may be mixed,
because they are not different species. Maimonides says in

Yad, "KelainT III : 5 and 6 after mentioning various

plants that are so similar that mixing them is not forbid-

den, for example, turnips and radishes that in general if

plants or trees have similar leaves and are not widely dif-

ferent, it is not forbidden to mix them. With regard to the

rose bushes, surely all the grafting is done between varie-

ties of roses, and the leaves, et cetera, are much alike. There
is not enough difference for the admixture to be declared a

crossing of species. In other words, while the law does not
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use our modern terminology, it seems to say that the cross-

ing of species is forbidden, but not the crossing of varieties

of the same species.
An interesting sidelight on the question of tree grafting

is stated in the long controversy, still going on, as to the

ethrog used in the Succah ceremonial. The ethrogim, espe-

cially those raised in Corfu, which are in many cases pre-
ferred by many Chasidim to those raised in Palestine, are

customarily produced by grafting the tender twig of the

ethrog plant on the sturdier wood of the lemon tree. Only
Mordecai Jaffe, in the "Levushim," prohibited it on that

ground, but Ephraim Margolis, in responsum 56 of his "Bes

Ephraim," refutes this rather solitary prohibition. He
speaks of the fact that Gentiles are not prohibited to graft
trees and then adds (on p. 48, column 1) that as to the

ethrog (which grows grafted onto the lemon tree) if it re-

mains in taste and appearance like an ethrog (and not like

a lemon) and there are only variations in color and so on,
then there is no objection. It is still an ethrog.
So it is with the roses. They change only in "variety/*

The admixtures are of the same species; they are not dif-

ferent enough to be called a mixture of species. Finally, if

they are akin, not to trees, but to grasses and vegetables,
then the prohibition against mixing them applies only to

Palestine and not to the rest of the world.
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Breast-Feeding or Bottle-Feeding

In the government hospitals which do obstetrical

work for the wives of service men, it often happens
that mothers refuse to breast-feed their babies. In ac-

cordance with their wish, a suppression of lactation is

made and the baby is fed by formula from a bottle. Is

there any objection to this process from the point of
view of Jewish legal tradition? Further, the physician

making the inquiry wants to know some of the tradi-

tions or folklore concerning breast-feeding, mother's

milk, and so forth. (From Rabbi Aryeh Lev, New York

City, asked unofficially on behalf of the physician)

In Biblical times the only known way of feeding an infant

was by breast-feeding. Hence, a mother who would refuse

to breast-feed her baby would, in effect, be willfully starv-

ing the infant. Therefore, the author of Lamentations uses

such a cruel mother in a metaphor, as follows :

Even the jackals draw out the breast,

They give suck to their young ones;
But the daughter of my people is become cruel,

The tongue of the sucking child cleaveth to the

roof of his mouth for thirst , . . (4 : 3-4).

However, this poetic statement does not necessarily indi-

cate that only the mother herself must breast-feed her
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child. They did use wet nurses in Biblical times. These
wet nurses were greatly beloved and honored. Thus we
read that when Rebecca left home to be married to Isaac,

her wet nurse (Maynekes) went with her (Genesis 24 : 59).

When this wet nurse died (Genesis 35 : 8) the place of her

burial was affectionately called "the oak of tears."

But the question asked is whether it is a mother's duty
to breast-feed her baby herself as long as it is possible for

her to do so. There is a great deal of legal material on the

general question of breast-feeding. Most of it is found in

She Talmud in b. Ketuboth 59-60, and then, based on the

Talmud, the law finds its way into the various Codes, par-

ticularly in the Shulchan Aruch, Even Hoezer 80 and 82.

It must be realized at the outset that there are a number
of circumstances under which a mother can actually refuse

to breast-feed her baby. Of course, such a refusal would
not mean that the baby would not be nourished. A wet
nurse would be engaged. In fact, even if a wet nurse were
not available, they had a sort of a formula involving milk

and eggs (see b. Yevamoth 42&). There are a number of

circumstances, mentioned in the Talmud and embodied in

the later law, under which a woman can simply refuse to

breast-feed her baby herself. If, for example, it was the

custom in a parental home to employ wet nurses and if she

brought two maidservants into the marriage, she could

refuse to nurse the baby herself (see b. Ketuboth 59fc; also

b. Ketuboth 610). If the husband can afford wet nurses,

she can refuse to nurse the baby herself.

But how can a mother be allowed to refuse to nurse her

baby herself when the Mishnah says clearly, in Ketuboth

5 : 5, that it is the duty of a mother to nurse her baby? It

is to be observed that the duty is mentioned as follows

and the exact wording is significant: "These are the tasks

which a woman must do for her husband; she must grind
the corn and bake and wash and give suck to her son.** It is
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noteworthy that these are the duties which she owes to her

husband; in other words, basically, the obligation to

nourish a child up to the age of six, or to provide for his

nourishment, is incumbent upon the father. He can be

compelled to nourish or to provide for the nourishment of

his child if he refuses to do so of his own free will (see

Even Hoezer 71 : 1). So, in effect, nursing the infant is one

of the duties which the wife owes her husband. But the

basic duty of feeding the infant in some way or other is

incumbent upon the father. Thus the law is clear that if the

wife can afford to hire a wet nurse, she may do so. The
child is fed and her duty to her husband is thus fulfilled.

Hence, if she is divorced, she no longer has these various

duties toward her husband mentioned in the Mishnah,

grinding corn, weaving, and so forth, and therefore is no

longer obligated to nurse his baby and her baby. Now he
must pay her for it or hire a wet nurse (b. Ketuboth 59fc). In

this regard, there is a very interesting responsum by Sam-
uel D. Medina, of Turkey, sixteenth century ("Rashdam/'
Even Hoezer 193). A widowed woman bore a posthumous
child and she demanded pay from her husband's brother

(who shared in the estate) for nursing the child, and the

rabbi allowed her claim. Of course, if the husband does
not want her to nurse the baby and she does want to nurse

the baby, her will must prevail because of the pain caused
her by the undischarged milk (b. Ketuboth 610). But if he
wants her to nurse his child and she refuses, her will pre-
vails if it is the custom to have wet nurses in her father's

house.

Of course, while a divorced woman can refuse to nurse
the child, there is, nevertheless, an interesting and impor-
tant limitation to this right of refusal. If she has already
nursed the child long enough (usually forty days) so that

the child recognizes her and migfct refuse to take nourish-
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ment from someone else, then she may not refuse to nurse

him (Shulchan Aruch, Even Hoezer 8 : 50).

As far as I know, there is no law concerning techniques
of suppression of lactation. The authorities do not speak
of it directly; but they do have considerable discussion

about which foods hinder the production of the milk or in-

crease it, what foods the mother may not eat, lest they
affect the child through the milk, and so on (see, in general,
b. Ketuboth 60&, and a special discussion of it in W. M.
Feldman, The Jewish Child, p. 183).
As to the latter part of the question, asking for some of

the folklore regarding lactation, Feldman refers to much
of it. For example, people believed that the mother's milk
is derived from the mother's blood. They evidently con-

nected the cessation of menstruation during pregnancy
with a transformation of the blood into milk for the child.

Then they speak of various foods and vegetables which

might do harm to the child through the mother's milk.

The various laws which prohibit a woman remarrying
while she is nursing her first husband's child, are of no di-

rect concern to the question except, perhaps, that the

questioner might be interested in the related matter of

weaning the child. If a child has been kept off its mother's

milk for four or five days, it may return to the breast if this

abstention occurred within twenty-four months of birth;

but if it has been kept off mother s milk after twenty-four
months from birth, it is forbidden to return to the breast.

However, a mother may continuously breast-feed a child

for four to five years. If a mother gives birth to twins, she

may refuse to breast-feed both and has the right to de-

mand that a wet nurse be provided for one of them.

There is no need to mention more of these folkloristic

customs and some of the laws which may have folkloristic

motivations. The answer to the essential question asked is

dear: The duty to suckle the child is one of the duties
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which a wife owes to her husband. If she can afford a wet
nurse, or he can afford a wet nurse, she need no longer feed
the child, since the essential law is that the father is in

duty bound to arrange for the child to be fed. If she is di-

vorced, therefore, she can refuse to nurse the child. If,

therefore, a modern woman does not wish to nurse the

child, she is justified in refusing. Certainly with her hus-
band's consent, she may do so. Even without his consent,
she may refuse if she can afford to maJke other provisions

(in the ancient times this meant a wet nurse). Therefore it

is clear that the law is permissive in this regard.
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